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Editorial
he purpose of an Editorial in a house
journal such as PONTIFACT is not easy
to define, nor indeed may the need for
it be universally acknowledged. in fact, in
two of our seven issues we have not carried an
Editorial at all and it might be held that since
the policy and aims of PONTIFACT are reasonably
well established there is no necessity for our
voice to be heard further; we, as all our readers
are fully aware, are in no position to pronounce
on the firm’s policy—space is available for the
Partners elsewhere in the journal should they
wish to use this as a vehicle for announcement
—nor do we wish to use our own space for
the statement of material relating to the organis
ation of the firm since, while this is of interest
to all wage-earning readers (as opposed to camp
followers), we aim to concentrate on staff news,
relaxation interests and general features of the
firm’s work rather than technicalities and details
of our daily life.
The easiest aspect of the problem is to give
reasons why we feel that an Editorial is desirable.
We are able at times to read the house journals
of other firms; naturally it is difficult to be
objective when comparing one’s own production
to others, but we do flatter ourselves that
PONTIFACT has a quite different flavour. Since
none of the others carries an Editorial it seems to
us a pretty good reason for having one. As
a corollary to this, it is impossible when serving
on the Editorial Board to avoid having views
on what course PONTIFACT should take—you
provide the wind but our hand must steer.
For this reason if we are to be more than just
a postal service between contributor and printer
it is necessary for us to exercise a process of
selection on contributions presented and encour
agement of material we feel to be needful. Under
these conditions and bearing in mind the changes
of the composition of the Board that naturally
occur—and moreover should occur to maintain
PONTIFACT in a state of growth—one or other
of our number is bound to feel at times the need
to re-state or modify our position. This is, of
course, on the immediate domestic side of our

activities; in addition, occasions arise at intervals
when subjects affecting our profession generally
become a topic of interest. Here we are on
shakier ground—do we have any sort of mandate
from either the Partners or the readers from which
we may presume to pontificate ? Our feelings
on this are that, while we may not express our
opinions as if of any final authority, we should,
as a group of people meeting with moderate
regularity, offer our views in an attempt to express
at least one argued line of thought and, should
that view not be agreeable, provoke further
discussion, which we will be only too glad to
publish either in the form of articles or corres
pondence.
More difficult than why to write is what to
write about. At the outset certain subjects of
great interest to the members of the finn are
taboo—since the Editorial Board wish to con
tinue receiving a monthly pay cheque for an
aggregate of very many years to come we
emphatically do not propose to pursue a crusade
for higher pay for all. Other matters of firm’s
policy that we would indeed like to comment
on we feel, without direction, to be an impertinent
subject for our discussion although in some
cases they can be covered in correspondence
by individual members of the firm. This leaves
us then in the slightly curious but logical position
of being able to cover any matter of interest
to ourselves or the staff in general except that
which touches us all most nearly as members
of the firm. Outside this area we can broadly
divide the field where our interests are mainly
overlapped into political, professional, relaxation
and domestic regions. Politics we feel little
enthusiasni for discussion—the Daily Wail in
the morning and Evening Blues at night suffice
most of us for the day. Professional affairs
in the wider sense are deservedly a rewarding
subject, but, bearing in mind the fact that nearly
half the readers are not engineers, need to be
handled with a sense of proportion. Relaxation
activities seldom seem to justify the attention
of an Editorial while the domestic or production
Continued on page II
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“fetched down” the entire assernbly—”London
clay
one of the few things in the City
which was a ‘liquid limit’
Meanwhile, Mr. Grace has undertaken yet
another long and exhausting trip overseas,
this time to the U.S.A. and British Honduras.
As is not uncommon, he had to extend it beyond
the planned date of return, and to make sure
he really was exhausted, when he got back he
unluckily fell a victim to inflLlenza.
The initial purpose of Mr. Grace’s trip was
to discuss in New York with our friends Tibbetts,
Abbott, McCarthy and Stratton, arrangements
for a joint venture on Addis Ababa. We are
happy to say that agreement has been reached
on this.
During the same period, the writer logged
a rather large mileage in the U.K., travelling by
road, air and rail to deputise for the President
of the Institution of Structural Engineers at
various functions, and in company with Mr.
Williams to give lectures on the design of tall
buildings, in Glasgow and Inverness. It was
a pleasurable surprise that the meeting at Glasgow
apparently produced the largest attendance for
many years, but our trains were so late arriving
that we could not visit our Glasgow colleagues.
However, the fourth time was lucky and on the
way back from Inverness we were able to
spend an hour or so with them.
Official engagenients and trips abroad may
sound—and in some ways of course are—
enjoyable, but they do entail heavy demands on
one’s time and energy, and throw equally
heavy burdens on the Partners and Associates
who, back in the office, out of the limelight,
must keep business running smoothly. Never
theless, to serve one’s profession and try to
promote the interests of its members brings
many lasting rewards, and the Partners would
like to see more niembers of the staff taking a
wider interest in and giving direct support to
the activities of both the “Civils” and the
“Structurals”. They will gladly try to give
advice on Institutional affairs and examinations
to anyone who needs it, especially juniors who
have not yet qualified for corporate menibership,
but they would appreciate advance notice of
one or two weeks.
Social activities within the London office
continue happily to expand and the latest
development is the ferm(ent)ation of a winemaking group, under the chairmanship of
T. G. Hancock and with P. G. Craker and
Miss De Bell as Secretary and Treasurer,
.

.

.

“.

Partners’ Panorama
lie first quarter of 1963 has not brought any
diminution in the activities of the firm, and
the seasonal cry of the Senior Engineer bird
“more men, more men” has been heard early
this year in certain areas. Though to respond
to further demands is not easy, the continued
pressure of work has been gratifying during a
period when some consulting and contracting
firms have experienced a reduction, It also
encourages the Partners to believe that the long
term policy which they have followed in past
years of doing everything they could to widen
the scope and experience of the firm is being
proved sound. Certainly in the London office
a more satisfactory balance has been reached
between what in very general terms may be de
scribed as “Structural” and “Civil” work,
and the “Structural” no longer predoniinates
as much as it used to do in the 1950’s. In the
associated firms abroad, the accent is still very
much on the “Civil”.
The problems of London office accommodation
and of a move to new premises have been under
examination, but many alternatives and aspects
must be explored, and it is unlikely that a final
decision will be reached for some months at
least. When it has, the staff will be informed
as soon as possible. Of course, sonie time will
have to elapse before the full effects of the latest
Government announcement on the building of
new offices can be judged.
Following the opening of a temporary office
in Jordan, another has been established at
Doncaster to deal with local work on the
Howden/Selby Trunk Road Scheme. Kendal
office is likely to be rejuvenated before long,
as our Report on the Lancaster-Penrith Motor
way has been accepted by the Ministry of Trans
port; we are pleased to say that the Minister
himself has expressed satisfaction with this
Report. Glasgow remains in full commission
with high hopes of seeing the initial stage of
the interesting Ring Road scheme put out to
contract this year. Our representatives in Doha,
Kuwait and Abu Dhabi have all had to contend

with peculiar difficulties, but appear in no way
abashed by them. Life in Belize and Georgetown
seems to have been rather smoother but no less
busy.
In London there have been the usual unfore
seeable delays and upsets in jobs accompanied,
also as usual, by short-notice extra demands
and burdens outside our control which, never
theless, we must try to meet in order truly to serve
the best interests of the Clients and the jobs.
Those afflictions of structural engineers—late
amendments by others—have, alas, continued to
plague us and Doncaster Infirmary now sits
firmly at the top of the league table because the
post-contract demands for extra and amended
service holes, etc., on this job have already beaten
all previous records in our experience. (The
architects and we thought that the Diagnostic
Block was intended to be a building not a
colander.) Full marks to Mr. Fuller and his
section for the patience and forbearance they
have exercised, at least in public, in dealing
with this classical negation of the primary
objective of the National Productivity Year.
In pleasant contrast, on 14th March the
writer and Mr. Fuller represented the firm
at the opening by Her Majesty the Queen
Mother of the first section of the Royal Northern
Hospital reconstruction, and the writer had
the honour to be presented to Her Majesty.
This opening was a very enjoyable occasion,
with all members of the team given due credit
for their efforts; we think that the Architects.
our old friends, Tooley & Foster, have produced
a crisp, efficient and good-looking building.
In the constructional world, this is the season
for Annual Dinners, and Mr. Hawkey as the
Chairman, has represented the Association of
Consulting Engineers at many functions. I-Ic
presided over and made two of the principal
speeches at the Association’s Golden Jubilee
Dinner at the Guildhall on 18th February;
even his severest critics, i.e., his Partners, agree
that lie did so with distinction. Incidentally,
one of his many unobtrusive touches of humour

I

respectively. Mr. Grainger’s introductory talk
was ideal for the occasion and the audience
appreciated it as much as the various samples
which he and several other enthusiasts kindly
provided. (N.B.—”Craker’s Vintage Wheat”
certainly is one to remember for putting down.)
Mr. Ranger’s show of photographs taken during
his recent trip to Nigeria also was enjoyed
very much.
Turning no to the associated firms abroad,
it is not intended that this Panorama should
encroach upon their quarterly newsletters, but
a little overlapping from time to time will be
understandable. Since the Nyasaland December
newsletter was published, our colleagues there
have brought the Walker’s Ferry Scheme to a
successful conclusion, and have been told that
the P.W.D. staff is now itself able to undertake
all the works envisaged in the next few years.
Consequently, after about 15 years unbroken
service to this pleasant country, S. & W., K. & P’s
association with it has been brought to an end for
the time being and the Blantyre office has been
closed.
*

*

*

The Partners of the Nigerian Partnership are
pleased to announce that Mr. J. J. Gandy has
been made an Associate of this Partnership.
*

*

*

Another event which has given particular
pleasure to all of us here in London, occurred
in Jordan on 18th February, when Mr. and
Mrs. Hedges were presented to their Royal
Highnesses the Duke and Duchess of Gloucester.
*

*

*

Apropos of unforeseeable amendments, we
have just been informed that this must go to
press this afternoon (Friday) instead
of
Monday so, responding loyally to the demand
and foregoing lunch for Plumstead’s crust,
we extend on behalf of all the Partners every
where best wishes to thoSe members of the staff
who have married or had additions to their
family and congratulations to the men who
have passed examinations and/or been elected
to menibership of the Institutions of Civil
or Structural Engineers during the past three
months. Plunistead’s hint about scooping has
been taken and we will leave him to arrange
for details of these events to be given elsewhere
in PONTIFACT.
F. M. B.
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We were poor but she was honest..
by George Piiddepliatt

by Patricia Hagan

en
1
l

war broke out on 3rd September,
1939, 1 found I was very ill-equipped
to take part in something which
threatened to engulf us all. I knew nothing
about nursing, morse codes, or any of the things
other and more efficient women were rushing
to do, but 1 could drive a car, and this one
asset took me to a large ambulance station in
Knightsbridge being hurriedly organised into
a working unit. I was interviewed by a tall
red-haired woman in a blue uniform, who,
after telling me I was about to join the Death
Brigade, enrolled me as an ambulance driver.
My fellow drivers were a mixed collection of
men and women. The women drivers were
mostly from the wealthy homes of Kensington,
all were volunteers and nearly all very young,
in fact our red-haired commandant was only
a year or so older than I was. She later became
Lady Tedder, but that is another story.

Somerset by Patricia Hagan
There is a corner of England
Down in the West Country,
Which stands with its head in the Cotswolds,
And its feet in the cool grey sea.
Across its breast lies Exmoor
The home of the wild red deer,
And the wind is warm in the bracken,
And the peace of the world is here.
This is the land of the wild rose hedge,
The lamb and the apple tree,
And old stone farms and fat white geese
And lanes which lead to the sea.
And here is where the Roman walked,
Was conquered, and died where he stood,
Here are the valleys and rolling hills,
And bluebells thick in the wood.
And this is the home of my childhood,
This little place by the sea,
And here in the heart of England
Is ever the heart of me.

The men drivers, with one or two exceptions,
were peace-time chauffeurs of the rich dowagers
of Sloane Street and Knightsbridge, presented
by them, together with their cars, to the ambul
ance service for the duration of the war. We
had good reason to be grateful in the dark
months to come for these efficient and gentle
men; their humour and courage during the
worst moments of many raids soothed our
feelings of fear and made what we were doing
seem bearable and sensible.
We were stationed at Kingston House,
Knightsbridge, with our ambulances, cars,
stretchers and all the paraphernalia of a war
time service, and here we were to work happily,
and often dangerously, for the next five years.
We learnt First Aid from the regular peace
time ambulance men, and struggled at first in
theory, but soon in practice, with bandages,
splints and tourniquets; we learnt to lift men,
women and children of all sizes from every
impossible position ever devised by man and
the falling bomb; we learnt the shortest routes
to hospitals, first-aid posts and mortuaries;
we learnt every street in the Westminster area,
every cul-de-sac, every short cut; we learnt to
drive and see in the dark, and be thankful we
were alive and safe every morning, and merci
fully we learnt to shut our minds to the horrors
we saw around us; a baby lying trapped under
a girder, a head in the gutter, people without
arms or legs, fire, a broken main flooding an
air-raid shelter, and people dying amongst
dust and dirt and broken glass.
The outside world changed almost as much as
we did during these years. The lovely long
roads of Knightsbridge and Kensington, Em
peror’s Gate and Queen’s Gate, lay empty
and defenceless under the sky. Buses were few
and far between, often forced to give up the
unequal struggle against sirens, bombs, craters
in the road and the non-arrival of bombed-out
crews. Hyde Park became a graveyard for
Continued on page II.

first saw her on a moonlit evening in
the autumn of ‘56. She was standing
in the corner of a field near Windsor,
under the kindly protection of a chestnut tree,
and she was very fair to look upon.
Her owner, who said he would be very sorry
to part with her, explained proudly, almost
tearfully, how she had started life as a humble
Austin 7 in 1928 and some twenty years later
had been rebuilt as a two-seater sports with
aluminium body which could only be described
as quaint. I later judged that her renovator
must have been possessed of more enthusiasm
than science, but at that first meeting my eyes
could see only her virtues, not the least of
which was her price.
My wife and I returned in the broad light of
day on the following Saturday and met the
charming young couple who found it necessary
to part with their treasure. They were awaiting
pram. Such are
delivery of a brand new
the sacrifices we are called upon to make for
our families
The formalities over, the former owners of
Treasure waved us off, bravely holding their
tears in check until we were out of sight. We
at once noted how well proportioned to our
personal requirements was our little car;
fact, it would have been impossible for anyone
over 5 ft. 4 in. to arrange himself behind the
wheel. As we chugged merrily along the road
to Maidenhead we little realised that here was
beginning an era of motoring during which we
would rumble, rock and roam over sonie 40,000
miles of road in a manner at once exhilarating
and unique, and not seldom a little frightening.
The specification of LKX 969 (for such was
her official name) was as follows:
.

.

.

in

Chassis
Original 1928 “short” chassis with incredibly
stiff semi-elliptic springs at the front and
unbelievably flexible quarter elliptics at the
rear. This combination produced violent
“oversteering” which means roughly that

may

decide to do
despite anything you
with the steering wheel, the car goes which
way it likes. The steering was described
as direct, which means in practice that a
vigorous pulse beat resulted in the car
tracing out a sine wave. The brakes
were “independent”. In 1928 this meant
that the brakes on the rear wheels were
operated by a foot pedal, whilst those on
the front wheels were controlled by a hand
lever. Neither set, separately or in corn
bination, had a marked effect on the car’s
progress.

in

Body
Hand-built two-seater tourer
aluminium.
Perhaps the most unusual feature was that
the bonnet (a most apt term in this particular
case) was secured by two fasteners of the
kind used on attaché cases.
Engine
Original 1928, 4 cylinder, 784 cc. side
valve with magneto ignition. The magneto
was an object of great pride as it had
a very handsome brass cover which was
beautifully engraved.
Transmission
The gearbox was, as the name implies,
simply a box of gears. It had none of the
refinements generally considered necessary
in its modern counterparts, and we managed
very nicely without them. The output from
the gearbox was via a fabric coupling to
a great iron stick, which served as a pro
peller shaft, and finally disappeared into
the rear axle. The only merit of this latter
item was that it transmitted a small per
centage of the energy which it received
to the rear wheels. The rest it converted
into noise
During the first two months of ownership
we came to a number of conclusions about
our buggy (we soon took to using this style
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We were poor but she was honest..
by George Piiddepliatt

by Patricia Hagan
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war broke out on 3rd September,
1939, 1 found I was very ill-equipped
to take part in something which
threatened to engulf us all. I knew nothing
about nursing, morse codes, or any of the things
other and more efficient women were rushing
to do, but 1 could drive a car, and this one
asset took me to a large ambulance station in
Knightsbridge being hurriedly organised into
a working unit. I was interviewed by a tall
red-haired woman in a blue uniform, who,
after telling me I was about to join the Death
Brigade, enrolled me as an ambulance driver.
My fellow drivers were a mixed collection of
men and women. The women drivers were
mostly from the wealthy homes of Kensington,
all were volunteers and nearly all very young,
in fact our red-haired commandant was only
a year or so older than I was. She later became
Lady Tedder, but that is another story.

Somerset by Patricia Hagan
There is a corner of England
Down in the West Country,
Which stands with its head in the Cotswolds,
And its feet in the cool grey sea.
Across its breast lies Exmoor
The home of the wild red deer,
And the wind is warm in the bracken,
And the peace of the world is here.
This is the land of the wild rose hedge,
The lamb and the apple tree,
And old stone farms and fat white geese
And lanes which lead to the sea.
And here is where the Roman walked,
Was conquered, and died where he stood,
Here are the valleys and rolling hills,
And bluebells thick in the wood.
And this is the home of my childhood,
This little place by the sea,
And here in the heart of England
Is ever the heart of me.

The men drivers, with one or two exceptions,
were peace-time chauffeurs of the rich dowagers
of Sloane Street and Knightsbridge, presented
by them, together with their cars, to the ambul
ance service for the duration of the war. We
had good reason to be grateful in the dark
months to come for these efficient and gentle
men; their humour and courage during the
worst moments of many raids soothed our
feelings of fear and made what we were doing
seem bearable and sensible.
We were stationed at Kingston House,
Knightsbridge, with our ambulances, cars,
stretchers and all the paraphernalia of a war
time service, and here we were to work happily,
and often dangerously, for the next five years.
We learnt First Aid from the regular peace
time ambulance men, and struggled at first in
theory, but soon in practice, with bandages,
splints and tourniquets; we learnt to lift men,
women and children of all sizes from every
impossible position ever devised by man and
the falling bomb; we learnt the shortest routes
to hospitals, first-aid posts and mortuaries;
we learnt every street in the Westminster area,
every cul-de-sac, every short cut; we learnt to
drive and see in the dark, and be thankful we
were alive and safe every morning, and merci
fully we learnt to shut our minds to the horrors
we saw around us; a baby lying trapped under
a girder, a head in the gutter, people without
arms or legs, fire, a broken main flooding an
air-raid shelter, and people dying amongst
dust and dirt and broken glass.
The outside world changed almost as much as
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roads of Knightsbridge and Kensington, Em
peror’s Gate and Queen’s Gate, lay empty
and defenceless under the sky. Buses were few
and far between, often forced to give up the
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in the road and the non-arrival of bombed-out
crews. Hyde Park became a graveyard for
Continued on page II.

first saw her on a moonlit evening in
the autumn of ‘56. She was standing
in the corner of a field near Windsor,
under the kindly protection of a chestnut tree,
and she was very fair to look upon.
Her owner, who said he would be very sorry
to part with her, explained proudly, almost
tearfully, how she had started life as a humble
Austin 7 in 1928 and some twenty years later
had been rebuilt as a two-seater sports with
aluminium body which could only be described
as quaint. I later judged that her renovator
must have been possessed of more enthusiasm
than science, but at that first meeting my eyes
could see only her virtues, not the least of
which was her price.
My wife and I returned in the broad light of
day on the following Saturday and met the
charming young couple who found it necessary
to part with their treasure. They were awaiting
pram. Such are
delivery of a brand new
the sacrifices we are called upon to make for
our families
The formalities over, the former owners of
Treasure waved us off, bravely holding their
tears in check until we were out of sight. We
at once noted how well proportioned to our
personal requirements was our little car;
fact, it would have been impossible for anyone
over 5 ft. 4 in. to arrange himself behind the
wheel. As we chugged merrily along the road
to Maidenhead we little realised that here was
beginning an era of motoring during which we
would rumble, rock and roam over sonie 40,000
miles of road in a manner at once exhilarating
and unique, and not seldom a little frightening.
The specification of LKX 969 (for such was
her official name) was as follows:
.

.

.

in
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was an object of great pride as it had
a very handsome brass cover which was
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The gearbox was, as the name implies,
simply a box of gears. It had none of the
refinements generally considered necessary
in its modern counterparts, and we managed
very nicely without them. The output from
the gearbox was via a fabric coupling to
a great iron stick, which served as a pro
peller shaft, and finally disappeared into
the rear axle. The only merit of this latter
item was that it transmitted a small per
centage of the energy which it received
to the rear wheels. The rest it converted
into noise
During the first two months of ownership
we came to a number of conclusions about
our buggy (we soon took to using this style
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whenever we referred to her and consequently
she was never given a proper name):
(a) The seats were as comfortable as
tombstones.
(b) The treadless tyres were ilegal.
(c) The petrol consumptioll was idiotic
(less than 30 m.p.g.).
(d) The performance was pathetic (less
than 35 m.p.h.).
(e) We really would have to do something
about the brakes.
As a result we decided that we would revert
to Shanks’s pony for a couple of months during
the winter and engage in some re-building.
The engine and gearbox were removed and dis
mantled. The cylinder block alld head were
ground to raise the compression ratio, large lumps
of cast iron were scraped away to accomnlodate
oversize inlet valves, and the valve timing
modified. New bearings, valves, etc., were
fitted and everything that wasn’t renewed was
vigorously polished. The fly-wheel was a
monstrous affair, and a couple of pounds of
metal were carved off the rim by a friend who
had access to a lathe. The clutch was rebuilt
with high friction linings and double springs,
the stiffness of which was later realised by my
poor left foot.
Before the engine was refitted, a down-draught
carburettor and manifold were obtained, like
many other things, ex scrap, and it was necessary
to fit an electric petrol punip to lift the fuel
to the required level. It is perhaps worth
noting that the pump was new and was the
only piece of equipment post-1932. It was also
subsequently the only persistent source of
trouble.
Our attack on inefficiency was not confined
to the engine. A set of 17-in, wheels with good
tyres was obtained to replace the old 19-in.
“pram” wheels, and some attempts were made
to improve the braking system. Last, but not
least, a very handsome pair of new bucket
seats was acquired, and these, when fitted,
alleviated to sonie extent the effects of the hard
suspension.
With the expenditure of much blood and
sweat the restored components were assembled
in the chassis and eventually the day came for
testing the results of our handiwork. The
engine stubbornly refused to start. After several
disappointing hours of adjusting and tinkering
it spluttered into life—but on two cylinders only.
It was discovered that the experimental valve
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timing was a dismal failure and this was restored
to standard. From that moment on we never
looked back.
Some months later, with all systems “go”,
we set course for that gem of our green and
pleasant land—the Lake District. For a reason
which now escapes me we decided to go via
North Wales, and I remember that we made
the trip from Slough to Coiwyn Bay between
morning coffee and afternoon tea, a feat which
would certainly have been inipossible before
modification, however early or late we had
taken coffee and tea respectively. It was during
that weekend that we experienced a strange
electrical phenomenon for which science has
yet to find an explanation. it was late on
Sunday evening and we had been sittilig in the
car (with the hood down, of course) watching
the moon and the sea, and were about to return
to base. My wife, who by then was very quick
to notice any changes in sight, sound or feel
which warn the owners of ancient cars that
all is not well, observed that there was 110 red
glow on the road from our rear lights. After
closer investigation she assured me that there
was not so much as a glimmer at the rear end.
Feeling confident that a well-aimed kick would
put things right, I got out, only to discover
the offending lamps beallling brigiltly. Picture
if you can two people scrambling in and out
of an incredibly small car aild running to and
fronl the rear elld wililst shouting reillarks
which indicated quite clearly that they were
not agreed on a certaill matter of rearward
illumination, It was eventually discovered that
the ligllts worked when the driver’s door was
open, but immediately went out when the door
was closed. A strange vehicle was seen late
that night being driven witil one door tied open
with string.
For nluch of the remaillder of tilat holiday
our daily travel was on foot, tilis beillg tile only
way to see the true beauty of lake and fell. Wilell
tired, however, we did find that we could motor
up tracks which even the sileep found ilard
going. Despite spending a great deal of tinle
walking and chinlbing we covered some 1,600
nliles on that holiday, tilough it would lot be
truthful to say tilat it was conipletely troublefree. One wet afternooll was spent iyillg under
Ileath, chailging tile dreaded fabric coupling.
Shortly after tilis holiday I took a job out of
town, a niere 15 nliles fronl home, and the buggy
went into daily service. I found tllat a fair
amount of travelhng about tile southern counties
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was involved, and tile buggy was worked very
ilard, sometimes 200 to 300 “business” Illiles
beillg covered in a week, ill additioll to private
motoring. We soon discovered tilat under these
conditions it was advisable to have two engines,
one in and one standing by. Austin 7 spares
are now nore plentiful tilall the leaves on tile
trees, alld the man fronl whom tile spare engine
was acquired persuaded us to take also a gear
box, a dynamo, alld a host of otiler spares—
and we ilad S0lll cilange out of £5.
The “new” ellgille was given silililar treatment
to tile first, and tilereafter the eligine change
becaille an annual evellt at tile beginning of each
sunlnler. The A.7 nlust be ainlost tile only
car on wilich tilis operation can be performed
by a sub-standard Illall, single ilallded.
It is true to say tilat during our four years
of buggy ownersilip there were very few journeys
wilich could possibly be described as dull, alld
tile stories of unlikely incidents are numberless.
Perhaps tile very last story—tile story of how we
sold our treasure—nlay be taken as ty5icai of
many otilers. Several people ilad coille ill answer
to our advertiselllent, but tiley all beloilged to
tile super race of over 5 ft. 4 in., and not even
the Illost entilusiastic of tilem could find space
for ilis legs in the nlillute “cockpit”. Olle
evenillg we had a call from a young man wilo
was tile right size, but wilO certainly didll’t

strike me as suitable to be let loose with such a
letilal weapon. However, a drive was arranged
and after tell nlillutes of illlitatillg tile kangaroo
we got away and very slowly staggered down
tile road in first gear. When my nerves Ilad
been stretciled to the limit I suggested ile turned
round, drove back honie and forgot ali about
it. I should never have let ilim attempt a
three-point turn. He reversed tile car successfully
alld went illto fIrst gear for tile secolld swing.
Suddelliy we silot across tile road, Illounted tile
footpath, plunged through a 4I-ill. brick gardell
wall, alld came to rest Illid tile cilrysantilemums.
He didn’t buy
Some weeks later wilell tile wail ilad beell
made good and tile frollt elld of tile car restored,
Mr. Righlt callle aioilg. He was a little on the
tail side but a good elltilusiast wilo already had
all A.7, a 1931 saloon called Blue Streak, alld
wallted a tourer for sunimer use. All immediate
bond of affection deveioped between tilis young
man and tile buggy, alld before I knew wilat
happelled I was off on my first ever trip in tile
“other” seat. it was a hair-raising experience,
evell witil tile car ill tile ilands of an expert,
alld havillg 110 part to play in controlling tile
nlachlin I gratefully clutched tile panic bar.
Even thiell I would ilave changed my miild
about selling her, but already a more suitable
Continued on page 13.

A BACKWARD GLANCE—continued from page 8
bombed ilouses of Kellsillgton. Hundreds
of baths aild basins, gilded gates alld stone
statues lay in lanes between tile avellues of trees.
Tail, lovely ilouses were boarded up and enlpty,
glass lying deep in tile Ileglected gardens. Otiler
houses, not so lucky, lay where they had been
hit, their elegance and strellgth a ileap of brokell
stolle and blackened wood, and everywilere,
carried oi tile wind, the faint smell of burniiig,
tilat unmistakable, never to be forgotten, smell
of war-time London.
Dogfights in tile sky were an alnlost daily occur
rence in tile early days. We would watcil tile
twisting planes, so high in the blue sky, like
snlahl illsects, the sullhght catciling their wings
as tiley dipped and fluttered around each other,
and in the stilllless we could ilear the guns firillg.
Everyone rode bicycles. We soon found this
was the quickest and best way of gettillg any
where. A trousered till hatted woman pedalling
tile

furiously during an air raid, became a familiar
aild frieiidly sigilt and no lollger tile object of
derisioll.
Values changed. No one cared any more if one
owned a ilouse, a car or a fur coat. It became
unpatriotic to niake a lot of nioney or even to
possess very nluch, and to be well dressed was sus
pected of coupon fiddling and tile Black Market.
Tilere

was

everywilere

a

feelillg

of warmth

and respect for eacll other, not always felt in
peace-tinle, alld although we knew tilat in the
end only the strong would survive, tile weak
were Ilelped, Ilot pusiled, out of the way. Life
wilicil was so precarious becanie someilow so
mucil easier to live.
These were sad times sonletirnes, tragic times
often, but good or bad they were stirring tinles
and those of us wilo lived through them were
moulded by what we saw and did, for better
or for worse, into what we are to-day.
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North Wales, and I remember that we made
the trip from Slough to Coiwyn Bay between
morning coffee and afternoon tea, a feat which
would certainly have been inipossible before
modification, however early or late we had
taken coffee and tea respectively. It was during
that weekend that we experienced a strange
electrical phenomenon for which science has
yet to find an explanation. it was late on
Sunday evening and we had been sittilig in the
car (with the hood down, of course) watching
the moon and the sea, and were about to return
to base. My wife, who by then was very quick
to notice any changes in sight, sound or feel
which warn the owners of ancient cars that
all is not well, observed that there was 110 red
glow on the road from our rear lights. After
closer investigation she assured me that there
was not so much as a glimmer at the rear end.
Feeling confident that a well-aimed kick would
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many otilers. Several people ilad coille ill answer
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tile super race of over 5 ft. 4 in., and not even
the Illost entilusiastic of tilem could find space
for ilis legs in the nlillute “cockpit”. Olle
evenillg we had a call from a young man wilo
was tile right size, but wilO certainly didll’t

strike me as suitable to be let loose with such a
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He didn’t buy
Some weeks later wilell tile wail ilad beell
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Mr. Righlt callle aioilg. He was a little on the
tail side but a good elltilusiast wilo already had
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wallted a tourer for sunimer use. All immediate
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happelled I was off on my first ever trip in tile
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A BACKWARD GLANCE—continued from page 8
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Golden Jubilee Dinner
The Association of Consulting Engineers

by R. Moodie
Qn the evening of 18th February a most
distinguished company, which included
the Lord Mayor of London, an Am
bassador and no less than five High Commis
sioners, to mention but a few, assembled under
the Chairmanship of Mr. Hawkey.
The scene was the Guildhall in the City of
London and the occasion the Golden Jubilee
Dinner of The Association of Consulting
Engineers, of which body, as readers are aware,
Mr. Hawkey is Chairman for this year.
The choice of this, for the Association,
unusual venue was prompted by a wish to make
this year’s dinner rather a special one to mark
50 years of existence. There can be no doubt
that those responsible achieved their objective.

To one who has not attended a Guildhall
function since 1937 much seems new and indeed
parts of adjoining rooms and corridors still
have a distinctly temporary look. But once
inside the Chamber itself one is immediately
struck, as in the case of the pre-blitz Guildhail,
that here is no ordinary hail with four walls
and a roof. Rather it is a place where over
centuries past men of substance or skill have
met to further communal interests, administer
justice and on other occasions to make merry.
True, the new oak panelling may seem now
lacking mellow warmth, but most visitors will not
mourn the passing of’ the old hammer-beam
roof which some found oppressively heavy. The
new Gothic arches still fade upwards, as did

By courtesy of John Heddon
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the old roof, into misty diffusion from the bright
scene below.
if ever a Chairman at a banquet worked hard
for his supper it was Mr. Hawkey. I did not
record how many times he rose to his feet but
it cannot have been less than seven, and on two
of these occasions it was in order to make a
speech.
The first speech proposing the health of the
Lord Mayor and the Corporation was in light,
almost holiday, mood. This seemed to set the
note for the rest of the speakers with the result
that the gathering was noteworthy for yet a
further reason, namely, that the speeches were
moderate if not short in length, witty, and not
boring. Anyone who has attended a succession
of functions of this type will recognise this as
noteworthy.
Mr. Hawkey thanked the Lord Mayor and
the Corporation for allowing the Association
to invade the City and passed on to explain
why engineers are not classed as City Gentlemen
—the bowler hat being traditionally a target for
dropped bricks and rivets and hence best left
to old-style foremen and the umbrella rejected
because there are sufficient snags, traps and
pitfalls to be avoided without adding this addi
tional risk of tripping into a hole. He concluded
on a niore serious note when having paid tribute
to the part played by the City in providing
financial support for so much of the engineer’s
work, he expressed the hope that in the future
the Government when lending money to overseas
countries would attach some form of tie with
the object that British and Commonwealth
firms stand a reasonable chance of executing
the work for which the loan was granted.
After the Lord Mayor, Sir Ralph Perring,
had replied with a brisk and entertaining speech
the Minister of Public Building and Works
proposed the health of the Association. Mr.
Hawkey then in reply made his principal
speech. As befitted a jubilee occasion he traced
the evolution and history of the professional
engineer through the 18th and 19th centuries
milestoned by the birth of the various institu
tions to at least one of which Members must
belong, right up to the emergence in 1913 of
the Association itself. Now, 50 years later,
it numbers some 630 members representing
340 fIrms with over 10,000 technical staff.
Looking ahead, he referred to new fields
opening up, for example nuclear power, traffic
engineering and economic surveys. More young
men are needed to train as engineers to meet

requirements—perhaps there is room for more
women engineers.*
Complacency must be avoided, research must
be encouraged and contractors helped to employ
new methods. There must be more co-oper
ation with allied professions, notably with
architects.
The final toast was in honour of the guests,
and was proposed by Mr. George Sheppard,
well known tç many readers as a partner of
Binnies. The company was then treated to
a salty and vigorous response by H.E. The
High Commissioner for New Zealand, which
brought the formalities to a close.
Members of the firm naturally feel great
pride that Mr. Hawkey was elected Chairman
this year. Perhaps some of us here realise
better than most people outside the firm the
effort he puts into his task and we all are very
pleased at the great success of this 50th Anni
versary Dinner which was in a great measure
due to Mr. Hawkey himself.
*
Hear, Hear—Editors.

EDITORIAL—continued from
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aspect, although the easiest for us to write,
must be avoided for that very reason since
continued exhortation to produce copy and
over frequent acknowledgement to our helpers,
while necessary and desirable at times, should
not be the horizon of our view.
From this the reader can see why the Editors
cannot always see their way to producing an
Editorial—and will probably deduce that the
hand that penned this was at a loss for a subject.

WE WERE POOR BUT SHE WAS HONEST
—continued 1,0,11 page 11
family saloon had moved into the garage and
we had no room for such bulky souvenirs, so
she went. It is hard to realise that it was only
an inanimate object from which we were being
parted. My foolishly sentimental thoughts were
summed up by a verse once uttered by a fellow
enthusiast:
“Breathes there a man with a soul so dead
Who never to himself hath said
This is my own. my Austin 7”.
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Golden Jubilee Dinner
The Association of Consulting Engineers

by R. Moodie
Qn the evening of 18th February a most
distinguished company, which included
the Lord Mayor of London, an Am
bassador and no less than five High Commis
sioners, to mention but a few, assembled under
the Chairmanship of Mr. Hawkey.
The scene was the Guildhall in the City of
London and the occasion the Golden Jubilee
Dinner of The Association of Consulting
Engineers, of which body, as readers are aware,
Mr. Hawkey is Chairman for this year.
The choice of this, for the Association,
unusual venue was prompted by a wish to make
this year’s dinner rather a special one to mark
50 years of existence. There can be no doubt
that those responsible achieved their objective.

To one who has not attended a Guildhall
function since 1937 much seems new and indeed
parts of adjoining rooms and corridors still
have a distinctly temporary look. But once
inside the Chamber itself one is immediately
struck, as in the case of the pre-blitz Guildhail,
that here is no ordinary hail with four walls
and a roof. Rather it is a place where over
centuries past men of substance or skill have
met to further communal interests, administer
justice and on other occasions to make merry.
True, the new oak panelling may seem now
lacking mellow warmth, but most visitors will not
mourn the passing of’ the old hammer-beam
roof which some found oppressively heavy. The
new Gothic arches still fade upwards, as did
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and was proposed by Mr. George Sheppard,
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Binnies. The company was then treated to
a salty and vigorous response by H.E. The
High Commissioner for New Zealand, which
brought the formalities to a close.
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pride that Mr. Hawkey was elected Chairman
this year. Perhaps some of us here realise
better than most people outside the firm the
effort he puts into his task and we all are very
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versary Dinner which was in a great measure
due to Mr. Hawkey himself.
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Holidays—The iberian Peninsular and Beyond
i—A holiday in Portugal
Jooking back on our holiday in Portugal
I realise that it will probably be best
remembered by some facts which were
not given in those books on Portugal that my
wife and I had read prior to going there.
A few stand out particularly clearly, namely,
that the width of Lisbon’s main street the Av. da
Liberdad puts the Ày. des Champs-Elysee into
shame. The former has such wide central
reservations (two of them) that they accommodate
open-air cafés.
Another is that the tramway system, comprised
of ancient rolling stock, is owned by a British
company. One also noted that few buildings
are very old; this is because a severe earthquake
in 1755 destroyed many important buildings,
which would have been classified as historical
had they survived.
When we landed in Lisbon, in late September,
there was a cool wind blowing so we decided
to make for the south coast (in the Algarve
Province) some two hundred odd miles away.
South of the Tagus we were both struck by the
similarity of the countryside to that of North
Africa; numerous olive trees and cork forests
could have formed the environs of Tunis or
Philippeville. The country roads were empty
both of people and traffic, in contrast to Lisbon
which teemed with both. The country people
looked poor but not unhappy. I doubt whether
the Salazar regime affects them much. If one
is very poor and illiterate then the form the
central government takes is of little importance.
Petrol stations were few and far between,
spaced at intervals of thirty to forty miles on
the main highways. Care had therefore to be
taken to refill more frequently than at home.
Not realising the sparsity of the petrol pumps
we had a fright on our first journey as the petrol
gauge of our hired DKW proved inaccurate,
showing zero when there were still two gallons
in the tank. I must also add that, being saddled
with a two-stroke engine (not by choice, as we
had wanted to hire a Mini), life became interesting

by G. N. Greyling

when one tried to ensure, at petrol stations,
that the correct proportion of oil to petrol was
added. The Portuguese are definitely not
linguists.
I suppose if we spoke Spanish some
of them might have understood some of it.
They certainly did not follow my Italian, which
is passable without being good. We were
surprised too by the extraordinary difficulty
in pronunciation. A Collins’ phrase book
advised us that a single letter may have different
sounds, depending on its position within a word,
and on its relation to other letters; thus “o”
has three sounds, “s” and “x” four
En route to the south we turned off the main
road to a fishing hamlet for a possible stay,
as it had had a big “write-up” in a Government
tourist pamphlet as well as receiving star treat
ment in a Ti,,,es travel article. This was
Portinho da Arrabida, a cove sheltered by the
Serra da Arrabida hills. It has only two hotels,
both situated on the main road leading to the
hamlet, but, unfortunately, the bathing beach
was over a mile from the nearest hotel so we
decided to push on.
Using our excellent Michelin map (3/6) we
continued southwards, staying one night at a
pousada, in Santiago do Cacem. A pousada is
a Government tourist inn where bona-fide
travellers can stay for up to five nights. Full
board is available. These inns are reputed to
vary greatly in standard of accommodation and
service; this particular one was very good.
An evening meal, with wine, bed and breakfast
cost around 35/- each, including service charges.
The manager’s wife came out to welcome us,
explaining in broken French that her husband
was a painter and that at the moment he was
busy painting another picture. Her ability to
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converse in French made our stay more interest
ing. Apart from receptionists at the larger
hotels, English is very rarely understood; it
certainly is no lingua franca.
Arriving at Praia da Rocha, a seaside resort
on the south coast, we managed, because there
had been a cancellation, to get into one of two
hotels there. In so doing we were very lucky
indeed as we later found out from other British
guests. Some of these had booked months
ahead and were understandably piqued to learn
that, whilst we were given an excellent bedroom
facing the sea, with a wonderful view, they
had to put up with inferior rooms facing inland.
Portugal is still not geared to large-scale tourism
and it is much wiser to book ahead than to take
a chance on obtaining accommodation. I
considered our case was an exception which
very much proved the rule.
The beaches were spotless, as were the uniforms
of the Government-employed deck chair attend
ants, and the bathing was excellent but the water
was not as warm as I would have liked, though
much warmer than at home. One was quickly
reminded that this was still the Atlantic and not
the Mediterranean that one was swimming in.
The Algarve coast was interesting rather than
beautiful, one of its main historical features
being Cape Sagres. There, in the fifteenth
century, Prince Henry the Navigator established
a famous school of navigation that was to turn
Portugal into a maritime power of world import
ance. I learnt that he was a grandson of John
of Gaunt (no doubt, dear reader, you already
knew that ?).

We also visited the lighthouse OIl the adjacent
and better known Cape St. Vincent from which
point we saw ships rounding the peninsular.
The lighthouse keeper told us that the sea lanes
were very busy there, some eighty ships passing
the lighthouse every twenty-four hours.
Before returning home we spent a few days
at Estoril and Cascais. Swimming now was
quite an ordeal, the sea being much colder than
in the south, despite a very hot sun which con
tinued to get us more and more brown. No
doubt in July and August the sea was warmer
but tile places would have been much more
crowded. We stayed at a private house in
Monte Estoril, about two kilometres from the
beach. Our next-door neighbour was the once
famous Madame Lupescu, wife of ex-King
Carol of Rumania. Several houses in the
vicinity were owned by royalty or ex-royalty.
They did not appear very grand, nor very
private. Certainly a wealthy stockbroker might
have built himself a more imposing residence;
that of ex-King Umberto of Italy was situated
on the main coast road. Coaches carrying
tourists would stop to permit them to peer
at it over the garden wall.
Estoril resembles Monte Carlo though it has
finer palm trees. Its casino however is more
modest. Nevertheless we were impressed with
the size of the stakes being placed at roulette.
The placing of several stakes of £80 and £100
each by gamblers made our bets look tiny
However we managed to win a small sum on
each of the five occasions we visited the casino
and on this happy note I shall close.

2—ChriStmaS

J

family holiday away from home had
been talked about at intervals since
the previous Christmas but it was not
taken very seriously until early in October when
father had looked up from the Sunday Times
advertisements and asked in a general way if
anyone would like to go to the Canary Islands.
An air fare plus hotel bills was going to prove
an expensive holiday but a sea trip had much
to recommend it and plans were soon well in
hand for a tell-day cruise as paying guests of the
Greek Line.

in the Canaries by Johii Swfi

We met in London on the Wednesday before
Christmas and with considerable skill nlanaged
to push five of us plus baggage into one car
and proceeded to Southampton. Ladies especi
ally beware, you will need both winter and
summer clothes.
We were due on board at
1.45 p.m. By the time we had parked, negoti
ated with passport officials and embarked,
biscuits and cheese had to suffice. However
this was really a blessing in disguise as we were
then able to enjoy the seven-course evening
meal served once we were out ill the Channel.
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converse in French made our stay more interest
ing. Apart from receptionists at the larger
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on the south coast, we managed, because there
had been a cancellation, to get into one of two
hotels there. In so doing we were very lucky
indeed as we later found out from other British
guests. Some of these had booked months
ahead and were understandably piqued to learn
that, whilst we were given an excellent bedroom
facing the sea, with a wonderful view, they
had to put up with inferior rooms facing inland.
Portugal is still not geared to large-scale tourism
and it is much wiser to book ahead than to take
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considered our case was an exception which
very much proved the rule.
The beaches were spotless, as were the uniforms
of the Government-employed deck chair attend
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was not as warm as I would have liked, though
much warmer than at home. One was quickly
reminded that this was still the Atlantic and not
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being Cape Sagres. There, in the fifteenth
century, Prince Henry the Navigator established
a famous school of navigation that was to turn
Portugal into a maritime power of world import
ance. I learnt that he was a grandson of John
of Gaunt (no doubt, dear reader, you already
knew that ?).

We also visited the lighthouse OIl the adjacent
and better known Cape St. Vincent from which
point we saw ships rounding the peninsular.
The lighthouse keeper told us that the sea lanes
were very busy there, some eighty ships passing
the lighthouse every twenty-four hours.
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quite an ordeal, the sea being much colder than
in the south, despite a very hot sun which con
tinued to get us more and more brown. No
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but tile places would have been much more
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Carol of Rumania. Several houses in the
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that of ex-King Umberto of Italy was situated
on the main coast road. Coaches carrying
tourists would stop to permit them to peer
at it over the garden wall.
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modest. Nevertheless we were impressed with
the size of the stakes being placed at roulette.
The placing of several stakes of £80 and £100
each by gamblers made our bets look tiny
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This set the standard of cuisine for the rest of
our holiday which was first class and superior
to many of the better known shipping lines.
Q.S.S. Arkadia, formerly known as the
Monarch, was completely rebuilt in 1958 after
having been gutted by fire in Liverpool docks.
It is therefore an old ship but the passenger
accommodation is of modern styling and
comfortable. in summer the total passenger
accommodation is about 1,200 in two classes
but for the winter season, for fear of bad weather,
she only carries half this number in one class.
The crew naturally are Greek and the stewards
mainly German, so there tended to be an un
fortunate language barrier between crew and
passengers, sixty per cent. of whom were British.
The holiday naturally split into three stages,
the outward journey which took three days,
four days in the Canary Islands and then three
days return. During this time we had glorious
sunshine once past the Bay of Biscay, in effect
seven days summer weather with swimming
every day but it was not really hot enough to
enjoy sunbathing in the 20 m.p.h. breeze caused
by the motion of the ship. It is a pity that
onshore newspapers do not have to restrict
their daily news to two foolscap sheets such as
were produced by the radio officer. However
it was generally understood that he was not
expected to report on the English weather
unless it was bad—the worse the weather the
better
Our first port of call was Funchal, the capital
and in fact only sizeable town on the island of
Madeira. The island is often grouped with
the Canaries on travel posters but is in fact the
largest of a group of nine islands belonging to
Portugal. The island is most picturesque, the
steep slopes being covered with a profusion of
flowers, orchids, hydrangeas and roses all
growing wild; definitely the most beautiful
island that we visited but the thought of per
petual sunny spring weather is tarnished by the
low standard of living of the islanders which
is mainly due to over-population. The only
way to avoid beggars—mainly children—al
though there is little real poverty, is either to
claim that “you live there” or else go to the
island of Deserto Grande which as the name
suggests is inhabited only by wild goats. Funchal
is overlooked by Monte which gives a wonderful
view of the coastline but the traditional tourist
descent route by toboggan over earth and cobbles
is bumpy and much over-rated. Provided your
sense of smell is not too sensitive the fishing
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village of Carnara de Lobos is well worth a
visit. The miniature harbour nestles in a small
inlet at the foot of steep cliffs, it was painted
by Sir Winston on his visit in 1960 and such
is fame that it is now often known locally as
Churchill’s village.
About a hundred miles farther south is the
Canary Archipelago which consists of seven
islands belonging to Spain. They are not
colonies but just as Madeira is part of Portugal
so the Canaries are considered as if they were
part of the mainland of Spain. The islands
are all of volcanic origin, two having erupted
in living memory; that in Teneriffe in 1909
and La Palma in 1949. Vegetation depends
entirely on the water supply and hence the
scenery can change from near desert to tropical
in a few miles. The islands are more wealthy
than Madeira, the main crops being bananas,
tomatoes and tobacco, but palms and cacti also
grow in profusion.
We visited two islands—Teneriffe on Christ
mas Eve and Grand Canary on Christmas Day.
Shopping in Teneriffe was particularly enjoyable
as all tourist bargains had been put away and
the shopkeepers were primarily concerned with
good local Christmas trade, All shops and
bazaars were packed and making the most of
a brisk trade. The streets in the old town are
very narrow but police at every intersection keep
the traffic moving surprisingly well. This is
probably because the vehicles are nearly all
small private cars and there are relatively few
buses or lorries on the islands, Every policeman
had his “Christmas box” stacked neatly beside
him on the pavement, a couple of crates of beer,
wine, cigarettes and groceries were common
place. The capital, Santa Cruz, boasts a
floating power station which supplies electricity
to much of the town. A possibility, perhaps,
for some of the under-developed countries where,
at least, the finance organisation could regain
possession in the event of failure to maintain
payments. Buildings are chiefly in the Spanish
style of rendered concrete or blockwork. The
volcanic nature of the rock is most convenient
since the ash makes a natural lightweight aggre
gate and the black igneous rocks crush to make
first-class structural concrete. Formwork is not
always what we might desire but the finished
result is both pleasing and durable considering
the weather.
Grand Canary offers the largest variety of
any of the islands in its 500 square miles but
requires longer acquaintance than a mere
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thirty-six hours. Las Palmas, the capital, is
a modern cosmopolitan city and busy port.
By contrast there are cave dwellers within four
miles but we noticed that one family have
built a corrugated iron “front parlour” in the
last two years. Taxis are cheap but fix your
price beforehand and pay a visit to Bandama.
This is a miniature crater, 1,000 feet deep and
perfectly formed. I suppose the farmer who
tills the bottom of this crater is used to the

idea, especially since the island has not erupted
in historical memory, but it is not my choice.
The return trip was uneventful, open-neck
shirts were replaced by donkey jackets and we
docked all too soon to find Southampton under
six inches of snow. Perhaps the radio officer
had not been inventing it all after all, One
last word regarding Customs; seven-eighths of
a full bottle of spirits duty free is better value
than a full half, bottle.

3—Slow journey
some years ago I paid a brief visit to
Barcelona, and decided at that time to
return and make a longer and more
leisurely tour of that most interesting city.
I joined a friend, and a cloudy day in mid
July found us boarding a train bound for Newhaven on what the travel agents described as
“an inexpensive holiday”. The entire train had
been reserved by various travel agencies for
tours of Spain.
We were soon at the coast, and after a swift
walk through the Customs our suit-cases were
seized by a porter. With a grin displaying
several gold teeth, and smelling of equal pro
portions of garlic and red wine, with a hint of
“Gauloises” about his person, he wound his
way around pillars, skirting stacks of cargo,
my friend and I in his wake, and conducted us
to what we found was the head of the queue.
It was therefore with a certain sense of guilt
that we mounted the gangway of the French
channel steamer.
As passengers returning to the Continent
were already on board, it was not a simple matter
to find seats. We did eventually find space
on a wooden box on deck, which we shared with
a large coil of damp rope.
The crossing was smooth and the holiday
crowd in gay mood. Every part of Great Britain
seemed to be represented. With Dieppe on the
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skyline we made our way to the saloon. Luggage
was piled high everywhere at precarious angles,
and I recall somebody called “Jock” ordering
a last beer. The barman shook his head and
said emphatically “tim to clause” as the shutters
went down.
The usual landing formalities completed we
piled into the waiting train. Dieppe with its
pastel-coloured peeling quayside buildings of
doubtful architecture lay before us, reminiscent
of a scene from that delightful musical “Fanny”.
French families took their Sunday afternoon
walks, and the sun shone brilliantly on the
striped awnings of the café terraces. The train
moved out slowly; we had not realised its length
until we went in search of a cup of tea, We
were, of course, at the wrong end ! The travel
agents had issued us with a closely printed sheet
of instructions to which we had given little
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This set the standard of cuisine for the rest of
our holiday which was first class and superior
to many of the better known shipping lines.
Q.S.S. Arkadia, formerly known as the
Monarch, was completely rebuilt in 1958 after
having been gutted by fire in Liverpool docks.
It is therefore an old ship but the passenger
accommodation is of modern styling and
comfortable. in summer the total passenger
accommodation is about 1,200 in two classes
but for the winter season, for fear of bad weather,
she only carries half this number in one class.
The crew naturally are Greek and the stewards
mainly German, so there tended to be an un
fortunate language barrier between crew and
passengers, sixty per cent. of whom were British.
The holiday naturally split into three stages,
the outward journey which took three days,
four days in the Canary Islands and then three
days return. During this time we had glorious
sunshine once past the Bay of Biscay, in effect
seven days summer weather with swimming
every day but it was not really hot enough to
enjoy sunbathing in the 20 m.p.h. breeze caused
by the motion of the ship. It is a pity that
onshore newspapers do not have to restrict
their daily news to two foolscap sheets such as
were produced by the radio officer. However
it was generally understood that he was not
expected to report on the English weather
unless it was bad—the worse the weather the
better
Our first port of call was Funchal, the capital
and in fact only sizeable town on the island of
Madeira. The island is often grouped with
the Canaries on travel posters but is in fact the
largest of a group of nine islands belonging to
Portugal. The island is most picturesque, the
steep slopes being covered with a profusion of
flowers, orchids, hydrangeas and roses all
growing wild; definitely the most beautiful
island that we visited but the thought of per
petual sunny spring weather is tarnished by the
low standard of living of the islanders which
is mainly due to over-population. The only
way to avoid beggars—mainly children—al
though there is little real poverty, is either to
claim that “you live there” or else go to the
island of Deserto Grande which as the name
suggests is inhabited only by wild goats. Funchal
is overlooked by Monte which gives a wonderful
view of the coastline but the traditional tourist
descent route by toboggan over earth and cobbles
is bumpy and much over-rated. Provided your
sense of smell is not too sensitive the fishing
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village of Carnara de Lobos is well worth a
visit. The miniature harbour nestles in a small
inlet at the foot of steep cliffs, it was painted
by Sir Winston on his visit in 1960 and such
is fame that it is now often known locally as
Churchill’s village.
About a hundred miles farther south is the
Canary Archipelago which consists of seven
islands belonging to Spain. They are not
colonies but just as Madeira is part of Portugal
so the Canaries are considered as if they were
part of the mainland of Spain. The islands
are all of volcanic origin, two having erupted
in living memory; that in Teneriffe in 1909
and La Palma in 1949. Vegetation depends
entirely on the water supply and hence the
scenery can change from near desert to tropical
in a few miles. The islands are more wealthy
than Madeira, the main crops being bananas,
tomatoes and tobacco, but palms and cacti also
grow in profusion.
We visited two islands—Teneriffe on Christ
mas Eve and Grand Canary on Christmas Day.
Shopping in Teneriffe was particularly enjoyable
as all tourist bargains had been put away and
the shopkeepers were primarily concerned with
good local Christmas trade, All shops and
bazaars were packed and making the most of
a brisk trade. The streets in the old town are
very narrow but police at every intersection keep
the traffic moving surprisingly well. This is
probably because the vehicles are nearly all
small private cars and there are relatively few
buses or lorries on the islands, Every policeman
had his “Christmas box” stacked neatly beside
him on the pavement, a couple of crates of beer,
wine, cigarettes and groceries were common
place. The capital, Santa Cruz, boasts a
floating power station which supplies electricity
to much of the town. A possibility, perhaps,
for some of the under-developed countries where,
at least, the finance organisation could regain
possession in the event of failure to maintain
payments. Buildings are chiefly in the Spanish
style of rendered concrete or blockwork. The
volcanic nature of the rock is most convenient
since the ash makes a natural lightweight aggre
gate and the black igneous rocks crush to make
first-class structural concrete. Formwork is not
always what we might desire but the finished
result is both pleasing and durable considering
the weather.
Grand Canary offers the largest variety of
any of the islands in its 500 square miles but
requires longer acquaintance than a mere
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thirty-six hours. Las Palmas, the capital, is
a modern cosmopolitan city and busy port.
By contrast there are cave dwellers within four
miles but we noticed that one family have
built a corrugated iron “front parlour” in the
last two years. Taxis are cheap but fix your
price beforehand and pay a visit to Bandama.
This is a miniature crater, 1,000 feet deep and
perfectly formed. I suppose the farmer who
tills the bottom of this crater is used to the

idea, especially since the island has not erupted
in historical memory, but it is not my choice.
The return trip was uneventful, open-neck
shirts were replaced by donkey jackets and we
docked all too soon to find Southampton under
six inches of snow. Perhaps the radio officer
had not been inventing it all after all, One
last word regarding Customs; seven-eighths of
a full bottle of spirits duty free is better value
than a full half, bottle.

3—Slow journey
some years ago I paid a brief visit to
Barcelona, and decided at that time to
return and make a longer and more
leisurely tour of that most interesting city.
I joined a friend, and a cloudy day in mid
July found us boarding a train bound for Newhaven on what the travel agents described as
“an inexpensive holiday”. The entire train had
been reserved by various travel agencies for
tours of Spain.
We were soon at the coast, and after a swift
walk through the Customs our suit-cases were
seized by a porter. With a grin displaying
several gold teeth, and smelling of equal pro
portions of garlic and red wine, with a hint of
“Gauloises” about his person, he wound his
way around pillars, skirting stacks of cargo,
my friend and I in his wake, and conducted us
to what we found was the head of the queue.
It was therefore with a certain sense of guilt
that we mounted the gangway of the French
channel steamer.
As passengers returning to the Continent
were already on board, it was not a simple matter
to find seats. We did eventually find space
on a wooden box on deck, which we shared with
a large coil of damp rope.
The crossing was smooth and the holiday
crowd in gay mood. Every part of Great Britain
seemed to be represented. With Dieppe on the
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skyline we made our way to the saloon. Luggage
was piled high everywhere at precarious angles,
and I recall somebody called “Jock” ordering
a last beer. The barman shook his head and
said emphatically “tim to clause” as the shutters
went down.
The usual landing formalities completed we
piled into the waiting train. Dieppe with its
pastel-coloured peeling quayside buildings of
doubtful architecture lay before us, reminiscent
of a scene from that delightful musical “Fanny”.
French families took their Sunday afternoon
walks, and the sun shone brilliantly on the
striped awnings of the café terraces. The train
moved out slowly; we had not realised its length
until we went in search of a cup of tea, We
were, of course, at the wrong end ! The travel
agents had issued us with a closely printed sheet
of instructions to which we had given little
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attention at the time. We examined this now,
and found an item warning passengers that
facilities for meals in restaurant cars were
limited; also that passengers should provide
themselves with thermos flasks, etc., as “light
refreshments were not easily obtainable”. I
thought of the spirit stove packed in my bag
for use in making tea in Spain should this be
necessary, and investigated the position re c.c.w.
(constant cold water). This proved to be constant
enough in a trickle, but a notice informed
passengers that the “eau” was not “potable”.
We considered the use of soda water as an
alternative, and I approached the soft-drink
vendor in the adjoining compartment with this
end in view. He handed me a bottle, but
upon my explaining that it was my intention to
boil the soda water for the purpose of making
tea, he eyed me with suspicion, took the bottle
from my hand, replaced it in stock, and ejecting
the remains of a cigarette through the window,
he shot the following words at me—”incendie”,
“conflagaration”, “explosion”, and, for good
I retreated to our com
measure, “prison”
partment.
That evening we had a wonderful view of the
Palace of Versailles suffused in the soft pink of
sunset. Darkness fell, and having consumed
the last of our sandwiches we endeavoured to
The Monastery at Monserrat
By courtesy of the Spanish National Tourist OJJice
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get some sleep. Next morning we passed through
Toulouse and Carcassonne, that town of ancient
fortifications with a picture-book look. At
Narbonne we had coffee and hot rolls in the
station “bistro”; incidentally this was the first
time we were able to leave the train. The
British queued as they entered the café by a
door on the left, whilst from the square on the
right the French locals burst in, barging their
hurried way to the counter. This left a gap
—a sort of “no man’s land’ between the two
groups. Madame and her staff were, however,
equal to the occasion and service was swift
—in both languages.
Back on the train, there was a pleasant run
along the Mediterranean coast with glimpses
of the sea from time to time. Port Bou, the
frontier town, was the next stop and here we
left the French train for the Spanish diesel
electric. The patchwork-quilt fields of France
gave way to more arid country, with olive
trees and vines appearing at intervals.
At four in the afternoon, after 25 hours in
the train, we arrived at Barcelona.
Warm sunny days passed in quick succession
as we visited points of interest. A coach tour
involving sharp hairpin bends took us to the
Benedictine Monastery of Monserrat built on
a plateau at a height of over 2,500 ft., 60 miles
from Barcelona. The monastery is said to date
back to the Middle Ages.
We viewed with mixed feelings the Church
of the Holy Family, that fantastic conception
of the architect Antonio Gaudi, known to tourists
as the “wedding cake” Church. It is said that
the first stone was ]aid in March, 1882, yet the
church lies unfinished. Collections are still being
made with a view to its completion. The Church
consists mainly of four enormous spires sur
mounted by crosses, and a chapel in the crypt.
One morning we explored the streets near
the hotel, some so narrow as to appear to defy
the passage of even a small car, and came quite
suddenly to the Ramblas. Once a river bed, it
is now the pedestrians’ paradise for it carries
no vehicular traffic. A boulevard shaded by
tall leafy trees, the Ramblas provides a meeting
place, an open-air conference chamber, a spot
for a siesta, a place to “stand and stare”, and
is indeed the very heart of Barcelona. Seats
which may be hired for a small sum are to be
found at intervals along the boulevard. An
old man sat looking pensively before him, his
stick planted firmly on the ground as if in an
Continued on page 21.
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Cam panology

—

or the Art of Ringing
by P. B. Edwards

the earliest times bells have been
connected with religion, and always
they have been on side of “good” against
“evil”. Myth and legend constantly stress the
efficacy of bells as a protection against evil
spirits. Most of these stories come from Scand
inavia; for the “trolls” of Sweden and Norway
particularly dislike the sound of bells. In Inkbarrow in Worcestershire where it is said that
the fairies strongly protested against the erection
of the church on its present site, they tried by
all the means in their power to hinder the building
of it. Yet, in spite of their efforts, it was event
ually finished and soon the bells in the tower
were set ringing. Then the fairies were heard
to lament:
“Neither sleep nor lie
For lnkbro’s ting-tangs
That hang so high”.
However, not all legends of the bells tell of
their effects on fairies or ghosts, for more of
them tell of bells as savers of human life. Many
small villages throughout England have their
own legend or tradition connected with the
special ringing of bells. For example, at Newark
upon-Trent the church bells are rung for an
hour on six successive nights in October and
November. The tradition has it that some four
hundred years ago a merchant, by the name of
Gofer, was lost in Sherwood Forest, but was
guided safely home by the sound of Newark
bells, and left a bequest to provide for the ringing
of the bells on those winter nights.
Bells have served, however, not only to drive
away evil spirits but also to serve as spreaders
of news. At Hexham Abbey, in Northumber
land, one of the bells is known at the “Fray
Bell” because it was rung as a warning of Border
Raiders.
In many parish churchwardens’ accounts
(where we are fortunate to possess them) we
find records of payments for ringing bells on
all sorts of occasions.

Thus we read at St. Marys Hill Church, London:
1509 Paid to sevyn men that rong
the bellis when King’s Grace
went to Westniyster to be
crownyd
0 1 0
and at St. Margarets, Westminster:
1553

1605

Paid for bread and drink on
Ash Wednesday to ringers
at the Victory and overthrow
of Wyat and his adherents
0 0
Paid the ringers for ringing at
the time when Parliament
Hous should have been
blown up
0 10

8

0

Bells throughout the world are rung differently
and it is perhaps of interest to define the various
methods:
“Clocking” the bell consists of causing it to
sound by letting it hang motionless and
pulling the clapper against the side of
the bell with a rope.
“Chiming” the bell is achieved by swinging
the bell just enough to permit the clapper
to strike the sound bow.
“Ringing” is achieved by swinging the bell
through slightly more than a complete
circle, the clapper striking with its full
weight against the sound bow at each
change of direction.
“Ringing” advanced to “Change Ringing” at
about the beginning of the 17th century when the
minds of ringers began to open to the possibility
of ringing a number of variations on several
bells, each variation being merely repeated
once or at the most twice consecutively. Fabian
Stedman, who may be called the father of the
art of “Change Ringing”, published his first
book on the art in 1668 entitled “The Art of
Ringing of the beginning of Changes”.
No music is used in “Change Ringing” only
numbers. The ringers follow a system of
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attention at the time. We examined this now,
and found an item warning passengers that
facilities for meals in restaurant cars were
limited; also that passengers should provide
themselves with thermos flasks, etc., as “light
refreshments were not easily obtainable”. I
thought of the spirit stove packed in my bag
for use in making tea in Spain should this be
necessary, and investigated the position re c.c.w.
(constant cold water). This proved to be constant
enough in a trickle, but a notice informed
passengers that the “eau” was not “potable”.
We considered the use of soda water as an
alternative, and I approached the soft-drink
vendor in the adjoining compartment with this
end in view. He handed me a bottle, but
upon my explaining that it was my intention to
boil the soda water for the purpose of making
tea, he eyed me with suspicion, took the bottle
from my hand, replaced it in stock, and ejecting
the remains of a cigarette through the window,
he shot the following words at me—”incendie”,
“conflagaration”, “explosion”, and, for good
I retreated to our com
measure, “prison”
partment.
That evening we had a wonderful view of the
Palace of Versailles suffused in the soft pink of
sunset. Darkness fell, and having consumed
the last of our sandwiches we endeavoured to
The Monastery at Monserrat
By courtesy of the Spanish National Tourist OJJice
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get some sleep. Next morning we passed through
Toulouse and Carcassonne, that town of ancient
fortifications with a picture-book look. At
Narbonne we had coffee and hot rolls in the
station “bistro”; incidentally this was the first
time we were able to leave the train. The
British queued as they entered the café by a
door on the left, whilst from the square on the
right the French locals burst in, barging their
hurried way to the counter. This left a gap
—a sort of “no man’s land’ between the two
groups. Madame and her staff were, however,
equal to the occasion and service was swift
—in both languages.
Back on the train, there was a pleasant run
along the Mediterranean coast with glimpses
of the sea from time to time. Port Bou, the
frontier town, was the next stop and here we
left the French train for the Spanish diesel
electric. The patchwork-quilt fields of France
gave way to more arid country, with olive
trees and vines appearing at intervals.
At four in the afternoon, after 25 hours in
the train, we arrived at Barcelona.
Warm sunny days passed in quick succession
as we visited points of interest. A coach tour
involving sharp hairpin bends took us to the
Benedictine Monastery of Monserrat built on
a plateau at a height of over 2,500 ft., 60 miles
from Barcelona. The monastery is said to date
back to the Middle Ages.
We viewed with mixed feelings the Church
of the Holy Family, that fantastic conception
of the architect Antonio Gaudi, known to tourists
as the “wedding cake” Church. It is said that
the first stone was ]aid in March, 1882, yet the
church lies unfinished. Collections are still being
made with a view to its completion. The Church
consists mainly of four enormous spires sur
mounted by crosses, and a chapel in the crypt.
One morning we explored the streets near
the hotel, some so narrow as to appear to defy
the passage of even a small car, and came quite
suddenly to the Ramblas. Once a river bed, it
is now the pedestrians’ paradise for it carries
no vehicular traffic. A boulevard shaded by
tall leafy trees, the Ramblas provides a meeting
place, an open-air conference chamber, a spot
for a siesta, a place to “stand and stare”, and
is indeed the very heart of Barcelona. Seats
which may be hired for a small sum are to be
found at intervals along the boulevard. An
old man sat looking pensively before him, his
stick planted firmly on the ground as if in an
Continued on page 21.
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or the Art of Ringing
by P. B. Edwards

the earliest times bells have been
connected with religion, and always
they have been on side of “good” against
“evil”. Myth and legend constantly stress the
efficacy of bells as a protection against evil
spirits. Most of these stories come from Scand
inavia; for the “trolls” of Sweden and Norway
particularly dislike the sound of bells. In Inkbarrow in Worcestershire where it is said that
the fairies strongly protested against the erection
of the church on its present site, they tried by
all the means in their power to hinder the building
of it. Yet, in spite of their efforts, it was event
ually finished and soon the bells in the tower
were set ringing. Then the fairies were heard
to lament:
“Neither sleep nor lie
For lnkbro’s ting-tangs
That hang so high”.
However, not all legends of the bells tell of
their effects on fairies or ghosts, for more of
them tell of bells as savers of human life. Many
small villages throughout England have their
own legend or tradition connected with the
special ringing of bells. For example, at Newark
upon-Trent the church bells are rung for an
hour on six successive nights in October and
November. The tradition has it that some four
hundred years ago a merchant, by the name of
Gofer, was lost in Sherwood Forest, but was
guided safely home by the sound of Newark
bells, and left a bequest to provide for the ringing
of the bells on those winter nights.
Bells have served, however, not only to drive
away evil spirits but also to serve as spreaders
of news. At Hexham Abbey, in Northumber
land, one of the bells is known at the “Fray
Bell” because it was rung as a warning of Border
Raiders.
In many parish churchwardens’ accounts
(where we are fortunate to possess them) we
find records of payments for ringing bells on
all sorts of occasions.

Thus we read at St. Marys Hill Church, London:
1509 Paid to sevyn men that rong
the bellis when King’s Grace
went to Westniyster to be
crownyd
0 1 0
and at St. Margarets, Westminster:
1553

1605

Paid for bread and drink on
Ash Wednesday to ringers
at the Victory and overthrow
of Wyat and his adherents
0 0
Paid the ringers for ringing at
the time when Parliament
Hous should have been
blown up
0 10

8

0

Bells throughout the world are rung differently
and it is perhaps of interest to define the various
methods:
“Clocking” the bell consists of causing it to
sound by letting it hang motionless and
pulling the clapper against the side of
the bell with a rope.
“Chiming” the bell is achieved by swinging
the bell just enough to permit the clapper
to strike the sound bow.
“Ringing” is achieved by swinging the bell
through slightly more than a complete
circle, the clapper striking with its full
weight against the sound bow at each
change of direction.
“Ringing” advanced to “Change Ringing” at
about the beginning of the 17th century when the
minds of ringers began to open to the possibility
of ringing a number of variations on several
bells, each variation being merely repeated
once or at the most twice consecutively. Fabian
Stedman, who may be called the father of the
art of “Change Ringing”, published his first
book on the art in 1668 entitled “The Art of
Ringing of the beginning of Changes”.
No music is used in “Change Ringing” only
numbers. The ringers follow a system of
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notation consisting of rows of numbers. Each
number represents a particular bell and each
row of numbers is a “change”, the bells striking
in the order of their numbers from left to right.
The “methods” as they are called are mathematic
ally constructed permutations so devised that
in the succession of changes none are alike and
no bell strikes more than twice in the same place
in succession. The “place” of a bell in any row
never differs from its position in the preceding
row by more than one place to the right or left
(“forward” or “backward”). Each method has
a name indicating its degree of intricacy. Differ
ent names are given to the changes according to
the number of bells employed. The table in the
next column shows the number of changes possible
per number of bells in the tower and name given.
Hence a method of “Change Ringing” by
Fabian Stedman on six bells is known as “a
peal of Stedman Minor” or for instance on
five bells “Grandsire Doubles”.
If a visit is made to a belfry in a Church, on
the wall will probably be found a table of
numbers, such as shown below:

Treble (1)
Hunt forward

No. 3 makes
seconds
No. 3 leads

Treble (1)
Hunt back

Treble (1)
Hunt forward

Treble (1)
Hunt back

No.

No. of Bells

No. of changes
possible

Name

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12

24
120
720
5,040
40,320
362,880
3,628,800
39,916,800
479,001,600

Singles
Doubles
Minor
Triples
Major
Caters
Royal
Cinques
Maximus

8

It will be seen that the treble (I) has a uniform
path through the rows: leading two blows, then
“hunting through” (stepping forward one place
in each succeeding row), lying two blows behind
and hunting back to lead (i.e., going backward
one place in each succeeding row).
By following the path of the third bell (3)
it will be noted that if it continued “hunting”
after the treble (I) leads the bells would come
“rounds” or 1 2 3 4 after only eight changes
which is one-third the “extent” or number of
possible changes obtainable on four bells. It is
here that the method causes the third bell (3)
to make the second bell’s place and lead again
simultaneously causing the bells behind to
“dodge” (that is, to reverse places in succeeding
rows, e.g., 4 2—2 4) being prevented from
following their original path by the first two
bells “lying still” or striking in the same place
twice.
From this point hunting begins again until
the treble (I) leads; then the place-making, or
“seconds” by the bell that treble takes from
lead (in this instance the fourth bell) causes
a further dodge—by (2) and (3). This continues
until rounds (1 2 3 4) ends the sequence.
The conductor of ringers calls “Bob” to
signify an alteration of the coursing order—
or order in which bells are rung. Thus such
a call would be made just prior to the third
bell making “seconds”. The origin of the term
is unknown but it may have been adopted as
a short sharp word easily uttered by the con
ductor.
The manipulation of the bell ropes and the
management of the bells varying in weight from
a few cwt. each to two or more tons calls for
a quick eye and ear as well as a nice judgment
to strike in the proper sequence in “Change
Ringing”.
Peals are usually recognised on the basis of
a quarter peal or a whole peal. A quarter peal
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is thus one-quarter of 40,320 changes in the
case of eight bells and it would be recorded as
“Quarter peal of Bob Major”. A full peal is
a considerable undertaking, for example a peal
of “Grandsire DoLible” takes aboLit 2 hours
50 minutes to ring. If in the last few minutes
of a peal one of the ringers makes a niistake
and gets out of position, the peal is not recognised.
Bell ringers are banded together under the
Central Council of Church Bell Ringers, with
guilds and associations in every diocese, and
when a quarter peal or whole peal has been
completed a card giving the name of the ringers
and details of the peal is issued by the Council
to commemorate the occasion.
Church bells are first and foremost part of
the Church’s call to the people. Whether they
peal forth in grand manner rung by experienced
ringers, or clang unevenly as the learners strive
to do their best, they are still “the artillery of the
Cli urch”.
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“You hear as I the merry bells of England—
Can any country of the same extent
Boast of so many, in their form and tone
Differing, yet all for harmony designed ?
Clustered in frequent bands thro’ towns
and cities
Lodgement they find in many village tower
Or tapering spire that crowns an ILpland lawn
Or peeps from grove or dell, whilst now
and then
Behind a hill, a steeple ivy-clad
Modest and low, reveals its whereabout
To the lone traveller only by their tongue.
Art’s work they are, but in their tendency
Somewhat like Nature to the human soul;
Rais’d up ‘twixt earth and heaven, they
speak of both;
They speak to all of duty and of hope
They speak of sorrow and of sorrow’s cure”.

SLOW JOURNEY TO SPAIN—continued fran, page 18
endeavour to balance himself in this topsy—
turvy modern world. Here we found the
flower market; the inevitable indoor plants
were flanked by orange and lemon trees in
large earthenware jars. Miniature pomegranate
trees in brilliant orange flower were also on sale,
and of course gay bunches of annuals,
The central market, invaded by the daily
jostling cheerful crowd, was interesting. Purple
and green figs, flat peaches, persimmons, and
a variety of other sub-tropical fruit and vegetables
was displayed in artistic groups.
Near the harbour a statue of Christopher
Columbus looks out to sea, whilst close at
hand lies anchored a perfect replica of the
Santa Maria gaily painted in brilliant red
and blue.
The past seenis ever present, and never was
this so keenly felt as, whilst visiting the Great
Royal Palace in the Gothic quarter, we were
shown the steps leading to the Chapel of St.
Agatha, where Christopher Columbus was
presented to King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella.
Both public and religious buildings are in the
Gothic style, one of the most important of which
is the Cathedral. It was in the square adjoining
the Cathedral that one Sunday morning we

were fortunate enough to witness a performance
of the “Sardana”, the regional folk dance.
Participants on arrival in the square removed
their shoes, placing theni in the centre of a circle
together with handbags, parcels, etc. Then
wearing “espadrilles”, the rope-soled sandals
so farnilar to the beaches of France and Spain,
the dancers held hands and to the music of
trombones and trumpets revolved slowly at
first, executing intricate little steps; later the
rhythm quickened and the dancers, still retaining
their erect posture, sped swiftly round. The
entire square was for a time alive with moving
circles.
Sipping an “aperitivo” on the Ramblas and
watching the perpetual movement of life and
colour was always a pleasant experience. The
main cafés on the roads which lie on either side
extend their service to the Ramblas and waiters,
tray in hand, deftly negotiate the traffic to
reach their customers.
The last day of our stay in Spain arrived, with
the morning devoted to the usual last-minute
shopping. The afternoon found us back at
the station—with the prospect of another 25
hours train journey before us, but
that’s
another story
.
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notation consisting of rows of numbers. Each
number represents a particular bell and each
row of numbers is a “change”, the bells striking
in the order of their numbers from left to right.
The “methods” as they are called are mathematic
ally constructed permutations so devised that
in the succession of changes none are alike and
no bell strikes more than twice in the same place
in succession. The “place” of a bell in any row
never differs from its position in the preceding
row by more than one place to the right or left
(“forward” or “backward”). Each method has
a name indicating its degree of intricacy. Differ
ent names are given to the changes according to
the number of bells employed. The table in the
next column shows the number of changes possible
per number of bells in the tower and name given.
Hence a method of “Change Ringing” by
Fabian Stedman on six bells is known as “a
peal of Stedman Minor” or for instance on
five bells “Grandsire Doubles”.
If a visit is made to a belfry in a Church, on
the wall will probably be found a table of
numbers, such as shown below:

Treble (1)
Hunt forward

No. 3 makes
seconds
No. 3 leads

Treble (1)
Hunt back

Treble (1)
Hunt forward

Treble (1)
Hunt back

No.

No. of Bells

No. of changes
possible

Name

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12

24
120
720
5,040
40,320
362,880
3,628,800
39,916,800
479,001,600

Singles
Doubles
Minor
Triples
Major
Caters
Royal
Cinques
Maximus

8

It will be seen that the treble (I) has a uniform
path through the rows: leading two blows, then
“hunting through” (stepping forward one place
in each succeeding row), lying two blows behind
and hunting back to lead (i.e., going backward
one place in each succeeding row).
By following the path of the third bell (3)
it will be noted that if it continued “hunting”
after the treble (I) leads the bells would come
“rounds” or 1 2 3 4 after only eight changes
which is one-third the “extent” or number of
possible changes obtainable on four bells. It is
here that the method causes the third bell (3)
to make the second bell’s place and lead again
simultaneously causing the bells behind to
“dodge” (that is, to reverse places in succeeding
rows, e.g., 4 2—2 4) being prevented from
following their original path by the first two
bells “lying still” or striking in the same place
twice.
From this point hunting begins again until
the treble (I) leads; then the place-making, or
“seconds” by the bell that treble takes from
lead (in this instance the fourth bell) causes
a further dodge—by (2) and (3). This continues
until rounds (1 2 3 4) ends the sequence.
The conductor of ringers calls “Bob” to
signify an alteration of the coursing order—
or order in which bells are rung. Thus such
a call would be made just prior to the third
bell making “seconds”. The origin of the term
is unknown but it may have been adopted as
a short sharp word easily uttered by the con
ductor.
The manipulation of the bell ropes and the
management of the bells varying in weight from
a few cwt. each to two or more tons calls for
a quick eye and ear as well as a nice judgment
to strike in the proper sequence in “Change
Ringing”.
Peals are usually recognised on the basis of
a quarter peal or a whole peal. A quarter peal
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is thus one-quarter of 40,320 changes in the
case of eight bells and it would be recorded as
“Quarter peal of Bob Major”. A full peal is
a considerable undertaking, for example a peal
of “Grandsire DoLible” takes aboLit 2 hours
50 minutes to ring. If in the last few minutes
of a peal one of the ringers makes a niistake
and gets out of position, the peal is not recognised.
Bell ringers are banded together under the
Central Council of Church Bell Ringers, with
guilds and associations in every diocese, and
when a quarter peal or whole peal has been
completed a card giving the name of the ringers
and details of the peal is issued by the Council
to commemorate the occasion.
Church bells are first and foremost part of
the Church’s call to the people. Whether they
peal forth in grand manner rung by experienced
ringers, or clang unevenly as the learners strive
to do their best, they are still “the artillery of the
Cli urch”.
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“You hear as I the merry bells of England—
Can any country of the same extent
Boast of so many, in their form and tone
Differing, yet all for harmony designed ?
Clustered in frequent bands thro’ towns
and cities
Lodgement they find in many village tower
Or tapering spire that crowns an ILpland lawn
Or peeps from grove or dell, whilst now
and then
Behind a hill, a steeple ivy-clad
Modest and low, reveals its whereabout
To the lone traveller only by their tongue.
Art’s work they are, but in their tendency
Somewhat like Nature to the human soul;
Rais’d up ‘twixt earth and heaven, they
speak of both;
They speak to all of duty and of hope
They speak of sorrow and of sorrow’s cure”.

SLOW JOURNEY TO SPAIN—continued fran, page 18
endeavour to balance himself in this topsy—
turvy modern world. Here we found the
flower market; the inevitable indoor plants
were flanked by orange and lemon trees in
large earthenware jars. Miniature pomegranate
trees in brilliant orange flower were also on sale,
and of course gay bunches of annuals,
The central market, invaded by the daily
jostling cheerful crowd, was interesting. Purple
and green figs, flat peaches, persimmons, and
a variety of other sub-tropical fruit and vegetables
was displayed in artistic groups.
Near the harbour a statue of Christopher
Columbus looks out to sea, whilst close at
hand lies anchored a perfect replica of the
Santa Maria gaily painted in brilliant red
and blue.
The past seenis ever present, and never was
this so keenly felt as, whilst visiting the Great
Royal Palace in the Gothic quarter, we were
shown the steps leading to the Chapel of St.
Agatha, where Christopher Columbus was
presented to King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella.
Both public and religious buildings are in the
Gothic style, one of the most important of which
is the Cathedral. It was in the square adjoining
the Cathedral that one Sunday morning we

were fortunate enough to witness a performance
of the “Sardana”, the regional folk dance.
Participants on arrival in the square removed
their shoes, placing theni in the centre of a circle
together with handbags, parcels, etc. Then
wearing “espadrilles”, the rope-soled sandals
so farnilar to the beaches of France and Spain,
the dancers held hands and to the music of
trombones and trumpets revolved slowly at
first, executing intricate little steps; later the
rhythm quickened and the dancers, still retaining
their erect posture, sped swiftly round. The
entire square was for a time alive with moving
circles.
Sipping an “aperitivo” on the Ramblas and
watching the perpetual movement of life and
colour was always a pleasant experience. The
main cafés on the roads which lie on either side
extend their service to the Ramblas and waiters,
tray in hand, deftly negotiate the traffic to
reach their customers.
The last day of our stay in Spain arrived, with
the morning devoted to the usual last-minute
shopping. The afternoon found us back at
the station—with the prospect of another 25
hours train journey before us, but
that’s
another story
.
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A Christmas visit to the Holy Land

by Roy Wood
o go shopping with one’s wife on a
Thursday evening in December in London,
calls for three essentials: (a) physical
fItness of the highest order, (b) a carefully con
trolled temper and (c) oldest clothes.
After experiencing such an occasion one
wonders how it is that England have not got
an unbeatable rugby side. The role of the
male is twofold, i.e., cash and carry
We eat into a store and made for the floor
My wife promptly
where they sell dresses.
forgot all about me so I found a chair and
tackled a crossword. Some time later she
appeared before me in a new dress and asked
me if I liked it. After some years of marriage
I am conditioned to such an occasion and I
replied suitably. I knew my opinion carried
no weight—a woman makes up her own mind
in these things. She went into consultation
with her attendant shop assistant—and what
mere male can follow such a discussion or even
understand it ! In the end the dress was
removed and given back—my wife remarking
that she didn’t think she would have it after all
That evening I arrived home sad and sore and
staggered. And so to bed.
My wife came into the bedroom and said
wistfully “I wish I had taken that dress I tried
on—I did like it so much !“ It is a brave man
who would have replied “Why on earth didn’t
you have it then”—l am not brave, so I mur
mured sympathetically; but thereupon I decided
on what I thought was a simple answer. I
would go to the London store myself and if
the dress was still unsold I would get it as a
surprise for my wife. Oh, foolish man, thy
ways are not as women’s ways, nor thy thoughts
as their thoughts.
Early next morning I was at the store, It
looked quite different by day—it was empty.
I did not remember which floor we had been
on the evening before nor did I know what
category the dress fell into. I decided to enter
the evening dress section. Hardly had I got

in when a lady of statuesque build descended
on me in full sail.
I described the dress and
there fell into my first trap. I knew what
it was like but for the life of me I couldn’t
describe it. I floundered and stammered and
gesticulated but knew from the look on the
assistant’s face that I was not helping her to
see what sort of a dress I was trying to find.
She gathered some four assistants together and an
animated discussion began and I began to regret
my foolhardiness in embarking on this venture.
The upshot of it was that from my description
the assembly decided that it was not an evening
dress. I was then taken along to another de
partment and handed over to another lady in
charge of a new section, and the same drill was
entered on. I described, I was questioned,
I floundered, I got cross, I was smoothed down,
and very much tI:e worse for wear became the
centre of another discussion group which fired
questions at me. How on earth does a man
know what a dart is ? I thought it was a thing
with feathers on that you threw on to a board
in a pub. I was wrong—it’s something to do
with a bit of a dress that is taken in—am I
right? What is a flare? No, you are wrong. It’s to
do with a skirt and nothing to do with airfields.
The upshot of it all was that again I drew blank.
No one could help me—I was bewitched and
bewildered. The dress must have been sold.
I had lost the day. Defeat stared me in the
face—the future looked dark— and then out
of the gloom came a ray of inspired sunshine.
The manageress said to me, “By the way, how
tall is your wife ?“ Although mystified by such
a question I replied 5 ft. 2 in. Worried faces
changed in an instant. “Ah”, they chorused,
“You must try the Junior Miss section”.
Off I went on my travels again and finally
arrived at the Junior Miss department. By now
I was an old campaigner. As the head saleslady
approached me I took a deep breath and spoke
airily of darts and flares. But again I drew
Continued on page 24.

by E.
Jchance remark by our American friends
about where to go for Christmas led us
to think of the Holy Land. After all, we
were only about 1,000 miles from Jerusalem, so
with the help of the travel agency the trip was
arranged. We were told by various people how
cold it would be there, but my idea of cold did
not coincide with theirs. At 6 am, we were off to
the airport and watched the lovely dawn rise and
by the time the airport was reached our friend the
sun was shining as usual. Our flight across the
desert to Jerusalem took three hours. There
we were met by our guide and a chiuffeur
driven American car who would be with us all
during our stay.
The next four days were given up to sightseeing
by car and by foot. The whole of Jerusalem
and surrounding country is very hilly and by
the time we had been to most of the sights we
were really tired, but the places we visited were
so wonderful that no one complained. The
visit to Bethlehem on Christmas Eve gave one
the feeling of being in the only place in the world
where one should be and the memory of it will
always remain.
That afternoon we mingled with people from
all parts of the world who wore their national
dress, which added to the colourful scene. We
were amazed when we came to the main square
to see and hear a full military band and a full
pipe band playing Scottish tunes. They were
very delighted when we complimented them on
their playing and took photographs of them and
they played, by request, “The Gordons”.
The next day we drove to Jericho and the
River Jordan. Here the scene was very different.
E. J. Simpson, who is at present Resident
Engineer for the Hospital fbr C/test Diseases in
Kuit’ait, has been associated wit!, the firiii •for
nearly six years as a Resident Engineer on a
number of jobs. He was at B.N.S. Doncaster
from September, 1957, to tile end of 1958.
Shell during 1959, and B. N.S. Gloucester daring
the latter part of 1960 and all 1961.

J.

Siiiipsoiz

We entered the Orange Groves and fruit and
vegetable-growing areas and saw the clear
springs where the women still collect their
water in large pitchers and carry it on their
heads up the hills to their homes. Here we
also saw the excavations carried out by the
British to a depth of approximately 80 ft.,
revealing ancient stairways and habitations of
centuries ago. These are situated at the base
of the Mount of Temptation. A short distance
away the rebuilding of an ancient hunting
palace was in progress. The old stones which
had fallen down were being carefully collected
and re-erected and it was rather interesting to
see that in some parts of the structure reinforced
core columns were being poured and then clad
with the old stone. One of the portions excav
ated had revealed a fine mosaic floor showing
in beautiful colours an orange tree and hunting
dogs. Other portions were also being brought
to light but were being covered with sand
to prevent damage during reconstruction. When
we arrived at the River Jordan and had looked
around, our guide, who had a great sense of
humour, thought that the other tourists were
not buying enough from the native who had
a stall selling bottles of Holy Water from the
Jordan and all sorts of fruit, etc., so he immed
iately shouted out to the tourists not to
miss seeing the “Holy mosquitos”. This had
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A Christmas visit to the Holy Land

by Roy Wood
o go shopping with one’s wife on a
Thursday evening in December in London,
calls for three essentials: (a) physical
fItness of the highest order, (b) a carefully con
trolled temper and (c) oldest clothes.
After experiencing such an occasion one
wonders how it is that England have not got
an unbeatable rugby side. The role of the
male is twofold, i.e., cash and carry
We eat into a store and made for the floor
My wife promptly
where they sell dresses.
forgot all about me so I found a chair and
tackled a crossword. Some time later she
appeared before me in a new dress and asked
me if I liked it. After some years of marriage
I am conditioned to such an occasion and I
replied suitably. I knew my opinion carried
no weight—a woman makes up her own mind
in these things. She went into consultation
with her attendant shop assistant—and what
mere male can follow such a discussion or even
understand it ! In the end the dress was
removed and given back—my wife remarking
that she didn’t think she would have it after all
That evening I arrived home sad and sore and
staggered. And so to bed.
My wife came into the bedroom and said
wistfully “I wish I had taken that dress I tried
on—I did like it so much !“ It is a brave man
who would have replied “Why on earth didn’t
you have it then”—l am not brave, so I mur
mured sympathetically; but thereupon I decided
on what I thought was a simple answer. I
would go to the London store myself and if
the dress was still unsold I would get it as a
surprise for my wife. Oh, foolish man, thy
ways are not as women’s ways, nor thy thoughts
as their thoughts.
Early next morning I was at the store, It
looked quite different by day—it was empty.
I did not remember which floor we had been
on the evening before nor did I know what
category the dress fell into. I decided to enter
the evening dress section. Hardly had I got

in when a lady of statuesque build descended
on me in full sail.
I described the dress and
there fell into my first trap. I knew what
it was like but for the life of me I couldn’t
describe it. I floundered and stammered and
gesticulated but knew from the look on the
assistant’s face that I was not helping her to
see what sort of a dress I was trying to find.
She gathered some four assistants together and an
animated discussion began and I began to regret
my foolhardiness in embarking on this venture.
The upshot of it was that from my description
the assembly decided that it was not an evening
dress. I was then taken along to another de
partment and handed over to another lady in
charge of a new section, and the same drill was
entered on. I described, I was questioned,
I floundered, I got cross, I was smoothed down,
and very much tI:e worse for wear became the
centre of another discussion group which fired
questions at me. How on earth does a man
know what a dart is ? I thought it was a thing
with feathers on that you threw on to a board
in a pub. I was wrong—it’s something to do
with a bit of a dress that is taken in—am I
right? What is a flare? No, you are wrong. It’s to
do with a skirt and nothing to do with airfields.
The upshot of it all was that again I drew blank.
No one could help me—I was bewitched and
bewildered. The dress must have been sold.
I had lost the day. Defeat stared me in the
face—the future looked dark— and then out
of the gloom came a ray of inspired sunshine.
The manageress said to me, “By the way, how
tall is your wife ?“ Although mystified by such
a question I replied 5 ft. 2 in. Worried faces
changed in an instant. “Ah”, they chorused,
“You must try the Junior Miss section”.
Off I went on my travels again and finally
arrived at the Junior Miss department. By now
I was an old campaigner. As the head saleslady
approached me I took a deep breath and spoke
airily of darts and flares. But again I drew
Continued on page 24.

by E.
Jchance remark by our American friends
about where to go for Christmas led us
to think of the Holy Land. After all, we
were only about 1,000 miles from Jerusalem, so
with the help of the travel agency the trip was
arranged. We were told by various people how
cold it would be there, but my idea of cold did
not coincide with theirs. At 6 am, we were off to
the airport and watched the lovely dawn rise and
by the time the airport was reached our friend the
sun was shining as usual. Our flight across the
desert to Jerusalem took three hours. There
we were met by our guide and a chiuffeur
driven American car who would be with us all
during our stay.
The next four days were given up to sightseeing
by car and by foot. The whole of Jerusalem
and surrounding country is very hilly and by
the time we had been to most of the sights we
were really tired, but the places we visited were
so wonderful that no one complained. The
visit to Bethlehem on Christmas Eve gave one
the feeling of being in the only place in the world
where one should be and the memory of it will
always remain.
That afternoon we mingled with people from
all parts of the world who wore their national
dress, which added to the colourful scene. We
were amazed when we came to the main square
to see and hear a full military band and a full
pipe band playing Scottish tunes. They were
very delighted when we complimented them on
their playing and took photographs of them and
they played, by request, “The Gordons”.
The next day we drove to Jericho and the
River Jordan. Here the scene was very different.
E. J. Simpson, who is at present Resident
Engineer for the Hospital fbr C/test Diseases in
Kuit’ait, has been associated wit!, the firiii •for
nearly six years as a Resident Engineer on a
number of jobs. He was at B.N.S. Doncaster
from September, 1957, to tile end of 1958.
Shell during 1959, and B. N.S. Gloucester daring
the latter part of 1960 and all 1961.
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We entered the Orange Groves and fruit and
vegetable-growing areas and saw the clear
springs where the women still collect their
water in large pitchers and carry it on their
heads up the hills to their homes. Here we
also saw the excavations carried out by the
British to a depth of approximately 80 ft.,
revealing ancient stairways and habitations of
centuries ago. These are situated at the base
of the Mount of Temptation. A short distance
away the rebuilding of an ancient hunting
palace was in progress. The old stones which
had fallen down were being carefully collected
and re-erected and it was rather interesting to
see that in some parts of the structure reinforced
core columns were being poured and then clad
with the old stone. One of the portions excav
ated had revealed a fine mosaic floor showing
in beautiful colours an orange tree and hunting
dogs. Other portions were also being brought
to light but were being covered with sand
to prevent damage during reconstruction. When
we arrived at the River Jordan and had looked
around, our guide, who had a great sense of
humour, thought that the other tourists were
not buying enough from the native who had
a stall selling bottles of Holy Water from the
Jordan and all sorts of fruit, etc., so he immed
iately shouted out to the tourists not to
miss seeing the “Holy mosquitos”. This had
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immediate results, and he then came away with
some of the most delicious fruits for us at very
reduced prices.
We then proceeded to the Dead Sea which is
about 1,300 ft. below sea level. The water
feels peculiar to the touch and is certainly the
place for swimmers who are not too sure of their
capabilities as the salt content is very high,
making it practically impossible to sink.
On returning to our hotel we had the pleasure
of meeting King Hussein, who was sitting
at the adjoining table in the lounge, and had
a pleasant talk with him regarding his country
and what we had seen. One thing that impressed
us was the friendliness of the people and the
smiling faces of the children, also the cleanliness
of the city. On one occasion when I stopped
to examine the various stonework being used
the foreman approached me and I was soon
in his office having tea while his masons brought
all varieties of stone and demonstrated the
cutting and dressing of the stones. In most
cases these men and their forefathers have been
using stone for centuries and they are very
skilled. After our stay in ancient Jerusalem we
left by air for Beirut, a modern city on the shores
of the Mediterranean Sea, where the surrounding
mountains were covered in snow although the
sun was shining all day and the temperature
was equal to the best English summer. Here
again are palm, orange and lemon trees and a
great variety of flowers and vegetables. Our
hotel was a new one, twelve floors high over
looking the Mediterranean and the snow-capped
mountains. It had its own swimming pool,
cinema and night club and one could look
through the windows by the bar and watch
the swimmers under the water.
Driving around town is a nightmare. At
main crossings there is a policeman and several
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youths wearing caps like jockeys, each with two
bats for signals and all blowing whistles. On
one occasion when we engaged a taxi, which by
the way was the latest American Chrysler, our
driver was hurtling along when he suddenly
turned and cut the wireless off and apologised
saying, “you English and American like Cha
cha”, and looking under his dashboard selected
a record and pulled out a turntable, while still
driving along, and then joined in the singing.
His offer to drive us that evening up to the
mountains to a night club was politely turned
down, even though he told us his name was
Peter and easy to remember.
EDITORS’ NOTE:

E. J. Simpson was naturally unaware that our Ainoian
staff were a/so ho/v/aging in Beth/elieni at tills time.
No doubt their nat iona/ dress a/so contributed to tile
colourful scene mentioned abo ic.
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Works shall be in the dry
by Aiigns Wilson

DEKHELIA POWER STATION, CYPRUS
New coo/ing Water Intake
Dear Mr. Wilson,
In general, your duties as Engineers
Reprasentative for the construction of the
cooling water intake and associated supply
channel to be cut in the sea bed will be to
watch and supervise the Works

DR ESS SENSE—continued from page 22
blank. Even at this stage, my description of
the dress was not technical enough to give
the saleslady a lead. She gathered her flock
together and by the time they had finished
questioning me I found I was not such an old
campaigner as I thought. I knew nothing at
all ! The Junior Miss department which had
seemed to be the mecca of all my hopes began
to fade away as a mirage in the desert. Just
as it was decided that the dress that I was looking
for and the one that they thought I was looking
for, had been sold, an assistant joined the group
and after listening a moment asked me to
describe my wife and exclaimed “Oh, I remember
her quite well. I know the dress, it is still unsold”.
She brought it over and the head saleslady said
reproachfully “You know, your description of
this dress was not a very good one”. I left
the store in high fettle, vowing never to tackle
such a project again.
When I arrived home that evening I thought
to surprise my wife by putting the carrier bag
with its precious contents on her bed for her to
find later. But the gods had not yet finished with
me. While I was having a meal my wife told
me of this and that and then she said that she
had seen a dress in Southend which was just
what she wanted and that she had bought it,
adding “I’m glad I didn’t buy that one in London
yesterday—the one I bought to-day is so much
nicer!” What can you do ?

With a great effort I stood up and waddled over
to the ladder. The flippers made it very awkward
to find the rungs and the aqualung jammed
against the canopy of the boat. In the rubber
suit it was extremely hot, the waist belt with its
20 lb. of lead was much too tight and the face
mask had steamed up. You cannot swear
effectively with a niouthpiece clenched between
your teeth.
Creeping gingerly down the ladder the whole
idea suddenly seemed quite insane. This equip
ment would sink like a stone—I hoped that
the PONTIFACT obituary would be kind. Happily,
the panic passed as the water took the weight
of all the equipment and the demand valve
hissed comfortingly with each breath. The
slight shock of the coldness of the water after
the heat of the suit soon passed. This was a
wet suit working on the principle that the body
warms a layer of trapped water and so avoids
contact with a changing stream of cold water.
Floating easily at the foot of the ladder I
took off the face mask to dc-mist it. Edmundo
Branco, smiling encouragement, stood with a
cup of coffee in one hand and a boathook in
the other. He explained how to clear the
mask under water—there is always a slight
seepage under the rubber, more so if you need
a shave. You lift the face rubber and allow
the mask to fill; after taking a deep breath you
remove the mouthpiece, tilt your head back,

lift the bottom of the mask and breathe out.
The air bubbles displace the water in the mask
and the mist has gone. This all seemed very
simple so down I went to try.
The next few seconds were a bit confused.
They said later that one should not inhale
under water unless the breathing tube is in the
mouth. In time, however, the knack came
and with it the knowledge that much discomfort
can be corrected without coming to the surface.
Under the harness was a dial from the lung
which showed 100 atmospheres, enough air for
40 minutes, so I set off to swim along the channel
being excavated. At ten feet the pressure on
the ears begins to be uncomfortable but by
gripping your nostrils through the face mask
rubber and blowing hard the pressure equalises
and you start to feel at home in the new element.
To keep at a constant depth was difficult at
first; [ seemed to be bobbing like a cork on the
surface or scraping my stomach along the
bottom.
The magnification effect foreshortens distance,
makes a beer can look like an oil drum and
a baby octopus like a giant squid—more of
Continued on page 29
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immediate results, and he then came away with
some of the most delicious fruits for us at very
reduced prices.
We then proceeded to the Dead Sea which is
about 1,300 ft. below sea level. The water
feels peculiar to the touch and is certainly the
place for swimmers who are not too sure of their
capabilities as the salt content is very high,
making it practically impossible to sink.
On returning to our hotel we had the pleasure
of meeting King Hussein, who was sitting
at the adjoining table in the lounge, and had
a pleasant talk with him regarding his country
and what we had seen. One thing that impressed
us was the friendliness of the people and the
smiling faces of the children, also the cleanliness
of the city. On one occasion when I stopped
to examine the various stonework being used
the foreman approached me and I was soon
in his office having tea while his masons brought
all varieties of stone and demonstrated the
cutting and dressing of the stones. In most
cases these men and their forefathers have been
using stone for centuries and they are very
skilled. After our stay in ancient Jerusalem we
left by air for Beirut, a modern city on the shores
of the Mediterranean Sea, where the surrounding
mountains were covered in snow although the
sun was shining all day and the temperature
was equal to the best English summer. Here
again are palm, orange and lemon trees and a
great variety of flowers and vegetables. Our
hotel was a new one, twelve floors high over
looking the Mediterranean and the snow-capped
mountains. It had its own swimming pool,
cinema and night club and one could look
through the windows by the bar and watch
the swimmers under the water.
Driving around town is a nightmare. At
main crossings there is a policeman and several
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youths wearing caps like jockeys, each with two
bats for signals and all blowing whistles. On
one occasion when we engaged a taxi, which by
the way was the latest American Chrysler, our
driver was hurtling along when he suddenly
turned and cut the wireless off and apologised
saying, “you English and American like Cha
cha”, and looking under his dashboard selected
a record and pulled out a turntable, while still
driving along, and then joined in the singing.
His offer to drive us that evening up to the
mountains to a night club was politely turned
down, even though he told us his name was
Peter and easy to remember.
EDITORS’ NOTE:

E. J. Simpson was naturally unaware that our Ainoian
staff were a/so ho/v/aging in Beth/elieni at tills time.
No doubt their nat iona/ dress a/so contributed to tile
colourful scene mentioned abo ic.
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Works shall be in the dry
by Aiigns Wilson

DEKHELIA POWER STATION, CYPRUS
New coo/ing Water Intake
Dear Mr. Wilson,
In general, your duties as Engineers
Reprasentative for the construction of the
cooling water intake and associated supply
channel to be cut in the sea bed will be to
watch and supervise the Works

DR ESS SENSE—continued from page 22
blank. Even at this stage, my description of
the dress was not technical enough to give
the saleslady a lead. She gathered her flock
together and by the time they had finished
questioning me I found I was not such an old
campaigner as I thought. I knew nothing at
all ! The Junior Miss department which had
seemed to be the mecca of all my hopes began
to fade away as a mirage in the desert. Just
as it was decided that the dress that I was looking
for and the one that they thought I was looking
for, had been sold, an assistant joined the group
and after listening a moment asked me to
describe my wife and exclaimed “Oh, I remember
her quite well. I know the dress, it is still unsold”.
She brought it over and the head saleslady said
reproachfully “You know, your description of
this dress was not a very good one”. I left
the store in high fettle, vowing never to tackle
such a project again.
When I arrived home that evening I thought
to surprise my wife by putting the carrier bag
with its precious contents on her bed for her to
find later. But the gods had not yet finished with
me. While I was having a meal my wife told
me of this and that and then she said that she
had seen a dress in Southend which was just
what she wanted and that she had bought it,
adding “I’m glad I didn’t buy that one in London
yesterday—the one I bought to-day is so much
nicer!” What can you do ?

With a great effort I stood up and waddled over
to the ladder. The flippers made it very awkward
to find the rungs and the aqualung jammed
against the canopy of the boat. In the rubber
suit it was extremely hot, the waist belt with its
20 lb. of lead was much too tight and the face
mask had steamed up. You cannot swear
effectively with a niouthpiece clenched between
your teeth.
Creeping gingerly down the ladder the whole
idea suddenly seemed quite insane. This equip
ment would sink like a stone—I hoped that
the PONTIFACT obituary would be kind. Happily,
the panic passed as the water took the weight
of all the equipment and the demand valve
hissed comfortingly with each breath. The
slight shock of the coldness of the water after
the heat of the suit soon passed. This was a
wet suit working on the principle that the body
warms a layer of trapped water and so avoids
contact with a changing stream of cold water.
Floating easily at the foot of the ladder I
took off the face mask to dc-mist it. Edmundo
Branco, smiling encouragement, stood with a
cup of coffee in one hand and a boathook in
the other. He explained how to clear the
mask under water—there is always a slight
seepage under the rubber, more so if you need
a shave. You lift the face rubber and allow
the mask to fill; after taking a deep breath you
remove the mouthpiece, tilt your head back,

lift the bottom of the mask and breathe out.
The air bubbles displace the water in the mask
and the mist has gone. This all seemed very
simple so down I went to try.
The next few seconds were a bit confused.
They said later that one should not inhale
under water unless the breathing tube is in the
mouth. In time, however, the knack came
and with it the knowledge that much discomfort
can be corrected without coming to the surface.
Under the harness was a dial from the lung
which showed 100 atmospheres, enough air for
40 minutes, so I set off to swim along the channel
being excavated. At ten feet the pressure on
the ears begins to be uncomfortable but by
gripping your nostrils through the face mask
rubber and blowing hard the pressure equalises
and you start to feel at home in the new element.
To keep at a constant depth was difficult at
first; [ seemed to be bobbing like a cork on the
surface or scraping my stomach along the
bottom.
The magnification effect foreshortens distance,
makes a beer can look like an oil drum and
a baby octopus like a giant squid—more of
Continued on page 29
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Kaiete ur
k
pbout 4.30 oil a torpid December
Saturday afternoon 1 was roused from
the depths of my Berbice chair by a
telephone call. “Would I care to make up a
party to visit the Kaieteur Fall tomorrow 7”
Well, the intention to “see something of the
interior” had been in mind for some time,
so I accepted with alacrity.
There are two ways of reaching tile fall—
overland by roads of ever-diminishing classific
ation, river launch and bush track, taking about
five days in each direction, or by air. We took
the easy way and presented ourselves at tile head
of tile ramp where tile aircraft, a six-passenger
Grumman Goose amphibian, was waiting. All
aboard and she waddled gently into the café
au-iait waters of the Demerara, out into nlid
stream, tilen off in a fine flurry of spray. Once
around EN 5731 and soutil west 150 miles to
our destination, passing over tile coastal sugar
plantations, swamp lands and, for most of the
way, the tropical rain forest somewhat euphem
istically known as “bush”. Here and tilere
tile endless carpet of tree-tops was scarred
where scattered stands of greenheart had been
felled and tile timber dragged away down to tile
rivers. One could see, too, the point of our
pilot’s remark that he preferred seaplanes,
there being at least some chance of finding a
river within reach in case of engine failure.
Eventuafly we entered tile illoutil of the gorge
WiliCil is about ten miles long and 1,000 feet
deep until it ellds abruptly in an overhanging
cliff over wilicil pours the Potaro River in the
highest major waterfall in the world. Here
our pilot executed some tight low-level turns
for our dehght.
Tile aircraft alighted n tile river about half
a mile above tile fail aild nosed into tile bank
at a small clearing. Tilere lived tile only family
for miles around, manning a river gauging
station, their transistor radio shattering tile
otherwise perfect peace.
A pieasant walk along a busil track, remin
iscent of an Enghisil woodland path except for

Michael Bell

the Tarzan-type creepers and orcilids (and tile
lack of branlbles), brought us to the brink of
the gorge beside the fail.
Having expected a deafening roar of mighty
waters it was at first surprising to find tilat tile
actual sound is quite a gentle whisper overlying
a distant resonant booming. This effect is
due to tile great height of tile fail, well over tile
cOillbilled lleigllts of Niagara and Victoria, and
to the approxinlately parabolic cavern behind
the point of impact whicil reflects most of tile
sound straight down tile gorge.
Sitting on a ledge (being water-worn congionl
erate an occasional silift of position is found
desirable) above the abyss and entllusiasticaHy
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demolishing the collteilts ofan excellent luncheonbox one could begin to assimilate, also, sometiling of the surrounding landscape. Away to
tile west, where the Potaro rises only a few
nliies from the Brazilian border, could be seen
the flat-topped mesas of the Pakarainla Moun
tains and at our own level the flat Kaieteurian
Plateau, busil-covered and dissected by deep
gorges, stretching away in all directions. As
one would expect, the Kaieteur Fall and gorge
are of the classic fornlation. The river, which
is about the size of tile lower Tilames, flows
tranquilly along the axis of a very shallow
syncline in the topmost and hardest layer of
a nearly horizontal series of sedimentary rock
forming the plateau. In falling over the edge
it Ilas steadily undernlined its own bed and cut
back to its present position. Tile detritus
slopes at the base of the vertical rock wails
are covered in dense vegetation whose greenness
becomes most vivid where, far below, all is
perpetually drenched by drifting mist-clouds
fronl the fail.
However, unless you hang over tile edge by
your toe-nails, only tile top few hundred feet
or so of the fall itself can be seen from the
brink. After an appropriate regenerative inter
val, therefore, we took to the bush once more,
emerging at a large airy clearing about half a
nlile along the left cliff-top of the gorge. Here
we could sit facing tile full sun-lit curtain and
watcil the subtly cilanging forms and colours of
the “inlpact zoile”, a great boiling exploding
cauldron of released energy. It seenled incredible
tilat that was the SEI11E water which had gurgled
lazily past our feet as we sat eating our lunch
iligh above.
One thought leads to another. Here we were,
a tiny group of people, perhaps tile only ones

ilad run out before conlpietion aild the busil
was nloving back in.
Well, enough daydreaming and back to the
little Grumann tethered to its post n tile river
bank, where a tame busll-turkey and a warrakabra
were scratching about for insects. The radio
by now was enlitting Mozart and we sat awilie

to enjoy tile magnificence of these surroundings
for many days. Truly here if anywllere every
prospect pleased and, for once, tile vileness of

“Do your people always ilave a Caravelie
to thenlseives 7” “No. only Partners and
Associates, we find these executive jets so
cranlped”.

man remained utterly absent. Tile tilougilt
of establishing another Niagara was too appalling
to contemplate, but surely here could be founded
sonic sort of inconspicuous hostelry (transistor
radios forbidden) where people passing tilis
way in their hurtling jets could, if by any chance
tiley so wished, stay a few days to refresh their
souls and bodies.
Indeed, on that very spot there ilad been a
rest house, but it had proved tasty for the ter
mites and only the footings renlained. Tile
ground had also at some tinle been cleared for
an airstrip but, as so often Ilappens, funds

in

a

painl-tilatched

benab

wilile

those

wilo

wished to bathe did so.
Aboard onge more and mucil warnling-up
of engines as we nlotored into the streanl. Then
turning into tile wind we were off straight down
the river, lifting clear of the water just before
the brink of tile fail, thus installtaneousiy
gaining 750 feet of altitude. A quick bank to
avoid the cliff-top opposite and we were away
down tile gorge. Gaining height we could just
make out ill the far distance the slopes of Mt.
Roraima, scene of Conan Doyle’s “Lost World”,
where the frontiers of British Guiana, Brazil
and Venezuela meet. Below were river-dredges
on tile lower Potaro, for this is gold and dianlond
country; El Dorado, indeed, tllougll falling far
short of Elizabetilan dreanls in tilat respect.
Dodging rain clouds at 3,000 feet we crossed
the Essequibo, greatest of Guianese rivers, ilere
a mass of rapids and islands, and were soon
converging with the lesser but nore navigable
Demerara. Down on tile water once more,
then up tile ramp with a final burst of the engines
and we were back in flat, tidy, bustling, noisy,
friendly Georgetown, back fronl our day in
tile country.

GAD, BUT IT’S HELL IN THE GULF (No. 2)

*

*

*

Engineer (proud owner of new car) teierllDning
to Police Department: “May I please have a
registration number for my car 7”
“Certainly, Sir, please let us have your
insurance certificate”. Same Engineer (still
proud) telephoning to Insurance Co.: “Please
niay I have an insurance certificate for niy car 7”
“Certainly, Sir, please let us ilave the registratioll
number of your car”.
Touché.
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The Hong Kong Annual Report
by
few weeks ago the Hong Kong Annual
Report for 1962 was published by the
Unlike most
Government Printer.
other Governmental Reports, this is an extremely
attractive 467-page book, moderately priced at
$10 (12s. 6d.) and contains not only a wealth
of interesting information but it is also exten
sively illustrated with pictures of high photo
graphic and technical standard. If you can
buy or borrow a copy it is very worth-while
reading.
Part I of this years issue is the story of the
origins, growth and present status of the port
of Hong Kong from its unpopular acquisition
in 1841 after the opium war, through its early
sailing days and the intervening wars to the
present date. It is primarily a story of people,
companies and merchant adventurers, rather
than dry statistics, although it is perhaps inter
esting to record that the earliest figure in 1842
of 381 vessels totalling 136,336 tons which used
the port has risen to last year’s figure of 5,970
ocean-going vessels with an aggregate tonnage
of over 19 million.
Part II deals with the activities through the
year of the various Government departments,
the public utilities, industry, banking and so
on, while Part Ill is a collection of basic facts
about the Colony, its geography, history and
administration.
It is not until you arrive at the Appendices
that you find the statistical analyses which keep
some people in business, but then digging
in at random has its revealing moments. For
example, the first table Appendix I lists 31
different classes of industrial undertakings
from mining to motion pictures with 7,305 firms
employing 297,897 people of the total labour
force of 1 .2 million. This conipares with to-day’s
newspaper report on staff increases announcing
a rise in the nuniber of Government employees
to 56,910 (or 1 6 per cent. of the total popula
tion). While it is a relief to find that the 286
people who were making niatclies in 1961 were
still employed through 1962, a possible shift

KL’II

Prague!!

in eniphasis from traditional to occidental
medicines could account for the drop in workers
in that field from 803 to 733. However, knitting
is apparently going great guns, especially in
the form of jackets, sweaters and so on, the
export value of which more than doubled in
1962.
The increase in transistor radio export has
a link with a man I met at a social gathering on
Christmas morning who was displaying a sample
from the first batch of Hong Kong manufactured
transistors. This little black blob on the end
of two bits of wire was a great source of pride to
hini and with justification when the story of
its production emerged, with an account of the
adaptability, capability and accuracy of the
Chinese girls who were learning to make these
tiny things. From starting the factory to testing
the first batch took a mere three weeks, during
which time an American, who spoke no Canton
ese, taught the girls, who spoke no English,
they having to take it in turns to look through the
microscope. And the reject rate for this first
batch was the lotvest heard of.
I am afraid I rather skipped Appendix II,
composed as it is of immense sums of money
quoted to anything between 9 and 12 significant
figures. These balancings of accounts with
their little subsidiary sums and surreptitious
subtractions in what I had thought were addingon bits, are a mystery to me. I can manage
my own bank balance, but then that never rises
to small asides like “Notes
There is a
contingent liability of $555,538.23 in respect
of the SI Note Security Fund’ and neither
does it run to more than about five significant
figures anyway. Estimates, to an accuracy of
I part in 100 million, are always good for a
laugh, especially when you realise that the various
responsible departments start torking oii their
supplementary estimates as soon as they unleash
the first lot. Then one clatters through appen
dices dealing with primary production, marketing,
education, health, crime and so on. With
regard to these latter two the traditional picture
.

.
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of the port of Hong Kong as a disease-ridden
den of vice pales rather when you reflect that
the U.S.A., for example, has on average more
murders an hour and more rapes per minute
than we have in a year, and that, whereas people
in U.K. have been struck down with sniallpox,
typhoid and plague (admittedly self-inflicted),
only typhoid appeared here under the general
heading of enteric fever. My family are engaged
at this moment in getting ourselves fully inocu
lated against the dangers of travelling home
The most prevalent crimes were larcenies and
one of the 447 housebreakings was into my
flat, but it was unfortunately not one of the
149 in which an arrest was made.
When referring to the most prevalent crime
I mean the most prevalent listed one. The
criminality which is associated with motoring
is much worse. For example, parking 35 minutes
in a 30-minute car park, or failing to give the
meter its necessary nourishment, is far more

widespread in defiance of the harsh penalties
meted out on the wrongdoers. We have just
had a large rash of parking-nieters thrust upon
us and several hundred of the “coin-eating
tigers” are to be installed in the main business
districts of Victoria and Kowloon. They operate
from 9 a.m. to 7 p.ni. and appear in no less
1, 2, 4 and
than 5 categories for periods up to
10 hours. In the first you buy time at the rate
of lOc for 6 minutes, in the second lOc for 12
minutes and n the third lOc for 24 minutes.
Then in the fourth and fifth the rates are 50c for
1 hour and 2 hours respectively. A senior member
of P.W.D. advocates stuffing the things with
niatchisticks which puts a firm stop to their
machinations, while a worried Anierican in the
lift asked my advice after his lOc coin had
given a nieter sonic sort of stricture. I won’t
go into a detailed exposition of the real roots
of the traffic trouble as libel can creep up on
one unsuspected.

WORKS SHALL BE IN THE DRY—continued from page 25
that later. We were supposed to be working,
so with Edmundo and another diver we set
about marking off the centre line of the channel.
The diver had brought sonie steel pegs and a
14-lb. hammer and around his waist wore two
rows of weights to keep him on the bottom.
As it was every tinie he swung the hammer,
in slow motion, he rose gently for 3 feet or so
and seldom hit the peg. I-Ic finished up by
holding the shaft of the peg with one hand
and swinging the hammer with the other. Each
peg took a long time to drive.
The channel ended at a shelf of rock tvhere
the bottom looked like a sandy beach at the
foot of a cliff. The depth there was 25 feet
and Edmundo signalled me to follow him down.
At 20 feet a sharp stabbing pain seemed to
circle my left eye and I pointed at it. Edmundo
gestured upwards at once and when we broke
the surface asked if I had a cold. When I
nodded lie explained that when the congested
sinuses come under pressure the intensity of the
pain varies directly with the depth. So back
we went to 10 feet where there was no dis
comfort.
That was the first of niany descents last summer.
The depth of (lie channel was checked every
two weeks and in the photograph can be seen
the wooden notebook used for recording the

readings. This plank made a very effective
aileron and swininiing at a constant depth
became easy.
The octopus episode happened when we tvere
inspecting sonic holes drilled for the explosive
charges. Beneath a flat rock I saw a large
single eye. The diver with nie went quickly to
the surface and returned with a spike. He swam
very slowly up behind the rock and skewered
the octopus before it could retreat into its
hole. A small cloud of brown ink obliterated
the struggle for a few nionients and the diver
waited until it cleared before hoisting his catch
up to the dinghy. With its tentacles spread
it was no bigger than a large dinner plate and
comments about it being young and tender
were bandied about.
When we had all conic ashore and shed our
gear the diver chose a flat rock and begun work
on the octopus. To clean it he merely turned
it inside out, then holding it at arms length lie
banged it 40 tinies on the rock. Soon a soapy
froth enveloped the body which at the end of
the beating had all been exuded. At 7 o’clock
that evening a knock oti (lie door of the bungalow
announced octopus stew. They had cooked
it on a very low flanie in wine for 3 hours. It
was delicious, tasting of a niixture of shrimp
and chicken—supervision had its compensations.
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present date. It is primarily a story of people,
companies and merchant adventurers, rather
than dry statistics, although it is perhaps inter
esting to record that the earliest figure in 1842
of 381 vessels totalling 136,336 tons which used
the port has risen to last year’s figure of 5,970
ocean-going vessels with an aggregate tonnage
of over 19 million.
Part II deals with the activities through the
year of the various Government departments,
the public utilities, industry, banking and so
on, while Part Ill is a collection of basic facts
about the Colony, its geography, history and
administration.
It is not until you arrive at the Appendices
that you find the statistical analyses which keep
some people in business, but then digging
in at random has its revealing moments. For
example, the first table Appendix I lists 31
different classes of industrial undertakings
from mining to motion pictures with 7,305 firms
employing 297,897 people of the total labour
force of 1 .2 million. This conipares with to-day’s
newspaper report on staff increases announcing
a rise in the nuniber of Government employees
to 56,910 (or 1 6 per cent. of the total popula
tion). While it is a relief to find that the 286
people who were making niatclies in 1961 were
still employed through 1962, a possible shift
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in eniphasis from traditional to occidental
medicines could account for the drop in workers
in that field from 803 to 733. However, knitting
is apparently going great guns, especially in
the form of jackets, sweaters and so on, the
export value of which more than doubled in
1962.
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hini and with justification when the story of
its production emerged, with an account of the
adaptability, capability and accuracy of the
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tiny things. From starting the factory to testing
the first batch took a mere three weeks, during
which time an American, who spoke no Canton
ese, taught the girls, who spoke no English,
they having to take it in turns to look through the
microscope. And the reject rate for this first
batch was the lotvest heard of.
I am afraid I rather skipped Appendix II,
composed as it is of immense sums of money
quoted to anything between 9 and 12 significant
figures. These balancings of accounts with
their little subsidiary sums and surreptitious
subtractions in what I had thought were addingon bits, are a mystery to me. I can manage
my own bank balance, but then that never rises
to small asides like “Notes
There is a
contingent liability of $555,538.23 in respect
of the SI Note Security Fund’ and neither
does it run to more than about five significant
figures anyway. Estimates, to an accuracy of
I part in 100 million, are always good for a
laugh, especially when you realise that the various
responsible departments start torking oii their
supplementary estimates as soon as they unleash
the first lot. Then one clatters through appen
dices dealing with primary production, marketing,
education, health, crime and so on. With
regard to these latter two the traditional picture
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of the port of Hong Kong as a disease-ridden
den of vice pales rather when you reflect that
the U.S.A., for example, has on average more
murders an hour and more rapes per minute
than we have in a year, and that, whereas people
in U.K. have been struck down with sniallpox,
typhoid and plague (admittedly self-inflicted),
only typhoid appeared here under the general
heading of enteric fever. My family are engaged
at this moment in getting ourselves fully inocu
lated against the dangers of travelling home
The most prevalent crimes were larcenies and
one of the 447 housebreakings was into my
flat, but it was unfortunately not one of the
149 in which an arrest was made.
When referring to the most prevalent crime
I mean the most prevalent listed one. The
criminality which is associated with motoring
is much worse. For example, parking 35 minutes
in a 30-minute car park, or failing to give the
meter its necessary nourishment, is far more

widespread in defiance of the harsh penalties
meted out on the wrongdoers. We have just
had a large rash of parking-nieters thrust upon
us and several hundred of the “coin-eating
tigers” are to be installed in the main business
districts of Victoria and Kowloon. They operate
from 9 a.m. to 7 p.ni. and appear in no less
1, 2, 4 and
than 5 categories for periods up to
10 hours. In the first you buy time at the rate
of lOc for 6 minutes, in the second lOc for 12
minutes and n the third lOc for 24 minutes.
Then in the fourth and fifth the rates are 50c for
1 hour and 2 hours respectively. A senior member
of P.W.D. advocates stuffing the things with
niatchisticks which puts a firm stop to their
machinations, while a worried Anierican in the
lift asked my advice after his lOc coin had
given a nieter sonic sort of stricture. I won’t
go into a detailed exposition of the real roots
of the traffic trouble as libel can creep up on
one unsuspected.

WORKS SHALL BE IN THE DRY—continued from page 25
that later. We were supposed to be working,
so with Edmundo and another diver we set
about marking off the centre line of the channel.
The diver had brought sonie steel pegs and a
14-lb. hammer and around his waist wore two
rows of weights to keep him on the bottom.
As it was every tinie he swung the hammer,
in slow motion, he rose gently for 3 feet or so
and seldom hit the peg. I-Ic finished up by
holding the shaft of the peg with one hand
and swinging the hammer with the other. Each
peg took a long time to drive.
The channel ended at a shelf of rock tvhere
the bottom looked like a sandy beach at the
foot of a cliff. The depth there was 25 feet
and Edmundo signalled me to follow him down.
At 20 feet a sharp stabbing pain seemed to
circle my left eye and I pointed at it. Edmundo
gestured upwards at once and when we broke
the surface asked if I had a cold. When I
nodded lie explained that when the congested
sinuses come under pressure the intensity of the
pain varies directly with the depth. So back
we went to 10 feet where there was no dis
comfort.
That was the first of niany descents last summer.
The depth of (lie channel was checked every
two weeks and in the photograph can be seen
the wooden notebook used for recording the

readings. This plank made a very effective
aileron and swininiing at a constant depth
became easy.
The octopus episode happened when we tvere
inspecting sonic holes drilled for the explosive
charges. Beneath a flat rock I saw a large
single eye. The diver with nie went quickly to
the surface and returned with a spike. He swam
very slowly up behind the rock and skewered
the octopus before it could retreat into its
hole. A small cloud of brown ink obliterated
the struggle for a few nionients and the diver
waited until it cleared before hoisting his catch
up to the dinghy. With its tentacles spread
it was no bigger than a large dinner plate and
comments about it being young and tender
were bandied about.
When we had all conic ashore and shed our
gear the diver chose a flat rock and begun work
on the octopus. To clean it he merely turned
it inside out, then holding it at arms length lie
banged it 40 tinies on the rock. Soon a soapy
froth enveloped the body which at the end of
the beating had all been exuded. At 7 o’clock
that evening a knock oti (lie door of the bungalow
announced octopus stew. They had cooked
it on a very low flanie in wine for 3 hours. It
was delicious, tasting of a niixture of shrimp
and chicken—supervision had its compensations.
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Jordan Journeys
by Edit/i Iledt,ies
Jccording to all the travel brochures
on Jordan, the Holy Land is a country
of numerous interesting places. Bethle
ham, Jerusalem, Petra and Jerash are a few of the
places we have managed to pay short visits to.
Bethlehem’s main attractions are the Church
of the Nativity and the Shepherds’ Fields. The
staff in Jordan were very fortunate at Christmas
to obtain tickets for the Christmas Eve Mid
night Service at the Church of St. Catherine,
within the precincts of the Church of the Nativity.
Fortunate, in the way that there was an influx
of 10,000 visitors of all nationalities to Bethlehem
for the Christmas Festivities and only 600
tickets issued for the Service. Anglican and
Arabic Carol Services were held in the Shepherds’
Fields during the afternoon of Christmas Eve,
followed by a traditional Shepherds’ Supper
of roast sheep and unleavened bread prepared
and partaken of in the Shepherds’ Caves.
Jerash is an old Roman ruined city, the site
of which lies in a quiet valley among the moun
tains of Gilead, about 48 kilometres north of
Amman. At one time it was a city of the
Decapolis and is reputed to be the only remaining
one where one can wander through its streets
and see its monuments as they were about

Triumphal Arch, Jerash

2,000 years ago, untouched except by the hand
of time. Fortunately the Jordanians have
realised the value and the beauty of these old
ruins and are making a very great effort to
restore and preserve them.
The city is entered by the Triumphal Arch,
erected and dedicated to the Emperor Hadrian
on the occasion of his visit to the city in AD. 129.
After leaving the Triumphal Arch one enters
the Forum which is surrounded by the Colonnade
and the enclosed space is paved, in the centre
of which is a plinth for a statue. One of the
chief buildings of the city is the Temple of
Zeus; this is approached from the Forum by
a great flight of steps supported on vaults, many
of which still remain. To the right of the
Temple of Zeus lies the South Theatre, a most
beautiful and well-preserved theatre with thirtytwo tiers of seats and accommodation for about
4,000 people.
Leading from the Forum is the main street
of the city which was originally flanked by 260
columns on either side and most of the columns
still remain; all the principal buildings and the
best shops had their entrance from it. One
can still see the cuts made by the wheels of the
passing chariots in the great paving blocks.
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One may add that even in those days their
drainage structures were well taken care of as
one can see great circular rock manhole covers
at various stages along the street.
A visit to Petra is a must to anyone who
has the good fortune to come to Jordan. Petra
is referred to as the Rose Red City of Jordan,
due to the natural colour of the sandstones in
which the ancient city of the Nabataeans was
founded. Unfortunately the passage of time
has weathered some of the facades to the Temples,
but even to this day the beauty of this ancient
city still remains.
The Nabataeans and Petra are bound firmly
together in history, for it was they who first
began seriously to settle in the land, and to
evolve types of architecture, sculpture, pottery
and stone dressing peculiar to themselves. It
has been proved that there have been three
stages of Nabataean occupation of Petra dating
from the fourth century nc. to the Roman
occupation in A.D. 106. The ancient city of
Petra is situated in a valley bounded on all
sides by cliffs. The access to Petra is either
on horseback or on foot through a circuitous
passage between lofty cliffs called the Siq. The
Siq is two kilometres in length and seldom
more than 4 metres wide, the cliffs which line
it reach a maximum height of 100 metres.
The red and brown sandstone cliffs, between
which Petra nestles, are lined with tombs and
temples, many of them monumental in the fullest
sense of the term. Among these magnificent
mausolea two stand out by their splendour,
eI-Khazneh and Qasr Far’on. The first monu
ment to be seen on entering Petra is the el
Khazneh, a temple carved out of the living rock
with a magnificent facade which represents a
building of two storeys, over sixty feet high,
the upper one having a broken pediment on
either side and a circular kiosk in the centre.
This is topped by a large urn which is badly
battered and we were informed that it had
been shot at by the local Bedouins who believed
that it contained a hidden store of gold, hence
by some this temple is known as the “Treasury”.
Not far away from the temple is an amphi
theatre capable of accommodating 3,000 people,
and it can be seen that some of the old tombs
have been carved away to form the seating
and it was estimated that this was probably
of Roman construction. On the ridge above
the amphitheatre is “The Great High Place”
which takes one hour to reach, and consists
of a rectangular court 47 feet by 22 feet with
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The Temple of El Khazneh at Petra
(Edith oii horseback)

a raised platform on which they used to carry
out their human sacrifices. On the west wall
of the Wadi are the so-called Obelisk, Urn,
Corinthian and three-storied tombs. In the
central part of the valley, which was the main
part of the Nabataean city, are the remains of
the Roman occupation. This consists of the
entrance to the Roman citadel with the main
paved thoroughfare and the remains of the
shops. Beyond this is the only remaining Roman
temple with massive stone walls. On the plateau
to the east is the al—Dair temple which is twice
as high as el-Khazneh and, like it, is carved
out of the living rock. From this point one
has the opportunity of looking over the Wadi
Araba. The temples and tombs number over
one thousand and are cut like gigantic cameos
from the living rock of stupendous cliffs. A
most enthralling relic of bygone civilisation that
flourished over two thousand years ago.
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If on any Thursday morning slips of paper and
money are observed changing hands as “Jenky’s
Wagon” passes on its daily round, it should not
be presumed that our regular contributor else
where in these pages has set himself up in
competition to “Duggie”of Old Pye Street.
This is in fact the weekly collection of con
tributions to the football competition organised
by the Surrey Branch of the British Red Cross
Society.
Since I was press-ganged into taking a card
and beDoming an agent in September, 1962,
the number of contributors from Victoria Street
has gradually increased until at the time of going
to press 35 members paying 1/- per ticket sub
scribe 50/- per week—the total entries to the
competition on March 16th, 1963, being 7,128.
Each week 50 per cent, of the money sub
scribed is returned as prizes, 10 per cent, is
allowed for expenses and 40 per cent. goes to
British Red Cross Funds. The proceeds from
the competition help the British Red Cross
to assist in various ways groups of people or
countries in need, especially in times of disaster.
Examples of this assistance which has been
given during the last few months are:—
£10,000 in cash and supplies to Hong Kong
for victims of Typhoon Wanda.
£4,000 in cash and supplies to Algeria for
Red Cross Relief and rehabilitation
of repatriated refugees.
£500 aid to Sarawak for flood disaster relief.
£500 worth of paratyphoid vaccine to
Rabat for flood disaster relief.
4,000 language cards in 31 languages issued
to enable doctors and nurses to com
municate with sick foreigners in the
U.K.
1,000 Holidays provided for the disabled in
the U.K.
600 blankets, 100 pillow cases, among
many other items, distributed in many

areas of Great Britain to assist flood
victims during the recent thaw.
Prizes are won in accordance with the cornpetition rules with a maximum prize of £100.

No.
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I am sorry to say that so far none of my con
tributors has won this sum—however, we
haven’t been out of luck, and the total prize
money received in the firm so far is £26 l2s. ld.,
one lucky fellow winning first and second prizes
in consecutive weeks.
With the end of the football season the Society
is considering running a similar system during
the summer if sufficient support is forthcoming.
I think I’ll look for a successor.
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Around the Sections
The Bridçes Section
by “I(4ac’’ (A. S. A4cDt’rinott)
The greater part of our work is associated

On being ill—gracefully
by Dora Carter
When you are ill with
A raging temperature
A splitting head
Ache all over
And wish you were dead
it is easy to curl up in bed and hope to die quickly
but when you do not feel too bad (not any worse
than you have done lots of times before and
carried on) and feel that with a certain amount
of mental pushing could (you hope) carry on
as usual, it is much more dimcult.
All those things that are waiting to be done
and the doctor says lie still—not even allowed
to sit up. Most frustrating. What can I do
lying on my back, sipping cold water ?
My mind runs round in circles trying to solve
unsolvable problems, fuming and fretting and
reviewing everything until at last, I give up and
Gracefully
I lie
Obeying
Dutifully
No longer
Resentfully
Nor sighing
Wastefully
Accepting
Thankfully
Thinking
Wistfully
Be better
Eventually
So at last
Peacefully
I lie.

with jobs in the initial planning stages and on
none are we involved in detail design work.
Initial design studies are under way on the 23
structures on the Laghey Motorway, County
Tyrone, for the Government of Northern Ireland,
the Lancaster-Penrith Motorway (the number of
structures in the way of bridges, viaducts, insitu concrete culverts and retaining walls having
yet to be decided), Clopton Bridge at Stratfordupon-Avon (with its associated road-works
and the diversion of the river Avon), an urban
motorway and another bridge which should
remain nameless for the time being.
The 59 bridges on the Cheshire Section of
the Birmingham-Preston Motorway (M6) are,
on average, about 90 per cent. complete with
about five months to elapse before the completion
date. At the other end of the scale we have
under construction the footbridge from the Shell
Building across York Road to the Waterloo
Development Building. The remaining half of
this footbridge is shortly going out to tender
and we will soon be submitting a report on a
connection from the Waterloo Development
Building to the concourse of Waterloo Station.
When the whole of the L.C.C.’s scheme of
the elevated pedestrian walkways on the South
Bank is completed it will be possible to walk
from Waterloo Station to Nelson’s Column in
Trafalgar Square without crossing a road at
ground level.
Severn Bridge

By courtesy of the Rank Orgo,zi, aria,,

Knutsford Service Area Restaurant

Also about to go out to tender is the Sandbach
Maintenance Conipound on the M6. This
comprises a hard standing, salt storage area,
salt storage hoppers and fuel installations. These
maintenance compounds on motorways are
usually situated about ten miles apart, their
purposes being to assist in the routine main
tenance of motorways but with a major emphasis
placed on snow and ice clearance and salt spread
ing. We are responsible for the design of the
whole of this including, apart from the civil
and structural sides, the building work, lighting,
heating, sanitation, plumbing, fire fighting and
fuel installations. We have, of course, taken
advice in appropriate quarters.
At Shrewsbury the Cementation Co. Ltd.
are about to commence construction on the
bridge over the Severn which forms part of the
Ditherington-Monkmoor Link Road.
An unusual project is the Knutsford Service
Area Restaurant which consists of a bridge
over the M6 carrying a restaurant, snack-bar
and transport café. It is being built for the
Rank Organisation whose architects are Sydney
Clough, Son & Partners.
One of the most interesting projects on which
construction work has just started is the Wuya
Bridge over the Kaduna River in Northern
Nigeria. (See map on page 54.) Being con
structed as a joint venture by Alhaji Audu Bida
and Costain (West Africa) Ltd., it will cost,
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ing. We are responsible for the design of the
whole of this including, apart from the civil
and structural sides, the building work, lighting,
heating, sanitation, plumbing, fire fighting and
fuel installations. We have, of course, taken
advice in appropriate quarters.
At Shrewsbury the Cementation Co. Ltd.
are about to commence construction on the
bridge over the Severn which forms part of the
Ditherington-Monkmoor Link Road.
An unusual project is the Knutsford Service
Area Restaurant which consists of a bridge
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Clough, Son & Partners.
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as the Moni power station, which after being
under discussion on and off for five years has
suddenly been pushed to contract. Again,
Bernard Ranger’s Sectioii carries the steelwork.
With these power stations the firm acts in
co-operation with the mechanical and electrical
consultants, Preece, Cardew and Rider, and there
is regular to-ing and fro-ing between Victoria
Street and Queen Anne’s Gate.
In the last few years water supply has become
an important field of the Section’s work. First
there was the Walker’s Ferry Scheme in Nyasa
land which has recently been commissioned
and for which the Section designed the structures.
Now there is the Plover Cove Scheme in Hong
Kong and the Kaduna water supply in Nigeria.
These jobs are directed by the corresponding

season flows. The accompanying photograph
shows the temporary bund now being constructed,
whilst the river is at a low level, to permit access
for the construction of the foundations and
piers. The river training works are being
designed with the help of the Hydraulics Research
Station at Wallingford where a niodel of the
river, over 200 ft. long representing 11 miles
of the river, has been constructed from maps
prepared from an aerial survey.

Wuya Bridg2
with its 2, miles of approach roads on embank
meHts, nearly LI .2rn. The bridge is some
1,500 ft. long and 36 ft. wide and will consist
of 12 simply supported spans, each span con
sisting of four post-tensioned beams weighing
about 90 tons each. The deck is supported on
reinforced concrete piers which are supported
in turn on 153 reinforced concrete cylinders each
4 ft. in diameter and about 60 ft. in length. The
cylinders are being constructed by the McKinney
Drilling Company of Nacogdoches, Texas.
Further work, not as yet included in the present
contract, will consist of the river training works
probably costing some hundreds of thousands
of pounds which are necessary to ensure that the
river, which is a typical example of a meandering
river, the course of which changes over the years,
will continue to flow through the bridge rather
than behind it. There is some 25 ft. difference
in level between the low season and the high
*

The Civil Section
by R. P. Whiting
The activities of the “Civil Section”—like
its name—appear rather mysterious to some.
Originally, in the firm of Scott & Wilson, the
term “Civil” was applied to distinguish the work
of the Section from that of the rest of the firm
which was then entirely structural; there were
no separate sections for roads and airports,
and the laboratory with its staff of one formed
part of the Civil Section.
The amalgamation of Sir Cyril Kirkpatrick
& Partners with Scott & Wilson in 1954 con
siderably increased the size and activities of the
Civil Section, for it thereafter included the staff
and work of Sir Cyril Kirkpatrick & Partners.
Later, the laboratory was despatched to the
basement and separate sections were formed for
roads and airports; but the Section survivedthese
amputations and grew in the limbs left to it.
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EDIToRs’ NOTE: The Bridges Section appears to wish
to remain anonymous for the benefit of others we list
those present during work on the projects described:—
Derek Bew, Ron Cox. Peter Halls, Michael Kennedy,
John Measor, Robin Osborn, Rui Pimental, Brian
Pritchard, Peter Rutter, Graham Walker and Bryan
Yates.

overseas partnership, under whose instructions

Bund looking west

the London office undertakes part of the design.
The Plover Cove Scheme, for which the Hong
Kong partnership and Binnie & Partners are
joint consultants, is a highly unusual and
ambitious undertaking, and the numerous
studies which have been made of ways of meeting
the problems encountered would merit an article
on its own.*

*

*

From this one can sce that the scope of the
Civil Section’s work can best be defined by
what it is not. However, in practice the work
consists principally of foundations (especially
of power stations), sea defence and other marine
works, water supply, sewerage, and site develop
ment.
There is usually at least one power station oii
the stocks, and at present there are three. The
oiie at Georgetown, in British Guiana, is shared
with Bernard Ranger’s Section; they work above
ground, the Civil Section works below. This
job is unusual ill being contractor-financed,
and the contract is so complicated that its filial
signature had not been completed until the
power station was so nearly finished that it
had started to supply power.
The power station at Dhekelia, in Cyprus,
has provided work intermittently for over a
decade, and the fourth extension of it is now
approaching completion. It is followed by
another power station for the island, known

I

Kaduna is the capital of the Northern Region
of Nigeria (one of the three component States
of the Federation) and its future development
as an adniinistrative and industrial centre is
very dependent on an adequate water supply.
The scheme in hand is designed to provide
four million, and eventually seven million, gallons
of water per day. The works comprise a river
intake, treatment works, pumping stations,
service reservoirs and principal pipelines. Five
contracts for the supply of plant and materials
have gone to tender, and the main contract
for the civil engineering construction will follow
soon. The works are necessarily complicated,
and over the functioning of the plant and the

appearance of the buildings, respectively, valuable
advice is given to the firm by Mr. Hugh Lupton
(an expert in pumping and anything associated

with it) and by Kelsey & Hunter, architects,
who also have a firni in Kaduna and therefore
possess local knowledge.
Some of the Section’s work can be grouped,
albeit vaguely, under the heading of site develop
ment; three schemes of this kind are in hand
at present. For the proposed new capital for

British Honduras, the Section is preparing
proposals for roads, sewerage and water supply
*
EDITORS’ NOTE: A full article on Plover Cove
appears on page 47.
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in co-operation with the architects and planners,
Norman and Dawbarn, who are responsible for
the planning of the town and the design of the
principal buildings. It will be recalled that the

present capital, Belize, suffered severely in a
hurricane a year or so ago, and the new capital
is to be sited 55 miles inland.
At present
the site is covered with almost impenetrable
vegetation with the result that the survey is
not altogether reliable.
Tenders for the site development contract
for the new University of York are coming in
as this goes to press. The contract comprises
a new length of road sunk in a hillside so as not

to interfere with pedestrian flow at ground level,
an artificial lake, a footbridge, a subway, sewerage,
and drainage—altogether a niixed bag of tricks.
The lake presents an unusual problem; the flow
into it will be from a limited catchment and there
is a risk that it might dry up as a result of soakage
into the underlying soil. Accordingly, all over
the bottom of the lake a membrane of polythene
sheet is being laid, protected by a layer of soil
on top.
Fear was expressed that as a result
of this measure, if the ground water level should
rise higher than the level of the water in the lake,
the lake might float. In fact, this is not expected
to happen. The architects for the University
of York are Robert Matthew, Johnson-Marshall
& Partners—the same as for New Zealand
House.
The third site development scheme is for the
The
Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst.
Section is concerned with proposals for water
supply and drainage, but here the complication
is in finding out what happens at present. The
Academy and its services have been added to
in piecemeal fashion over the best part of a
century and it is difficult to be sure what goes
on underground. The architects for this scheme
are Golhins, Melvin, Ward & Partners, and Brian
Walker’s Section has responsibility for the new
buildings which form part of the development.
In the site development schemes the Section
co-operates with Archie Evans, in Kendal,
and Roy Hodgen, in Glasgow, who are the
firm’s authorities in the design and layout of
the roads.
A different type of job to those already
mentioned is Holloway House, a re-development
of the property of Holloway Partners, the
contractors, adjaceiit to Vauxhall Bridge. The
Civil Section is designing the foundations, in
co-operation with the architects, Farmer and
Continued on page 62.
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Newsletters
Abu Dhabi
It is easiest to appreciate the atmosphere in
His Highness Sheikh Shakhbut’s Maglis when
paying a courtesy visit with nothing contro
versial to discuss. The Maglis is that room in
the Palace where, once or twice each day, The
Ruler grants audience to all who may wish to
visit him. It is a long narrow cool room, with
each of the longer walls lined by deep armchairs
and a sofa across the far end on which The
Ruler reclines. As one walks down the room
between the lines of other visitors, many with
their rifles and hawks, one is conscious of
stepping into a world which been little changed
over the years by outside events. Sitting com
fortably in one of the armchairs sipping coffee
one can listen to the general discussion in the
Maglis. Unless particularly confidential business
is being transacted the problems of Abu Dhabi
are discussed quite openly and anyone can hear
what is happening; The Ruler can be approached
directly by any of his subjects. An atmosphere
of peace pervades the room; all are friendly
and courteous and there always seems to be
time to meditate.
This scene in the Maglis epitomises life in
Abu Dhabi—an atmosphere into which the
discovery of oil, life-blood of ever-demanding
and developing industries all over the world,
has injected problems. From living in palmfrond huts, the Abu Dhabi people will shortly
have the highest income per head in the world,
and the change can take place with frightening
rapidity.
It would, therefore, be hardly surprising if
His Highness, faced with the responsibilities of
governing, were not a little concerned that the
changes should not disrupt his people too
quickly. Perhaps too often the civil engineer
is apt to forget the effect which his activities
have on the society in which they are under
taken. All too frequently the provision of

schools, hospitals, water, pover, etc., is limited
by the funds available and the local society is
generally capable of absorbing the products of
development but in Abu Dhabi the position is
the reverse and oil revenues are likely to produce
wealth which could, if wrongly spent, create
immense social problems.
This then is the challenging environment in
which the Abu Dhabi Consultants are working
—to modern standards—and in which we arc
attempting to prove our worth.
The first months of 1963 have been busy
ones. By the time the old year ended the Kelly
family had already endured some weeks of
hotel life and they were joined at Christmas
by the Parker family whose first period of
residence lasted only four days, the elder
daughter suddenly becoming very ill with
pneumonia and having to be flown hurriedly
to Bahrain hospital where oxygen equipment is
available. The drama of the aircraft arriving
and departing by the headlights of many Land
Rovers was one which we could well have done
without. The following week further bad luck
hit our teani here when Laurie Ricks had to
return hurriedly to Britain in response to a
cable saying that the condition of his wife,
who had been ill for some time, was giving cause
for some concern. In his short three months
in Abu Dhabi “Ricky” made a tremendous
contribution to Abu Dhabi and is being greatly
missed.
With work proceeding rapidly and soils-testing
equipment arriving reinforcements were required
urgently and the arrival of William Sommerville
and Ray Taylor was greeted with much relief.
William has taken over the role of Materials
Engineer, already having done stalwart work
in connection with the roads and, amongst
other things, will also be supervising the erection
of the new distillation plant hich is arriving
shortly. The experience of Ray Taylor, fresh
from the Birmingham-Preston motorway, is
proving very valuable on the roads and the new
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causeway. Bill Kelly continues to deal with
Abu Dhabi’s land and survey problems virtually
single-handed and Steve Armitage is still looking
after the general aspects of our niain contract
for the accommodation, roads and jetty.
In the five months which have elapsed since
the team first formed here our permanent
labour-saving bungalows. complete with our
own power and water supplies, have been
constructed and occupied and the office, complete
with a well-equipped Soils Laboratory, is now
functioning. The new jetty is nearly completed,
15 miles of the 25 miles roadworks which we
are undertaking on difficult ground are well
under way, erection of a new small distillation
plant is starting and some much-needed public
toilets have been designed. The contractors
for the main contract are the C.A.T. Company
of Beirut, assisted by Overseas A.S.T. (Austria)
Ltd., as sub-contractors for the jetty. It is
necessary to speak Arabic, French and German
to be sure of making oneself understood. Sub
jects such as main power supply and the piping
of fresh water from the Buraimi area are under
constant review.
Recreational facilities are surprisingly good
and varied and we are longing to have time
soon to sample them. Stewart Cook in Doha
was kind enough to purchase for us a Firefly
yacht which was on sale and ship it down;
it has since become the joint property of Steve
Arrnitage and the Assistant Political Agent.
Steve nearly left the team recently when he
attempted to ride a frisky camel which all but
carried him away into the desert. Bill Kelly
is a founder member of the local Caledonian
Society and those addicted to Scottish dancing
now wear out their shoes on a concrete patch
in our compound. William Sonimerville has
exhibited his prowess at water-skiing and Ray
Taylor is our gardening enthusiast.
We were pleased to welcome Bill Spencer
during January; at that time The Ruler was in
Buraimi so he experienced the “big-dipper”
thrills of a road journey over the sand hills to
and from this pleasant oasis. John Harris is
expected shortly and will be the first visitor
from London to stay in the bungalows he has
designed.
We shall be delighted to see anyone else
coming this way (remember to pack dress
trousers) and charge them to arrive as soon as
possib!e as the weather is still pleasant, but is
now getting hotter all the time.
F.J.P.

Arabian Nights—Ron Hedges

Anirnan
Early in September, 1962, the firm were
appointed by the Jordan Development Board
to carry out site investigations, design and pre
paration of contract documents and the ultimate
supervision of the Safi-Aqaba Highway.
The Safi-Aqaba Highway is being constructed
mainly to transport the potash from Safi, which
is located at the southern end of the Dead Sea,
to the Port of Aqaba. a distance of one hundred
and ten miles. The alignment runs through
the Rift Valley and follows the line of the Wadi
Araba, kno n in the ancient times as the area
of King Solomon’s Mines, which roughly forms
the border bet\\ eeii Jordan and Israel, (This
is also the subject of a Job Report. See page 55.
EDITois.)

An office was established in Amman during
the month of September by Ron Hedges and
reinforcements, in the way of Peter Erridge and
Tom Baxter, arrived during the early part of
October.
A wayside halt—C. M. Johnston, Tom Baxter,
John Measor, Peter Erridge
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Oi1 on a site visit

It is of course necessary to make frequent
site visits to the Wadi Araba, which results in
Edith Hedges and Susan Baxter frequently
becoming Wadi-Widos.
Prior to Christmas we had an influx of visitors,
notably Mr. Grace and Mr. Johnston, together
with a short visit from Messrs. Matthews and
Sutton who had been carrying out a tour of
the Arabian Gulf. John Measor, known to
his friends in Jordan as J. J.’, not content with
one visit to the I-lolv Land, returned to keep
us company until the 20th December, 1962.
Now that the pioneers of the firm have estab
lished a reasonable trade route from Safi to
Aqaba, site visits are a weekly occurrence and
one is always meeting, on the track we have
made, Americans or Germans who are engaged
on ground control or geological investigations.
R.C.H.

British Guiana
It is said that Georgetown has been quiet
of late. This should not be taken too literally
the steel bands still compete with the juke-boxes
to drown the tree—frogs’ nightly chorus, while
the progress of each speeding car may be followed
by its merry fanfare at every major intersection.
Meanwhile at Kingston the tempo steadily
mounted during 1962 in an effort to be producing
electricity in time for the Christmas period.
Owing to a heavy build-up of publicity and an
extremely narrow margin for contingent delays
this eventually became something of an obsession;
there was no small measure of relief and pleasure,
therefore, when No. I Generator was synchron—
ised on 20th December. The power station
was officially opened on 19th January. in the
*
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presence of the Acting Governor and the Premier,
by the Hon. H. J. M. Hubbard, Minister of Trade
and Industry. Among the many guests on this
occasion was Mr. F. H. Dickinson, of Preece,
Cardew & Rider, paying us his second visit;
this time we were particularly pleased as Mrs.
Dickinson came too and they stayed the whole
week.
Cyril Cottrell has now proceeded on home
leave, so it is to be hoped that the weather in
Hampshire will take a turn for the better.
Valerie Bell returned home during last
autumn and we have pleasure in announcing
the arrival, on New Year’s Eve, of our third
daughter, Catherine.
M.N.B.

British Honduras
Spurred to action by the prompt newsletter
from the new office in Abu Dhabi (they must
have a lot of time to spare sitting around drinking
coffee in their air—conditioned “Borastis”) the
British Honduras office now sends its first
comniu n i qué.
Just in case there are any readers as ignorant
as the writer was previous to this assignment,
British Honduras is in the Caribbean, but not
of it, and in fact enjoys none of the amenities
generally associated with that sea. Some in
teresting statistics are: population 95,000; total
area, 8,800 square miles; area of swamp, 1,200
square miles; area of bush or mountain 7,200
square miles. Bush is a local euphemism used
for impenetrable tropical rai ii forest—arbor
So much for the flora;
grandis hastardiu,,i.
the fauna is less prolific than one would imagine
or perhaps it is just difficult to see due to the
thickness of the bush, but most of the animals
and reptiles found in South America are also
found here, with a particularly plentiful supply
of snakes, mosquitoes, sand-flies and spiders.
The latter come in many sizes, the largest, 10 in.
from toe to toe*, being the South American
bird spider locally called triantelope or tarantula.
There is a local superstition that it will attack
horses and cattle and by biting them will cause
a foot to drop off. (Wooden legs have been
indented for from London.)
The postal address of the firm is P.O. Box 619,
Belize, but in actual fact the office is situated
at Baking Pot which lies on the Western Road
between Young Girl and Teakettle.
*
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Since our arrival in October of last year we
have welcomed many visitors with similar
feelings to those of Livingstone when lie first
saw Stanley. Messrs. Lindsay, Knight and
Winch of Norman and Dawbarn, and Messrs.
Cleary and Holdaway from Widnell & Trollope
have all come from the outside world to visit
us. On one memorable day a tarantula, a
snake and Zach Matthews all visited the house
in turn. We feel that Zach’s visit was inevitable
after Plumstead’s comments in the Christmas
edition of PONTIFACT and this leaves only Hong
Kong for Zach to visit. Though based in
Belize lie has made several trips up country
to see us and we shall be very sorry to see him
return to England.
Mr. Grace and Mr. Johnston visited us in
early February and managed to see a good deal
of the country in a short stay.
February also saw the number of engineers
doubled when Lloyd Hue joined us from Jamaica.
Lloyd has been putting in a lot of hard work
organising the soils laboratory and so far has
not had a chance to establish his cricketing
reputation here.
The firms entire staff took to the road one
Sunday and after a visit to the Maya ruins at
Xunantunic decided on the spur of the mjment
to visit Guatemala. Leaving the frontier village
and following the only available track, the
driver was discouraged after 10-15 miles of
unbroken jungle and decided to turn back.
This was probably just as well as subsequent
enquiries showed the nearest habitation to be
a town some 150 miles farther inland.
We continue to collect information for the
report on the new capital and this is due to
be completed by the end of April. Save for
a wandering engineer and a tapir cow or so,
the proposed site remains undisturbed under

its mantle of bush.
P.D.V.

Doba, Arabian Gulf
Unlike “The Exiles” the staff in Doha do not
have problems with their lunch—time drinking,
only, to borrow a phrase, “little local difficulties”
like how to squeeze enough beer cans in the
refrigerator without creating chaos in the domes
tic department.
During December Tom Simmons departed
for the U.K. thus leaving Wally Steel holding the

fort on the inspection side until the arrival
of David and Ann Flavell in February.
There have been a number of visitors to,
and passing through, Doha during the past
few months. Local residents have been heard
to remark unkindly that the reasons for these
trips are often obscure but probably have some
thing to do with the harsh winter in England.
If sufficient interest is shown we will consider
setting up a &avel bureau in the London office.
Incidentally Doha has had one of the wettest
winters for some time—at least five days rain
totalling I in. since November.
J. K. M. Henry paid a welcome visit on his
way back from Hong Kong complete with a
colourful brochure illustrating the firnas
achievements at Kai Tak. Some time later
whilst entertaining a B.O.A.C. Comet crew it
was gratifying to receive an unsolicited testi
monial to the engineering competence of Kai
Tak’s designers.
Zach Matthews and John Sutton stayed for a
few days during their Middle East tour. Our
latest visitor F. M/. Spencer had the fortune to
return to Beirut, en route for London with full
V.I.P. treatment—a complete Caravelle to him
self.
Following complicated methods of corres
pondence the Doha staff mangaed to establish
communication with their colleagues in Abu
Dhabi, eventually dispatching (by sea) a sailing
dinghy for the use of Jack Parker and his
associates. Unfortunately the boom was mislaid and had to be sent later by air. We were
told that the cost would be only one rupee. If
anybody sees a pigeon flying around with a
sailing dinghy booni strapped to its back will
they please contact Steve Armitage
Christmas was celebrated in true style by the
usual round of parties, starting with members
of the firm being entertained to dinner at the
Oasis Hotel by Mr. and Mrs. Kidman.
Since the appearance of our last newsletter
Mr. J. E. Smith has been appointed Director
of Engineering, thus filling the post vacated
by Mr. George Webster.
T.P.K.

Glasgow
Glasgow office has seen quite a few faces
conie and go during the past year. We have
lost from the engineering staff Louis de Waal
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dinghy for the use of Jack Parker and his
associates. Unfortunately the boom was mislaid and had to be sent later by air. We were
told that the cost would be only one rupee. If
anybody sees a pigeon flying around with a
sailing dinghy booni strapped to its back will
they please contact Steve Armitage
Christmas was celebrated in true style by the
usual round of parties, starting with members
of the firm being entertained to dinner at the
Oasis Hotel by Mr. and Mrs. Kidman.
Since the appearance of our last newsletter
Mr. J. E. Smith has been appointed Director
of Engineering, thus filling the post vacated
by Mr. George Webster.
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Glasgow
Glasgow office has seen quite a few faces
conie and go during the past year. We have
lost from the engineering staff Louis de Waal
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who returned to South Africa via London
Office, Reggie Millburn who moved to greener
fields and Maurice Watson who has gone to
Doncaster to organise the traffic survey which
the firm is to conduct in the Howden-Selby
area. We gained and almost lost W. Ramsay
who fractured his skull in a niotor cycle accident
just a few weeks after joining us; fortunately
he is a hard-headed Scotsman and so survived
the mishap, to rejoin us in the New Year. Our
former Secretary, Mrs. Young, left us to start a
family and was replaced by Miss West just back
from New York, while on the temporary front
we have been joined by Ted McKenna and the
Misses Mackin all of whom are “resting”
from their University careers.
Most of our work for the inner ring road has
now been completed and there is to be no further
reporting until the final report some time next
year. This is to include our recommendations
on a highway master plan for Glasgow which is
required by the Corporation in connection wit
the next quinquennial review of the Glasgow
Development Plan. In order to keep up with
American developments the Partners sent A.
Munro to Washington where he attended a
course organised by the Bureau of Public Roads
and completed some traffic prediction and assign
ment studies under contract with G.E.C. He
also obtained their original programmes which
we have used in further studies in this country
by renting the 7090 computer from I.B.M.
(U.K.) Ltd.
On the ring road project the work niay soon
be moving out of the planning stage. We have
been asked by Glasgow Corporation to draw
up contract documents for the piping and infilling of a mile of the Glasgow canal systems in
preparation for the first stage of the proposed
road. This is a small but necessary preliminary
to the major project.
The Partners very generously authorised a
Glasgow office party which was held in January
at the Covenanters Inn in Aberfoyle. Fortun
ately, we missed the blizzards and had a clear
dry night to travel the twenty odd miles from
Glasgow, which was all we needed to ensure the
success of the evening. During the Year John
Cullen organised a most interesting visit to
Cumbernauld, and he and his wife entertained
us all to a rousing party thereafter. Our social
front however has probably been irretrievably
damaged by the departure of the Watsons who
were our most inveterate party givers.
R.H.
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Nigeria
Hong Kong
While you folk at home have been shivering
this winter, we, while pitying you, have been
shivering too and also getting shorter and shorter
of water. An abnormally dry summer has been
followed by a similar winter and I begin to doubt
whether we shall see it rain before we leave.
Three years ago the Spring Rally took place
on a day when about six inches of rain fell and
we motored through a foot of water in Kowloon
and saw several cases where elaborate stormwater channels down the hillsides were spouting
straight over the top of the large manhole at the
bottom; this year I think dust may be more of a
problem.
The social scene is a fairly active one in Hong
Kong and there are many groups which form
for the association of like-minded people.
Amongst the nationalistic groups is the St.
Patrick’s Society whose most public function
takes place around St. Patrick’s Day naturally
enough. So on 15th March the Societys Ball
took place with Mr. Lindsay, in his capacity as
President, and his wife welcoming the Governor
and their many other guests. This, the papers
tell us, was a resplendent affair with many
magnificent gowns, particularly that of the
President’s wife. Revelry eased off a little
about 4 a.ni. it seems, although there was no
reported need for the band to utter the timehonoured cry “Moind me harp’.
A number of changes are in progress these
d4ys. Mr. Elliott has returned to take up post
as partner with Mr. Lindsay, having been delayed
by malaria in Ireland, which shows the danger
of visiting outlandish places. Mr. Pooley is
making a flying visit to the U.K. for six weeks
leave celebrating his silver wedding anniversary.
With the imminent start of Stage II of Kwai
Chung, Bill Lamb and Sid Drury are poised to
go on site and we await the arrival of Gordon
Wilson who is to be R.E. Ken Phillips has come
out to take over the office side of Kwai Chung
from Paddy Stammers, who departs for the
London office after Gordon Wilson arrives.
Mrs. Perkins sits in for Peta Buckingham while
she takes home leave with her family and a new
arrival is Mr. Elliott’s personal secretary, Eve
Herbert. The writer also makes his departure
in April.
K.J.P.

In our last letter we commented on the whole
sale departure of the Nigerian staff and con
fidently predicted that we should not be left in
quiet meditation for very long. This has proved
to be the case. The PONTIFACT population of

all ages and sexes has reached a total of 30
and will rise with the start of the Kaduna Water
Supply and the Delta Power Station.
In our ignorance and isolation from the great
world outside, we had assumed that building
motorways was a very orderly and polite process
with well-dressed Resident Engineers addressing
tactful notes to courteous contractors. The
arrival of reinforcements from Cheshire has
shattered these illusions. Mike Ditchburn and
Dudley Ings, ably assisted by Joe Miller from
Nyasaland, are currently laying waste large
areas of country on both banks of the Kaduna
River at Wuya. Despite the difficulties and
setbacks which have been experienced in the
last few weeks, these three are in remarkably
good spirits and, provided that the brewery
can double its output quickly, we have high
hopes that the job will go as planned. One
of your correspondent’s most treasured memories
is that of Joe Miller (a fly-weight if ever we saw
one) addressing a pointed rebuke to a very
large man from Nagadoches, Texas, and we are
told that meeting Henry the Eighth disguised
as a Resident Engineer has proved too much

for some of the weaker members of the night
shift
Bob Spence (accompanied by Mrs. Spence)
has recently arrived as Resident Engineer for
Kaduna Power Station where he is assisted by
Cecil West from Nyasaland. Other arrivals
include Tony Williams who is at work on the
survey of the roads of the Northern Region
for the World Bank, and Mike West of the
Economist intelligence Unit, who is likewise
engaged. Ken Locke and family have also
arrived in Port Harcourt from Nyasaland. The
Earwakers have returned from leave and Mike
is trekking through Bornu, taking soils samples.
Visitors have been scarce in the last few
months. Mac forsook the Bridge Section for
a week or two to assist us at Wuya, and Mervyn
Johnston also spent a few days here on a round
trip which included Washington and British
Honduras. This must be the first time that
a Partner has had to be taken from the plane
to hospital suffering from measles and we hope
that by the time this appears he will be com
pletely recovered.
The Kellams will shortly be leaving and we
are not sure at the time of writing whether they
will be returning here or breaking new ground
in Abyssinia or elsewhere. Andy has been one
of the mainstays of the Nigerian firm for a long
time and we take this opportunity of wishing them
both “boll voyage”.
J.J.G.

Singapore Gossip
I arrived here in Singapore on New Year’s
Eve and after a somewhat tiresome journey
was in no mood for celebrations. My immediate
problem was to find some accommodation as
hotel prices are rather steep here. I soon
found out that bachelors are at a disadvantage
as far as accommodation is concerned. To
get a flat on your own is quite impossible because
of cost so I settled for the next best thing and
moved into a Guest House. These are plentiful
here and of various standards. The one I
moved into is quite comfortable and I have no
complaints.
Work on the site is quite a challenge. The
Chinese contractor is very willing but often he
does not know what is required of him or what

—

E.vt,actfroiii a letter from Andrew Ma.cloiiiez

he let himself into. As an example—when
I arrived I was told that trial mixes were done
some time ago. I soon discovered that none
of the materials used in so-called “trial mixes”
were from the sources supplying the site. He
In
could not see what difference it made
the end I got him to supply some samples. The
supposedly -in. aggregate contained stones
of anything from 2-in. don. It took quite a
while before the required grading was obtained.
It was just as well that, as January was a wet
month, no serious attempt was made On the
excavations and there was time to sort most of
the preliminaries out.
Labour is very cheap and plentiful here. The
ContinLied on page 46
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a Partner has had to be taken from the plane
to hospital suffering from measles and we hope
that by the time this appears he will be com
pletely recovered.
The Kellams will shortly be leaving and we
are not sure at the time of writing whether they
will be returning here or breaking new ground
in Abyssinia or elsewhere. Andy has been one
of the mainstays of the Nigerian firm for a long
time and we take this opportunity of wishing them
both “boll voyage”.
J.J.G.

Singapore Gossip
I arrived here in Singapore on New Year’s
Eve and after a somewhat tiresome journey
was in no mood for celebrations. My immediate
problem was to find some accommodation as
hotel prices are rather steep here. I soon
found out that bachelors are at a disadvantage
as far as accommodation is concerned. To
get a flat on your own is quite impossible because
of cost so I settled for the next best thing and
moved into a Guest House. These are plentiful
here and of various standards. The one I
moved into is quite comfortable and I have no
complaints.
Work on the site is quite a challenge. The
Chinese contractor is very willing but often he
does not know what is required of him or what

—

E.vt,actfroiii a letter from Andrew Ma.cloiiiez

he let himself into. As an example—when
I arrived I was told that trial mixes were done
some time ago. I soon discovered that none
of the materials used in so-called “trial mixes”
were from the sources supplying the site. He
In
could not see what difference it made
the end I got him to supply some samples. The
supposedly -in. aggregate contained stones
of anything from 2-in. don. It took quite a
while before the required grading was obtained.
It was just as well that, as January was a wet
month, no serious attempt was made On the
excavations and there was time to sort most of
the preliminaries out.
Labour is very cheap and plentiful here. The
ContinLied on page 46
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Fact or Pontifact
by Pi unstead
“In spring a young man’s
well there’s
no need to go into all that but there is no doubt
that this is the time of year when little notes
come like snowflakes announcing forthcoming
marriages. At a recent PONTIFACT Editorial
meeting a romantic member suggested Easter
weddings as the reason for the rush to which
,

flfl

ttt)flttab’

the materialist present retorted that the Chan
cellor’s tax concession was a much niore powerful
inducement. At any rate the situation is far
past Plumstead’s abilities and he has, therefore,
enrolled a strong corps of society reporters to
aid him in covering some of this season’s high
lights. Therefore, with pride. I present:

Qtottr tcttLar

fl

*1
Brishloek—Donclan
On February 23rd Joseph S. Briddock married Miss Murie
Donetan at the Cathedral of the Assumption, Suam, Co. Gaiway,
Ireland. The ceremony included a Nuptial Mass svilh full choir.
The bride, who was given asvay by her father, wore a fulllength white satin dress with a small train and trimmed svilh
svhite fur. Three bridesmaids (two sisters of the bride and a
sister of the groom) svore dresses of kingfisher blue with shoes
to match. The groom’s brother was best man.
The reception, held at the Great Southern Hotel, Galsvay,
svas attended by 50 people. After the reception the couple
left for a touring honeymoon of Southern Ireland.
The bride svas elected Bride of ihe Month in the Irish Sunday
Press and is to receive gifts of a pe.trt necklace, beauty treatment
W.J.W.
and furniture for the home.

Plumstead is delighted to see this parade
of brains and beauty; looking through the reports
he was struck by the varying approaches to the
subject by the members of the corps of reporters.
W. J. W. is obviously a pretty skilled hand at
this game, maybe he was on the staff of Tile
At the other end
Queen at an earlier stage.
of the scale observe R. B. C.’s factual approach,
but then R.B.C. is of course a hard-worked
Editor. Finally, laying levity aside, how glad
we are to get a contribution from the General
Omce.
The last item for this section is to announce
the engagement of Mr. John Freeman to Felicity
King; felicitations, Felicity
*

Yates—Kelly
Our congratulations and best wishes to Bryan Yates who
married Miss Lorna Kelly, daughter of the Secretary General
of the Automobile Association, at Kingston recently.
With the influence of the bride’s father the area was well
covered with yellow signs and yellow men, but some of the
guests were dismayed to find that they also needed a yellow
label to park and had visions of landing up in the green park
at Goodwood.
P.N.H.

Carter—Jones
Over seventy guests attended the wedding of David Carter
and Joan Jones, which took place at St. Simon’s Anglican Church
on Saturday, October 27th. After the ceremony a reception
for the guests was held at 149 Ashmore Road, W.9.
R.B.C. (by proxy)

*

The New Year has brought a large crop of
new arrivals to welcome (in answer to Mr. Bowen’s
ornithological phenomenon ?); listing them in
no sort of order except that of convenience
there are Martin Olney and Jim Blake in P,B.E.’s

By courtesy of V. E. Mum,,

Gardner—H arsum
Miss Yvonne Har.;um and Mr. Peter Gardner at their sved
ding which took place or February 16th at St. Mary’s Church,
Chelsea. tn spite of the bitterly cold sveather, Yvonne looked
radiant as she svas escorted up the aisle by her very proud brother
and the sun shone to add the perfect touch to a very pretty
J.B. J.E.M.
ssedding.

section, Errol Joseph, John Eddison and Con
Mullen in F.W.S.’s; Errol is from Trinidad,
Con from Australia and John, home-bred
minority, has worked for some time on airfields

in the Middle East. Alan Copp goes to B.E.S.R.
and gets married on March 30th (after PONTIFACT
goes to press—let’s hope details can be given next
issue—a reporter, please), Peter Selby and Terry
Wickham to R.P.W. and Jeff Moore to E.T.F.
Graham Butt and Peter B. Clark join the Road
Section and, with the coming of David Clark
(J.E.T.’s section) gives the firm five Clark(e)s.
three of them Peters—are the switchboard
pleased ! To counterbalance this we have only
one Smith.

PONTIFACT incidentally owes Peter

B. Clark a debt of gratitude for the willing and
able assistance he gave with the projector for
the judging and showing of the photographic
competition. David Culley goes to D.E.T.,
Chris Schumann (an F.B.I. student from South
Africa) has gone up to Doncaster and Kong
joins T.G.I—I. (Chinese members of the firm
cause

upsets

to

informal

nomenclature).

To
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complete the list we welcome Mrs. A. J. Larry
and Arthur White (who dishes out the pay
packets) who join Adniin., and finally Jim Kelly
and Ron Edwards who operate in the Soils Lab.;
Ron incidentally is a geologist.
In the past great care has always been taken to
record the comings and goings of staff in minuscule
detail in these pages. While getting a sneak
preview of the Overseas Newsletters, Plumstead
made the staggering discovery that everyone
who leaves London goes somewhere else and
generally gets recorded in the process. Since
“Fact or Pontifact” runs to considerable length
already* only those whose movements are not
elsewhere recorded will be mentioned. Com
mencing with an exception—who reads what
the Editors write, anyway—David Maltby is
getting his site experience with McAlpines on
the B.O.A.C. building at Victoria Station;
perhaps PONTIFACT will soon get an article out
of him describing the job. Bryan Yates has
gone to join Maurice Vatson in the new Doncaster office; Andrew Maslowicz has gone to
Singapore to supervise the construction of Pasir
Panjang School; Roman Bowbeiski has gone to
Malakal to do battle with black cotton soil and
finally Mike Guilford is doing a crash course in
Soil Mechanics at Harvard. (Stop press: Jim Park
shortly going to Afam.)
Since the last issue we have lost a few members
of the staff—Louis de Waal has returned to
South Africa, M. N. Nwosu to Nigeria and
Alan Pigott, who has latterly been on the
Birmingham-Preston Motorway, is leaving us
to join Shellabear Price, Ltd. Perhaps we shall
soon meet Alan again in another capacity.
As usual, members of the firm have done the
best to balance B.O.A.C.’s deficit. Mr. Edinglon
is back from Blantyre, Zach Matthews has been
to and returned from British Honduras (he only
went to spite me), Tony Finigan has returned
from Nyasaland and joined J.E.T.’s section
and Cyril Cottrell has come back from British
Guiana.
Despite the desperately cold winter not so
many of the members of the staff as might be
expected were ill—in fact until “the bug”
struck in late February and early March niost
were so cold they didn’t have time to be sick.
However, when “the bug” arrived we went down
by the score—too numerous to record. Mr.
Elliott’s malaria, despite the slurs cast by Hong
Kong Newsletter, was contracted in Nigeria
and not caused by a mosquito bred in Ireland’s
Too long!— Editors.
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bogs: he has, we hope, fully recovered now
after his recuperative trip via P. & 0. to Hong
Kong (don’t laugh, those who have travelled
P. & 0. before). Mr. Johnston has been laid
low following on the arduous trip he and Mr.
Grace made—in Nigeria it was diagnosed as
measles, but, back home in Ireland, it was re
diagnosed as glandular fever. He is not yet back
in the office so we send him our best wishes and
hope he will soon be fit again. R. Moodie suffered
a strained back and has not yet fully recovered;
again, our sympathy and hope for speedy
recovery. David Banue had the misfortune to
slip on some ice in the cold spell and chip a
bone in his wrist; he at least seems fully recovered
we are glad to see. Not so lucky Mrs. Hill who,
after a bad fall, has had to have a lengthy course
of treatment; she will not be fully recovered
for some time—we hope, as it is her tea arm,
it will not be as long as anticipated. Anyway,
our best wishes Mrs. Hill.
On the domestic front Michael Bell announces
in his Newsletter a new arrival; the only other
birth to be heard of is a son, Timothy, for Alan
Hider. Even this was only recorded by chance
—you haven’t told Admin. yet, Alan
Mr. Bowen seenis to have cleverly slipped
some extra reporting over to Plumstead. This is
not the season for degrees or other distinctions
so that apart from catching up by congratulating
Richard Colnian on his Master’s degree from
M.I.T., which seems to have gone unrecorded,
there is only one rather unusual item to report.
Kong Fung Kew who recently joined us (see
above) was awarded a Ph.D. by Leeds University
last December. A number of members of this
firm have been congratulated in the pages of
PONTIFACT on achieving Masters’ degrees, but,
since its inception, this is the first Doctoral
degree to be mentioned. We realise the work
Kong must have put in to achieve this distinction
and offer him our heartiest congratulations.
*

*

*

Incidental intelligence—Norman Beaton took
up President Kennedy’s challenge and achieved
37 miles in 12 hours before sound engineering
judgment persuaded him that a live engineer is
better than a dead hero. Any other challengers ?
*

*

*

During the long winter little seems to have been
happening of gossip-worthy note. Plumstead has,
therefore spurred by the modification of the
cover of PONTIFACT. been counting heads here
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and around the world. Apart from leaving him
with a strong suspicion that an engineer is prob
ably living in luxurious idleness somewhere due
to being transferred from one outpost and not
received at another while being paid by a third,
the results of his researches are as follows:
(a)

(b)
(c)

(ci)

(c)

London

5 Partners +

Engineering

6 Associates
I Consultant -r
128
Non-engineering I Secretary + 38
13
Mixed

Glasgow.
Doncaster
Kendal
Sites scat- Mixed
tered all
over the
place, but
chiefly
Birniingham
Preston
Motorway
Mixed. Details
Nigeria
of local staff are
not directly
accessible to
Plumstead
do.
Hong Kong
(OWce)

47

*

2 Resident
Partners
I Associate -F 13
—

2 Resident
Partners +
I Associate
51
+7 (swKP share
of Joint Office)
2
—

(I)

do.
British
Honduras
Expatriate
Doha
Staff only
details of
local staff
not available
to Plumstead
AbLI Dhubi
Jordan

(j)

CYprLTS

f)
(g)

(h)

4
3

Kuwait
British Guiana
(in) Singapore
(1?)
Malakal
(o) Khartoum
(p) U.S.A.
(Ic)

(I)

Total, all ranks. on muster—roll at G.H.Q. 337)-.

Note:

1. This survey was completed very hurriedly.
A more detailed make-up might be published
next issue if sufficient interest is shown.
2. The Joint Office in Hong Kong caused me

a lot of trouble—how do you score haifa sec
retary? The site staff at Plover Cove have not
been included.
*

*

Another interesting aspect of the firm’s make
up, suggested by P. B. Edwards in his article in
the series “Round the Sections” which appeared
in the last issue of PONTIFACT, is the number of
different nationalities represented.* We appear
to have the following ingredients in the U.K.
branches: Chinese (4), Polish (3), South African
(3). Australian (3), New Zealand (2), Nigerian,
Trinidadian, West Indian, British Guianese,
Sudanese, L.el7anese, Portuguese, Finnish and
Swiss. Good, but probably all these could be
matched by other firms of this size, but who will
challenge our prize catch—Tee Pemba, Tibetan.
In the array above I have ignored the warring
tribes of Irish and Scots. Of the former 1 can
find eight while of the latter only nine, the rela
tive proportions being slightly surprising to me.
What is a real shock, however, is being unable to
call to mind a single Welshman (or woman).
Who will write to correct my ignorance ?

*

*

*

Those who have studied to any extent the
science (black magic 7) of hydrology are ac
quainted with the concept of the iith year storm,
vhich may statistically occur at any time during
the ii years being considered. Brian McKenna is
just coming up to completing his tenth year with
the firm and seems to have collected at last his
ten-year storm; in general, Brian is very lucky—
no one is likely to mistake him for the chain-man
or tea boy when visiting a site—quite the reverse
The banana-skins of life have not often lain
before Brian, but on a recent occasion fate
caught up with a vengeance; this occurred during
the testing of one of the Wylfa pressure vessel
models. The procedure adopted during these
tests is that the model is lined inside by a rubber
bag which itself is filled with oil under pressure.
Near the end of the test a large crack appeared
which all the distinguished rubberneckers present
crowded round to see. Suddenly a huge jet of
oil shot out and virtually obliterated poor Brian.
Later, after being generally dc-greased and shotblasted, Brian was smuggled out to his car
through a side door clad in vest, pants and over
coat. In the normal course of events one might
suppose he would be able to stealthily creep
honie, but fate hadn’t finished. In the middle of
Purley High Street some nit ran into Brian, who
thereupon had to emerge before an interested
crowd
Caught with his pants down ?
(Is this the only case known of an engineer
getting oiled in the course of duty 7)
* Some may actually
be British by birth or naturalisa—
tion; [hope nobody will be offended.
.

.

.
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tion; [hope nobody will be offended.
.
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Recently two tall dark nien have been seen
going furtively round the office appraising the
roonis and occupants. Rumours that Messrs.
Ciore and Cotton were making a bid for our
space are false. The fruits of Ron Henderson’s
labours are displayed in the office map appearing
in this issue. Derek (James Bond) Bew’s mission
was more official and the purpose only to be
conjectured; one thing that can be reported,
however, is that hearts were set fluttering in
sundry outposts of the General Office.
*

*

*

Tales of Mystery and imagination
Joe and Muriel Briddock had been married for
one week and two days when while lying in bed
one morlling the ceiling fell on them.
*

*

*

new Chinese engineer 7
face of Jim.
.

.

.

*

*

No, another

*

Sparked off afresh by the recent change of
name of our friends, Binnie & Partners, there is
the usual idle chatter in the office about shorter
versions for conversational use of the firm’s name.
Plunistead fails to see what the difficulty is—nearly
all the doors in the firm already bear the legend
3 TAV I Hi
*

*

*

Plumstead is not interested himself, of course,
but if anyone wants to become acquainted with
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the niost expensive lady in the office lie sllould
ring 42 and ask if Anita is available.
*

*

*

The recent furore in tile Press about the
American Brain Drain can be viewed by the firm
with a certain detached amusement since the ten
menlbers who have studied there at various times
(and many others who Ilave paid visits) all have
resisted the siren lures and returned to grim
realities of life in London (and not-so-grim life
in Glasgow, Hong Kong, etc.). No doubt, Ilow
ever, common prudence will cause the Secretary’s
departnient to mount a strong guard over a
certain address in Victoria Street to frustrate any
efforts to desert.
*

*

*

Heard through the keyhole at a recent Editors’
nleeting: “Jolly good”, “First-rate article’
“Excellent”
Just right”
I think it
stinks” (which Editor doesn’t take the Radio
Tunes 7).
Later, at the same nleeting. “We
mustn’t alter the articles, of course—just niake
them different”. Even iater—”J don’t under
stand this bit—do you 7” “Of course I do—I
wrote it”.
*

*

*

At another meetilig (referring to P. B.
Edward’s article): “That verse should be in double
inverted commas—it’s a direct quote.” “Well,
all rigllt, but it’s the first direct quote I’vc ever
heard frolll a fairy’.

SINGAPORE G OSS I P—eonti,med ho,,, page 41
contractor does not employ individual workmen
but hires gangs and pays them for the work
done. For example, a concrete gang mixes
concrete, transports it to a place of deposition,
places it, etc., and for that they get paid 6 dollars
a yard. All concrete is carried in buckets
by women and it is quite a sight to see a dozen
or so of them running between a mixer and the
position of the works being concreted. Work
men earn very little; an unskilled mail is paid
about 6 dollars and a woman 5 dollars a day
(1 dollar = 2s. 4d.). Skilled steel-fixers get
about ten dollars a day. There is one good

EASTER

point here in the way steel-fixers operate—they
bend their own steel and then fix it. If sometiling is wrong a gang suffers ‘here it Ilurts
most—the pocket
Because of these conditions a lot of super
vision is required and language difficulty does
Ilot ileip.
On tile wllole site tilere are only two
people who can nlake tilenlselves understood in
Enghsh—the contractor’s son and the foremall.
Any spare time is speilt very pleasantly llere—
tilere are a nunlber of clubs which have swimming
pools, tenilis courts, golf courses, etc. The
problem is to find spare tulle during tile day.

Job Reports
Plover Cove Water Scheme

EN88o

1.

INTRODUCTION
Tile Plover Cove Water Scileme is a largescale iollg-ternl project that will ultimately
double the Cololly’s water supply and provide
sufficiellt storage capacity to manitain the supply
througil extended dry periods. Of the overall
project Stage I is under construction and Stage 11
(tile larger stage) is about to go forward; both
of tilese stages are illustrated OIl the plan
overleaf.
Stage I entails the conveyance of flows diverted
from the Tai Po River aild collected from tile
nlountain streallls between Tai Po Tau and the
Slling Mun River tllrough about 8 niiies of
tullnels ‘ia Lower Siling Mull balancing reservoir
to a treatmellt works at Sila Till. In addition
to tuilneis, Lower Shing Mull dam and tile
treatnlent works, Stage I collstruction includes
an inflatable neoprene-coated nylon dam alld
a pumping station (botil at Tai Po Tau) and
a further pumpillg station at the treatment
works.
Stage II illvolves the conversioll of the large
coastal inlet of Plover Cove illto an inlpounding
reservoir by the construction of a nlain danl
alld two subsidiary dams alld tile driving of a
main tunnel from Plover Cove to Tai P0 Tau.
Tilis tullnel will Ilave tile dual functioll of con
veying illlpounded water frolll Plover Cove
into the Stage I systelll alld, at times of excess
Ilfiow at Tai Po Tau, of transnlitting Stage I
surpluses into storage in Plover Cove Reservoir.
Tunnels brallciling off the main tullnel and
separate systems of secondary tunllels will tap
indirect catcilments to supplenlellt tIle Ilatural
rull-off into Plover Cove Reservoir. Although
gravity flows will sometlllles be possible, a
pumping station will be required at Tai Mei Tuk
to draw stored water fronl Plover Cove Reservoir
alld to UlllP it thlrougll the loam
tullnel to
Tai Po Tau.
Plover Cove Reservoir will Ilave a storage

capacity of 30,000 nlihhioll gailolls (110,000 acre
ft.) aIld witil a length of 34- nlmies and breadtil

of about a nlile will cover 3,000 acres at its
presellt envisaged top water level.
Possible
future raising could increase the capacity by
5ollle 10,000 IllihhiOll gallons. Tai Mei Tuk
Punlping Station will have an installed capacity
of 100 m gd. witil provisioll for rulllling pairs
of punps in series whell tile reservoir level is

very low.
2.

PROGRAMME OF FUTURE WORK
Tile nlajor civil engineering works comprisillg
Stage II will be sub-divided into three main con
tracts and separate contracts will be let for
the pumping, electrical alld treatment plant.
The three Illaill civil engilleering contracts will
be as follows:
(a) Plover Cove nlaill and subsidiary danls,
spiHway alld reservoir and Tai Mei Tuk
Pumping Statioll.
(h) Tai Po Tau to Plover Cove main and
brancil tuilnels.

(c)

Secolldary tunnels and catchwaters.

Tellders for contracts (a) alld (I,) will be invited
by illternational advertisement about nlid-l963
from contractors wilo Ilave successfully carried
out works of sinlilar nature and magnitude alld
wilose reputation and resources give confidence
in their ability to conlpiete tile works in the
required manner and withill the specified period.

The tellder periods will be about 3 montils and
2 molltils respectively and it is intended that tile
closing date will be tIle same in botil cases.
Tenderers will be given the opportunity of offering
a reductioll to apply if they are awarded both
contracts togetiler.
Tenders for contract (e) vihi be Ilvited subse
quelltly by local advertisement in Hong Kong.

In this work we are Jo/i,! Consultants with,
Binnie & Partners.
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Hill and sand from various areas in Tolo Harbour
itself, all being transported by barge to the
site of the dam. In the later stages of construc
tion, decomposed granodiorite will probably
be excavated from the Shuen Wan peninsula
and transported by road to be placed in the dam
above sea level.
The two subsidiary dams will close the gaps
between Harbour Island and Tung Tau Chau
and between Tung Tau Chau and the peninsula
forming the south-eastern boundary of Plover
Cove. The crest of Tung Tau Chau itself will
be cut down and surfaced with concrete to form
the overflow spillway into the sea. The subsid
iary dams will be constructed of materials
similar to those in the main dam and will probably
be closed before the main dam.
The principal quantities of materials involved
in the main and subsidiary dams will be:
Dredging—7 million cu. yd.
Decomposed rock—7-- million cu. yd.
Rockflll—I million cu. yd.
Sand—2 million cu. yd.

3.

DESCRIPTION OF MAIN CONTRACTS
(I) Plover Cove main anti subsidiary dams and
Tal Mel Tuk Pumping Station
The main dani, which will extend from the
end of the Tai Mci Tuk peninsula to the NW
shore of Harbour Island. will have a crest
length of about 6,800 feet and a maximum
height of construction of about 120 feet. The
dam will be built by first dredging out some
40 ft. thickness of the sea bed in an almost
equal depth of water to remove the very soft
clay which is too weak to form the foundation
for the darn, then dumping and placing decom
posed rock (i.e., residual soil), sand and rock

to the full height of the dam. The main bulk
of the darn will consist of decomposed
rock which will be protected from wave action
by graded rock fill. Sand will be incorporated
in horizontal layers and vertical piles located
at intervals through the decomposed rock to
provide drainage and so to flhinimise pore pres
sures in the fill, especially in the saturated
material dumped below sea-level.
The materials for the construction will be
gained from borrow areas located elsewhere in
the Tolo Harbour area. It is envisaged that
decomposed granite will come from the hill
sides of White Head and Ma Liu Shui, fresh
granite from quarries to be opened in Turret
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Instrumentation of the main dam will be a
dominant feature of the works so that accurate
information on the behaviour of the fill may
be obtained as successive layers are placed,
in order to preclude any possibility of a slide
occurring due to an excessive build-up of pore
pressures.
The tidal range in the area is about 8 ft. and
so presents a problem in effecting closure of the
inlet. This aspect of construction is the subject
of extensive study in model tests at the Hydraulics
Research Station at Wallingford. The tests seek
to establish the best method for closure and to
predict the currents likely to be experienced
across and around the gap.
Another problem which will require attention
during construction is the limitation of pollution
of the sea by the deposit of dredged clay and
of fill materials. Special measures may have to
be taken if it is found that fishing and oyster
culture are affected.
Pumping out of the sea water from the com
pleted reservoir will also form part of this con
tract. A temporary pumping station will be
required to house the permanent pumps together
with additional pumps required for this purpose.
Upon completion of the pumping-out operation
the permanent pumps will be transferred to
Tai Mei Tuk Pumping Station, a reinforced con
crete structure also included in the contract.
The contract period will be about five years,

including pumping out of the reservoir and re
filling to mean sea-level.
(ii) Tai Po Tan to Plover Cove main and branch
tunnels
This contract comprises a secondary tunnel,
the main tunnel itself which is about 6 miles long
with an equivalent diameter ranging from about
26 ft. at Tai Po Tau to about 30 ft. at Plover
Cove, together with three spur tunnels to the
south and one t’o the north of the Pat Sin Range,
totalling about 3 miles in length and connecting
up with stream intakes at Fung Yuen, Tung Tsz,
Ting Kok, Hok Tau and Lau Shui Heung. The
secondary tunnel is 2- miles long and extends
north-west from Plover Cove connecting in two
stream intakes on the north side of the Pat Sin
Range. The invert level of the main tunnel ranges
between mean sea-level at the Plover Cove portal
and 10 ft. higher at Tai Po Tau.
The rock in which the tunnels will be driven is
predominantly volcanic of rhyolitic composition
with sedimentary intercalations, weathering in
places extending to considerable depth. Near
Tai Po Tau the tunnel enters granodiorite for
about half a mile of its length.
Access roads to each of the stream intakes are
to be constructed under preliminary contracts.
The contract period for (he main and branch
tunnels will be about four years.
(iii) Secondary tunnels and catchwaters
These are various tunnels ranging in equiva
lent diameter from 7 ft. 6 in. to 14 ft. 3 in. and
totalling about 4 miles in length which, together
with short lengths of catchwaters, are located to
the north and east of Plover Cove.
These tunnels will be driven through volcanic
rhyolitic rock and sedimentary rocks which in
clude conglomerates, sandstones, quartzite and
K.J.P.
mudstone.

Lancaster—Pe,irith ,2’vl’oton l’a)/

EN 5926

This assignment from the Ministry of Trans
port, confirmed during the last week of 1959,
came to life as far as the general public were
concerned on 18th February, 1963, in a blaze of
publicity following an official announcement by
the Ministry. As was to be expected, the blaze
was the brightest in the north-western area of the
country, and the northern editions of most of the
dailies carried headlines such as “New Super
Road to Border—40-mile Plan to beat Shap
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function it is to perform. Of necessity the siting

Snow Barrier’. (In point of fact, the actual
length is 36- miles.) The news was also put out
by television and radio, particular emphasis being
afforded the subject in the northern editions. As
far as the firm were concerned, however, during
the two years from March 1960, EN5926 caused
not a little headache, with occasional molargrinding, until the agreed number of copies of
the Report with our recornn:endations therein
was on the Ministers desk on March, 31st 1962.
In the weeks that followed, a second volume
in the form of an appendix, together with 1/2500
plans covering some 110 miles of the routes
discussed in detail in the Report, was studied by
the Ministry, while the local populace strained at
the leash to know what was in store for their
part of the country. All told, however, they have
been very patient indeed, their only solace being
gossip and from time to time newspaper articles
(inspired and otherwise) putting forward their
own ideas as to where the motorway should or
should not go.
What has occurred so far maY be described as
the first phase only of the scheme—i.e., the siting
of the motorway in the best position for the

is a compromise between a large number of con
flicting interests ranging from capital cost to the
permanent effect on local amenities. The task
as given us by the Ministry was to explore all
possible routes between the northern end of the
existing Lancaster by-pass (M6) at Carnforth, to
the southern end of the proposed Penrith by
pass, and to make recommendations as to the
most suitable route(s). Some ten to fifteen years
ago the Ministry engineers themselves worked on
a route from Carnforth to a point on the A6 near
Shap village, but the public were very lukewarm
towards the scheme. They feared that the route
would have a detrimental effect on a considerable
length of the beautiful Lune Valley, and would
make farming more difficult for a number of
farmers. It was the opposition to this route,
together with the changed traffic pattern since
the Ministry’s survey, that paved the way for our
being given the assignment with virtually a clean
slate.
Initial enquiries revealed that the existing
1/2,500 Ordnance sheets required bringing up to
date, and that, to effect a proper appreciation of
any particular line, contoured maps to this scale
would also be required. Only small-scale maps
wereavailable for the area, and the first preliminary
exercise during the summer of 1960 was to estab
lish feasible routes on these maps in order to
make out a case for the production of large-scale
up-to-date maps with 5-ft. contours. The Ministry
agreed to an aerial survey being made covering
the whole area over which routes were possible,
and that 1/2,500 contoured maps should be pro
duced from such aerial photographs, which
would cover the routes requiring detailed examina
tion. It was further considered that such maps
would be useful to enable the earthwork quan
tities to be obtained subsequently by computer
methods. Messrs. B.K.S. Air Survey Ltd. carried
out the aerial photography and map reproduction
between December 1960 and June 1961. At the
same time, a meteorological survey was under
taken under the auspices of senior officials from
the Preston and Edinburgh divisions of the
Meteorological Office, in order to establish the
pattern of visibility, snow and icing conditions
on the various routes being considered.
In
addition, traffic, geological, soil and land use
surveys were carried out simultaneously.
As well as the estimated costs of the various
routes, together with the associated works
required to the county road system, the Report
also included a detailed economic assessment
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of the schemes. One of the suggested routes put
forward utilised tunnels at the highest point on
the Shap Fells, and information for this special
ised investigation was obtained from a number
of sources, not the least interesting being a visit
to the Mont Blanc tunnel due to open next
year. Incidentally, a sartorial aspect of this
visit is touched upon in PONTIFACT No. 3, p. 39.
The first quarter of 1962 proved to be hectic
indeed, as the prodigious amount of information
was assembled to form the submitted Report.
Some of the drafts ran to several editions before
being considered suitable for inclusion. During
this time British Railways service between
Kendel and Euston did better business than
usual, and the telephone bill for 1962 caused
a few eyebrows to be raited. To J. K. M.
Henry goes the lio&s share of the credit for
this Report, which has been the subject of very
favourable comment from the Ministry.
Now that the Ministry’s choice of route has
been made public, during the next few months
they will consider representations of- local
authorities, statutory undertakers and other
interested bodies, which may result in adjust
ments being made to the line at various points.
The procedural work which will follow is laid
down in the Highway Act 1959, and, although
tedious and at times very frustrating, it is never
theless necessary so that the wheels of democracy
may turn, however slowly.
When all statutory work, including land ac
quisition, is completed, the Minister makes
a Compulsory Purchase Order which finalises
the processes required under the Act. This
done, full attention can then be given to the
really interesting part of the design work in all
its aspects, and in due course to the taking off
of quantities and drafting the Specification
and other tender documents.
The chosen route leaves the existing Lancaster
by-pass (M6) at Carnforth and, traversing the
coastal plain for about nine miles, gradually rises
through broken country, passing along the
western banks of Killington reservoir to Firbank
Fell (770 ft. above sea level). Thereafter it
passes through the gorge of the River Lune
alongside the rniin Euston-Carlisle railway for
a distance of about three miles. North of the
gorge it rises to the highest point of 1,040 ft.
at Hardendale Nab—nearly 400 ft. lower than
the maximum elevation of the existing A6 trunk
road over Shap Fells which can be so notoriously
difficult under wintry conditions. Approximately
four miles of the motorway will lie in Lancashire,
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and the remainder of its length in Westmorland.
There will be four interchanges along its route,
the principal one being at mile 8, where in
addition to access to the Kendal-Kirkby Lonsdale
road (A65) a new spur road is proposed to A6 for
traffic bound for Barrow and the Lake District.
The route passes about five miles to the east
of Kendal and through some of the most
attractive scenery in the country. Extensive
landscaping work is proposed to minimise
its intrusion on’ the countryside.
The scheme is estimated to cost about £30
million, and it is expected that its design and
execution will extend over at least a decade.
When completed it will revolutionise the traffic
conditions in the area and no doubt give the
custodians of the Lake District National Park
further headaches in coping with even more of
the public who wish to visit the Lake District.
R.A.E.
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This project has been developed from an
original scheme conceived by the Ministry of
Public Works, Kuwait, with the object of re
placing under one roof a multiplicity of medical
stores at present scattered all over the city
and supplying the whole of the medical services
for Kuwait.
Owing to its almost complete dependence
on other countries for manufactured goods,
Kuwait is extremely vulnerable to delays, short
ages and price fluctuations caused by global
troubles beyond its control. For this reason
the Kuwait Government decided to increase
its holdings of medical supplies to cover its
needs for the maximum possible storage period.
A storage period of two years was aimed
for by the Kuwait Government, but we were
instructed to carry out an investigation into
modern practice in the planning and operation
of large-scale medical stores, to establish the
maximum storage life of the various medical
supplies under ideal storage conditions and to
design a st-ore based on our findings. We
were given basic information as to the number
of hosaital beds, cliniDs, school children, ships
and planes per month and the population for
which the store was to provide medical supplies
and instructed to size the building and prov!de
suitable storage for all types of supplies found
necessary, bearing in mind the diseases peculiar
to the country.
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function it is to perform. Of necessity the siting
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Artist’s impression of Central Medical Stores

With this rather wide brief a survey was
carried out on medical stores in this country
and also Malaya, 1-long Kong and Ceylon.
Generally because of the ease of supplies in
this country Group Hospital stores were suffi
cient only for very short periods relying on fre
quent supplies and rapid replacement of minimum
stocks. In some cases only two days supplies were
held. For this reason storage temperatures were
not critical except for vaccines, etc.
ManufaDturers held larger stores, but usually
the bulk was in raw materials rather than finished
goods. Stores abroad were nearer the estimated
size of the Kuwait store, but none investigated
held the range of goods nor were they as big as
that proposed. All were either housed in build
ings originally built for another purpose or
restricted in shape and size by available space.
Except for some of the larger manufacturers,
mechanical handling had not been used to any
great extent.
The final scheme provides for one large single
storey building containing 36 identical cells, each
cell 100 ft. by 30 ft. clear by 20 ft. high. A cen
tral trucking corridor, wide enough for two fork
lift trucks to pass, connects the cells. The struc
tural frame is to be of in situ reinforced concrete

with columns at 30 ft. by 15 ft. centres with lime
sand brick walls forming the fire breaks between
cells. The reinforced concrete roof is insulated
by means of foamed concrete laid over a water
proof membrane and an aluminium shade roof
provides further protection against solar heat.
Natural light has been reduced to a minimum
since this has an adverse effect on the storage
life of goods.
Air-conditioning is limited to a percentage of
the total number of cells, forced air changes at
night when outside conditions are coolest being
used for the remainder of the cells. Temperatures
in the air-conditioned section have been grouped
to suit as closely as possible the classes of goods
stored. All cells are interchangeable in use and
the air-conditioning installation permits inter
change of air-conditioned and ventilated cells as
found necessary in the life of the building with
some increase available in the air-conditioning
percentage at present planned.
Circulation of goods is almost entirely by
mechanical means. Goods arrive by road already
stacked on pallets to a central receiving loading
dock.
Adjustable dock levellers are used to
permit light electric pallet trLlcks to be driven on
to the lorries. Goods are taken directly into the
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building through electrically operated sliding
doors into receiving bays. Here they are classified
and taken via the central circulation corridor to
the appropriate section by “rider’ type pallet
trucks. Each cell has electrically operated sliding
fire doors opened by the truck driver by means of
a pull switch positioned so that he does not have
to dismount and timed so that the door opens
before he reaches it and closes automatically
behind him. Goods are either stacked in bulk
in 20 ft. high stacks by fork-lift truck and later
broken down into current stock or in some cases
taken to small piece storage. Orders from the
various hospitals are extracted from the current
store and collected from the various sections by
pallet trucks and made up into packs in the
dispatch department. They are then loaded on
to the delivery lorries by light pallet trucks via
the loading dock. Once inside the building goods
do not leave it until final dispatch. an important
factor in this climate. Generally i would seem
that the maximum store life is around 18 months,
but many materials are well below this. The
project on which sitework is expected to start
in May will be situated to the north of the
city of Kuwait in the grounds of the Al Sabbah
Hospital. Mr. John Harris is assisting us with
the architectural work, Messrs. Donald Smith
Seymour & Rooley with the electrical and
mechanical engineering and Messrs. Widnell &
Trollope with the quantity surveying.
W.E.G.

More Pa i’er /r Nigeria
EN 5835, 6226 6130,

6217, 6250

As in many developing countries the demand
in Nigeria for electric power for industry and
other uses is increasing rapidly. Whereas new
factories can be built and in operation in a matter
of months, the planning and construction of new
power supplies involving the design and installa
tion of complex generating plant and transmission
lines may take several years. The demand niust
necessarily be forecast, which is not easy in areas
in which both industry and residential areas may
expand considerably over a short period.
The earlier power stations in Nigeria operate
mainly on diesel oil but in recent years coal- and
oil-burning systems, diesel oil and gas oil plants
have been used. Hydro-electric schemes are also
projected. With the beginning of the commer
cial development of oilfields in the south the pos

Natural gas flare

sibility of an alternati\e fuel supply has arisen.
This is the natural gas released with the oil and
which, unless tapped and piped away, can only
be burnt off at an enormous rate of wastage in
potential energy.
it is this natural gas which Afani Power

Station is designed to utilise. The new station is
situated some 20 miles east of Port Harcourt
and turning off the main Port Harcourt-Aba road
it is eight miles down an earth road through the
bush, past the occasional cluster of native huts
and one or two villages. The same road continues
into the bush, turning off to lead to the Shell oilfields, from which gas is piped to Afam. It is
here that the flare shown in the photograph is
kept continuously burning off the surplus gas.
This is quite spectacular and provides the one
and only bit of local sightseeing.
The state of the road to the site varies rapidly
with the weather. Both Shell and the Electricity
Corporation have done a great deal to keep
the road maintained but the loose clayey sand
is unstable in the wet and only requires a good
downpour and a few lorries to churn it up
badly. In the wet season, the road becomes
Afam Power Station
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by means of foamed concrete laid over a water
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provides further protection against solar heat.
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since this has an adverse effect on the storage
life of goods.
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the total number of cells, forced air changes at
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used for the remainder of the cells. Temperatures
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the air-conditioning installation permits inter
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Adjustable dock levellers are used to
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fire doors opened by the truck driver by means of
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in 20 ft. high stacks by fork-lift truck and later
broken down into current stock or in some cases
taken to small piece storage. Orders from the
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store and collected from the various sections by
pallet trucks and made up into packs in the
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factor in this climate. Generally i would seem
that the maximum store life is around 18 months,
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at times virtually impassable. The Resident
Engineer complains that visitors from Head
Office never come when it is at its worst (this
of course is just good timing !).
The first stage of Afam, now virtually complete,
houses two gas turbo-alternator sets of 10
megawatts rating each. Extensions due to start
in April will add a further 17, and possibly
34 Mw., and future extensions may bring the
total up to about 110 Mw. This is the maximum
as extension is limited by the 70 ft. escarpment
at the end of the site, which falls into the swamps
of the Imo River. Coupled with the first stage,
distribution sub-stations have been built at
Afam itself, at Port Harcourt and Aba; with
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the extensions, there will be additional sub
station works at Afam, Port Harcourt, Aba, Oji
River (near Enugu) and a new sub-station at
Onitsha.
From Onitsha, Preece, Cardew &
Rider’s transmission lines will link the Eastern
Region with the Western Region across the
Niger River.
A word should be said in acknowledgment
of the Resident Engineer, Gordon Wilson, who
was ably assisted in the secretarial department by
Peggy Wilson and in the field by his inspectors.
Virtual completion of the station in 20 months
from what aniounted to virgin jungle and
in face of many difficulties is no mean achieve
ment and reflects considerable credit on this
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teamwork. (There is no truth in the rumour
that the R.E. has had to take a long sea cruise
by P. & 0. to recover !).
As part of the scheme for development of
electric power in the south, a new station in
the Niger Delta area (whence “Delta Power
Station”) is to be built between Ughelli and the
port of Warn. This will also be a gas turboalternator station, of initially 60 Mw, there
being oilflelds in the vicinity. Tenders for this
project as a whole (Civil, Mechanical and
Electrical Works) have been received from a
number of consortia and at the time of writing
the complexities of the various offers including
the tenderers’ alternative schemes to suit their
own plant are being unravelled by Messrs.
Preece, Cardew & Rider and ourselves.
The new Delta Power Station will be linked
by transmission line through Benin, Akure,
Erinle (near Oshogbo) Ibadan and Shagamu
to Lagos. We are concerned with the civil
works involved in the distribution sub-stations
on this network which with the Niger crossing
will link Lagos to Port Harcourt.
In northern Nigeria a new power station is
under construction at Kaduna (Resident Engineer
—Bob Spence). The present station, a miscellan
eous collection of small diesel plants, is finding
it increasingly difficult to cope with the industrial
and residential demand in this town, which is
the capital of the Region. The new station will
house in the first instance two 10 mw diesel
engines and future extension will add a third.
R. P. Whiting is dealing with a line of sub
stations from Kaduna via Zaria to Kano where
in recent years the firm has built the new Kano
“B” Power Station and reconstructed part of
the original Kano “A” to house a new type of
gas oil plant.
Thus, the developments of electric power
with which we are associated will serve a large
part of the country and it is gratifying to feel
that we are helping in some measure in the
progress of the Nigerian people in their first
official years of independence.
B.E.S.R.

to that experienced in any other locality before.
It is impossible to ignore the fact as one
travels in Jordan that one is among, or near,
places familiar to most of us by name from
earliest childhood. Equally, if one’s turn of
mind is in that direction, one is conscious of
even older influences, although these are not in
general evident to the casual traveller, for in
this general region took place the evolution of
neolithic man.
Following on the epic journey described by
Messrs. Johnston and Grace in “I looked over
Jordan” (see Christmas PONTIFACT) we have
been appointed by the Jordan Development
Board to design and supervise the construction
of a new road from the village of Safi, which
lies at the southern end of the Dead Sea, to
Aqaba (and if you have seen “Lawrence” you
know all about that). The route the road will
take lies down part of the Great Rift Valley,
in which the Dead Sea itself lies, which will
be familiar to several members of the firm since
the other end of this great geological phenomenon
is in Nyasaland. In order to reach the location
of the road from our office in Amman we have
to travel the length of the ancient kingdom of
Moab; also, so far as the writers can gather,
the kingdom of Edom must have included the
Wadi Araba—as this section of the Rift Valley
is known. Rather more directly interesting for
practical reasons is that the road alignment is
as nearly as dammit the border between Jordan
and Israel, which causes everyone a lot of
bother.
Since the Partners’ visit, a branch office has
been opened in Amman, the capital of Jordan,
for the purpose of investigating the site and
maintaining contact with the Jordan Develop
ment Board. The remainder of the work of
preparing drawings and documents to contract
stage will be carried out in the London office.

Safi_Aqaba Highii’ay, Jordan

Line—a rather important point as engineers
are hard to replace ! The highway will be de
signed to a speed of 120 k.p.h. (75 m.p.h.)
with a 7-metre carriageway and 2-metre hard
shoulders on either side and the construction
is likely to consist of a gravel sub-base, crushed
stone base and a double surface dressing.

lYfoab is ,ny washpot,
cast out iiy shoe.

EN 6245

I
Psalm 60, v. 8.
It may seem unusual to begin a job report
with a text, but in our work on Safi-Aqaba
the firm is surrounded by a different atmosphere
over Edom wi/i

An examination of the route as originally
proposed convinced us that it ran too near

the mountains on the eastern side of the Wadi
Araba where the terrain was extremely difficult.
Since then we have proposed, and had accepted
in principle, an alternative alignment farther
west but not too close to the border Truce
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was ably assisted in the secretarial department by
Peggy Wilson and in the field by his inspectors.
Virtual completion of the station in 20 months
from what aniounted to virgin jungle and
in face of many difficulties is no mean achieve
ment and reflects considerable credit on this
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teamwork. (There is no truth in the rumour
that the R.E. has had to take a long sea cruise
by P. & 0. to recover !).
As part of the scheme for development of
electric power in the south, a new station in
the Niger Delta area (whence “Delta Power
Station”) is to be built between Ughelli and the
port of Warn. This will also be a gas turboalternator station, of initially 60 Mw, there
being oilflelds in the vicinity. Tenders for this
project as a whole (Civil, Mechanical and
Electrical Works) have been received from a
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the complexities of the various offers including
the tenderers’ alternative schemes to suit their
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with which we are associated will serve a large
part of the country and it is gratifying to feel
that we are helping in some measure in the
progress of the Nigerian people in their first
official years of independence.
B.E.S.R.

to that experienced in any other locality before.
It is impossible to ignore the fact as one
travels in Jordan that one is among, or near,
places familiar to most of us by name from
earliest childhood. Equally, if one’s turn of
mind is in that direction, one is conscious of
even older influences, although these are not in
general evident to the casual traveller, for in
this general region took place the evolution of
neolithic man.
Following on the epic journey described by
Messrs. Johnston and Grace in “I looked over
Jordan” (see Christmas PONTIFACT) we have
been appointed by the Jordan Development
Board to design and supervise the construction
of a new road from the village of Safi, which
lies at the southern end of the Dead Sea, to
Aqaba (and if you have seen “Lawrence” you
know all about that). The route the road will
take lies down part of the Great Rift Valley,
in which the Dead Sea itself lies, which will
be familiar to several members of the firm since
the other end of this great geological phenomenon
is in Nyasaland. In order to reach the location
of the road from our office in Amman we have
to travel the length of the ancient kingdom of
Moab; also, so far as the writers can gather,
the kingdom of Edom must have included the
Wadi Araba—as this section of the Rift Valley
is known. Rather more directly interesting for
practical reasons is that the road alignment is
as nearly as dammit the border between Jordan
and Israel, which causes everyone a lot of
bother.
Since the Partners’ visit, a branch office has
been opened in Amman, the capital of Jordan,
for the purpose of investigating the site and
maintaining contact with the Jordan Develop
ment Board. The remainder of the work of
preparing drawings and documents to contract
stage will be carried out in the London office.

Safi_Aqaba Highii’ay, Jordan

Line—a rather important point as engineers
are hard to replace ! The highway will be de
signed to a speed of 120 k.p.h. (75 m.p.h.)
with a 7-metre carriageway and 2-metre hard
shoulders on either side and the construction
is likely to consist of a gravel sub-base, crushed
stone base and a double surface dressing.

lYfoab is ,ny washpot,
cast out iiy shoe.

EN 6245

I
Psalm 60, v. 8.
It may seem unusual to begin a job report
with a text, but in our work on Safi-Aqaba
the firm is surrounded by a different atmosphere
over Edom wi/i

An examination of the route as originally
proposed convinced us that it ran too near

the mountains on the eastern side of the Wadi
Araba where the terrain was extremely difficult.
Since then we have proposed, and had accepted
in principle, an alternative alignment farther
west but not too close to the border Truce
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The length was originally reckoned to be
180 km. (110 miles), but it seems to be growing
up fast since it now, for a variety of reasons,
appears to be approaching 190 km. Cut and
fill will not balance since it is intended to have
nearly the entire length on a low embankment
as a deliberate policy of design. A fair amount
of bridging will be necessary though this will
be of a fairly simple type with few long spans.
The estimation of the bridge sizes has proved
very ditTicult due to the sparsity of records
of rainfall and flows from the wadis and a detailed
study of this problem has been undertaken.
One of the difficulties of construction in the area
will be the provision of an adequate water supply
and the Central Water Authority of Jordan
is at present drilling exploratory wells.
The Jordanian Government is insisting on a
tight time schedule for the road construction and
for this reason the job will be divided into two
approximately equal contracts. Partly to save
time the firm arranged to carry out the ground
survey by aerial photography through the Aero
Service Corporation, Philadelphia.
One aspect in which the job is unusual, so far
as the firm is concerned, is the altitude. We have

No.

8

carried out work above the sea and in the sea,
but this must be our first job where a great deal
of the site is below sea level and in the dry
(chainage 0 will be approximately —1,230 ft.
Mediterranean Datum).
The road is to be constructed mainly for the
transport of potash to Aqaba for shipment.
This will be produced at a new plant shortly to
be constructed at Safi. This again has ancient
links since on the map of the Holy Land in the
rather venerable atlas in the firm’s Library the
area around Safi is called the Valley of Salt.
There has, of course, been potash production at
both the south and north end of the Dead Sea
for many years, but the works in the north were
put out of action at the time of tl’e fighting that
followed the partition (one of the writers by
chance recently met the RE. officer who did the
demolition while serving with the Arab Legion)
and the works in the south are on the Israel side
of the border. Thus the capacity that the new
works will provide will no doubt be a welcome
development of the natural resources of the
country with which the firm is very happy to be
associated.
R.V.H. J.G.M.
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Job numbers
The firm has undertaL’en the folloim.’ing
6265

British Guiana Gossip —Ext,at from a letter from cyril Cottrell

6266
6267
6268
6269

British Guiana
“Land of Waters”, is a
little-known British Colony situated in the South
American Continent a few degrees north of the
equator and sandwiched between Venezuela
and Brazil. A land area of some 83,000 square
miles yet with only 600,000 people of six races.
Of this population some 95,000 live on the
coastal plains, where the capital, Georgetown,
is situated, bounded by the Atlantic Ocean
and the Demerara River.
When timber piling is used in European
waters it is usually specified that “greenheart”
should be the timber forming marine structures,
and these trees growing to great heights over
a period of 160 years and more are found only
in the rain forests of British Guiana. A
timber expert told me that at the present rate
—

of felling the trees are being worked out so that
in the next 20 years it will be impossible to
produce pile lengths of 60 to 70 feet.
The Government of British Guiana realizing
that to attract industries ample electrical power
would be necessary, decided to extend the existing
power station and commissioned two 10-Mw
turbine alternators with provision for a third set.
I arrived at the site on May 24th, 1961,
to find a small and very restricted derelict
area on the bank of the Demerara River, hardly
big enough to swing the proverbial cat.
The construction problem was mostly that
of foundations, and into this small area were
driven over 1,000 piles. However in 21 months
the civils had been completed except for a small
amount of work on the extension for the third

and staff, and whilst there met many interesting
fellow guests.
The male population of Georgetown are
really cricket mad, and enjoy “bright cricket”,
and we were privileged to see some of the interisland games. After one of the matches, our
hotel watchman came in, saying in a loud voice
to no one in particular, “lovely cricket, man,
lovely cricket” and he meant it, too.
The excitement on the site on the last day of
the Test at Barbados, when B.G. won when
all seemed lost, gave vent to a loud shout, so
pent up were the workers after an afternoon
of cricket news gleaned from transistor radios.

set, and the Kingston B Power Station was
officially opened on January 19th, 1963.
In all it had been a very tight schedule to meet
the commissioning date, but the AlT Partnership
had won through, but not without a deal of
“blood and sweat”, and it must be admitted
we all felt rather pleased with ourselves, and
duly celebrated, being royally entertained by
the various partnerships of the consortium.
I, being a “grass widower”, was content to
reside at the Park Hotel, on Main Street, George
town, a quiet and very sober establishment,
built entirely of timber in the old colonial style.
I was very well looked after by the management

62070
63005
63006

commiissiomis since

63007

Chimney at Gosport for Cyanamid
G.B.
County Tyrone Motorway—Bridges.
M.O.T. Bridges Competition.
Transport Equipment (Thorneycroft)
Ltd., Basingstoke.
Cambridge University Library
Extension—Site Investigation.
British Honduras—New Airport.
Yeadon Airport.
Addis Ababa Airport.
*

Just in case anyone should wonder why the
job numbers now have the additional “0” in the
centre, the reason is simple.
Prior to 1962 the job numbers were allocated
as follows:
XYO5—XY59
London
XY6O—XY69
Blantyre
XY7O—XY79
Kaduna
XY8O—XY89
Hong Kong
British Guiana XY9O—XY99

63008
63009
63010

F.V.R.D.E.—Chertsey.
Report on Abbotsinch Airport.
Basingstoke Hospital.
Sheerness Sub-Divisional Police
Station—New Buildings.

63011

Chatham Darget’s Wood County
Primary School.

63012
63013

B.E.A. Miscellaneous.
Stann Creek—Water Supply.
B.N.S.—South Africa.

63014
*

the last issue of Poutftict

*

XY stands for the last two digits of the year—
e.g.. 59.
This worked very well until 1962 when, had
the Blantyre firm been active, the “0” would have
had to be inserted earlier. As it was, it was only
necessary when we got to the 70s, as then we
were encroaching upon the Kaduna jobs. This
year we have started off with the “0” included so
that the London and overseas partnerships job
numbers shall not overlap.
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PONTIFACT:

Sirs,

Post bag
To the Editors of PONTIFACT:
Sirs,
It was a pleasure to read in the PONTIFACT No. 7
three articles about Hong Kong, not including
the Newsletter, written by three Fan-Kwai-Lo’s.
For the benefit of some of your readers who
have not been to Hong Kong, “Kung Hei Fat
Choy” is an equivalent of “Wishing You a
Prosperous New Year”.
The Chinese are a great noise-loving race (in
that respect I am perhaps an exception), there
fore the merrier the occasion the louder is the
noise. Letting off fire-crackers is just one way
of achieving this. An equally effective means of
noise-making is playing mahjong. A party with
out at least one table of mahjong is doomed to
be a failure. Mahjong to a Chinese is cricket to
an Englishman.
Yours faithfully,
C. Ho.
*

*

To the Editors of PONTIFACT:
Sirs,
According to the local newspaper, on the
night of January 22nd, 1963, Nantwich, situated
only a few miles from the South Cheshire Motor
way, “had the doubtful distinction of being
probably the coldest spot in the country when the
mercury in exposed thermometers in the town
went down to —6° Fahrenheit, —38° of frost”.
On the motorway site at Alsager the average
of the daily maximum and minimum tempera
tures throughout January, representing a “mean”
temperature for the month, was only 26 Fahren
heit. Is this a record for the coldest month
during the progress—or rather, suspended pro
gress—of a contract under the firm’s supervision 7
Generally speaking, the firm’s work is located
either in this country or in parts of the world
which enjoy a warmer climate than our own.
A glance at the job list going back over the post
war years and then at the globe appears to show
that the two sites nearest the north and south
poles are St. Andrew’s Univerity and B.N.S.

Melbourne respectively, if this is in fact the case,
then it seems probable that the record claimed
will be substantiated, for letters to the national
Press indicate that the last British winter when
such extreme and sustained temperatures were
recorded was that of 1940, several years before
the formation of the Scott & Wilson partnershipunless Sir Cyril Kirkpatrick had any jobs in the
Arctic before the war
I stand open to correction by any of your
readers who consider that it was colder when he
was out on site.
By contrast, it would be interesting to hear of
extremes at the other end of the temperature
scale—perhaps the Abu Dhabi contingent will
provide us with some figures from the Arabian
Gulf this summer.
Yours faithfully,
WM. HOPKINS.

P.S.—The first round of the Resident Engineer’s
lunchtime Ice Hockey Championship was played
on the Trent and Mersey Canal at Hassall Green
as early as January 2nd, and even then we had
the greatest difficulty in driving ranging rods into
the ice to form the goalposts.
*

*

*

To the Editors of PONTIFACT:
What’s in a Name 7
Sirs,
I was interested to read in page 26 of the
Christmas issue some variations on the firm’s
name originating in America. In Nigeria the
tendency was to shorten it, and none of the
corruptions was perhaps neater than the title
which once reached us: “Mr. Scottan Wilson”.
I might also mention that for the first twelve
months or so the firm appeared in the Lagos
telephone directory under the simple reference:
“Kirkpatric”.
Yours faithfully,
R. V. HENDERSON.

London’s Latest:
Scott & Wilson, Kirk Pipe Treatment Partners.
Any others?

I

I have recently had cause to resort to the
Private Patients Plan which the firm sponsored
some two years ago.
I well remember the controversy which raged
at the time of the first introductionsome
thought it worth while joining, while others,
including myself, had complete faith in the
National Health Service; but with two young
children, and specifically with the possibility
of trouble with tonsils and long waiting lists
in mind, I decided for their sake to join.
The point I would like to make really concerns
certain members of the staff who decided not
to join, and I might add that some time ago
when this topic came up I was almost considered
a freak because I had joined
All my prophecies came true when recently
my son aged six was placed on a six-month
waiting list to have his tonsils removed. My wife
and myself were prepared to wait, but suddenly
one week after the hospital examination he
developed ear trouble.
The local doctor said it was due to the throat
condition, but could do nothing but prescribe
the usual bottle of medicine. The private
scheme now came into its own because, on my
wife mentioning it, he immediately suggested
using it and proceeded to make an appointment
with the specialist who had already seen the
boy.
On examining my son the specialist discovered
a severe middle ear infection and immediately
secured a bed at the same hospital which had
previously put him on the waiting list. Full
praise to the specialist, however, because he
conceded that, had he seen my son by normal
National Health Service channels that day,
he would have ordered admission immediately
and therefore we could forget the private scheme,
and also his own private consultation fee which,
of course, was very generous.
My son has now completely recovered from
ear trouble (which can have serious results if
not attended to immediately) which, thanks to
the private scheme, has been caught and attended
to in time. He is now on the urgent list for
removal of tonsils in about three weeks time
(if he manages to rid himself of measles, since
developed, which was rampant in the hospital).
Although we have made no financial claim
on the private scheme I think you must agree

it has proved a worth-while aid in maintaining
good health and hope my experience may per
suade others to take advantage.
W. A. ATKINS.
P.S.—For those interested, the Scheme covered
surgeon’s fees but not the full cost of the bed;
this would have been £41 per week. The
Scheme’s allowance is £31 lOs. Od., leaving
£9 lOs. Od.. which we would have been willing
to pay, of course.
Stop Press: Father now has tonsillitis, too

THE CHRONICLE
Saturday, March 23, 1963

THROUGH
THE SIGHTS
(A /‘alure jbr the Regular and Auxiliary Forces

and Service men and women)
By
BRUCE BRIGHT
W. M. Hopkins moved to
Tarporley, last September on
near
Haughton,
joining the site staff of the consulting engineers
for the South Cheshire section of the M6 motor
When

Capt.

way, he was appointed to the command of
214 Field Squadron, R.E., in the Potteries.
Capt. Hopkins had already served for 11 years
with 125 (Staffordshire) Corps Engineer Regi
ment, T.A., but his arrival in Cheshire coincided
with a vacancy in the command of one of the
two squadrons belonging to his regiment. He
recently took the 23 Engineer Group (T.A.)
promotion examinatioll, and, as a result, was
promoted to the rank of major.
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not attended to immediately) which, thanks to
the private scheme, has been caught and attended
to in time. He is now on the urgent list for
removal of tonsils in about three weeks time
(if he manages to rid himself of measles, since
developed, which was rampant in the hospital).
Although we have made no financial claim
on the private scheme I think you must agree

it has proved a worth-while aid in maintaining
good health and hope my experience may per
suade others to take advantage.
W. A. ATKINS.
P.S.—For those interested, the Scheme covered
surgeon’s fees but not the full cost of the bed;
this would have been £41 per week. The
Scheme’s allowance is £31 lOs. Od., leaving
£9 lOs. Od.. which we would have been willing
to pay, of course.
Stop Press: Father now has tonsillitis, too
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THROUGH
THE SIGHTS
(A /‘alure jbr the Regular and Auxiliary Forces

and Service men and women)
By
BRUCE BRIGHT
W. M. Hopkins moved to
Tarporley, last September on
near
Haughton,
joining the site staff of the consulting engineers
for the South Cheshire section of the M6 motor
When

Capt.

way, he was appointed to the command of
214 Field Squadron, R.E., in the Potteries.
Capt. Hopkins had already served for 11 years
with 125 (Staffordshire) Corps Engineer Regi
ment, T.A., but his arrival in Cheshire coincided
with a vacancy in the command of one of the
two squadrons belonging to his regiment. He
recently took the 23 Engineer Group (T.A.)
promotion examinatioll, and, as a result, was
promoted to the rank of major.
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Sixth (Horse) Sense
by John Drake (I—Ion. Turf Accountant)

Pamela Seale wrote to PONTIFACT last year
and suggested we should start collecting recipes
from different parts of the world. We are very
pleased to have had this followed up by Miss
Dorothy Parsons, who has sent in the following
recipes for our Cookery Corner:

cheese. Pour the mixture into a well-greased
omelette pan and bake in a hot oven until set
(about 5 to 10 minutes). Serve from pan. (A
little cayenne pepper may be dusted over the
mixture before placing in the oven.)

Due to the big freeze-up many horse-racing
meetings have been abandoned and we are sad
to report that many bookmakers’ families have

gone very hungry this winter.

Broiled Grapefruit
Halve grapefruit, sprinkle with brown sugar,
separate sections, and place under grill until
slightly coloured.
Bacon Chops with Nut and Apple Hash
Ingredients
4 bacon chops (back rashers hand cut, in. thick)
2 oz. walnuts
2 oz. raisins
I small cooking apple
-

Juice of-- lemon

IViethod: Trim the rinds from the bacon chops.
Brush lean surfaces with a little olive and arrange
in the grill pan. Cook under a medium grill
for 6 minutes on each side.

Chop the walnuts

and raisins coarsely, and grate apple, skin and
all. Mix them together and squeeze lemon
juice over them. Fry the nut mixture in a little
butter over a gentle heat, stirring lightly and
constantly. Serve with chops, accompanied by
mashed potato or green salad.
Baked Cheese Omelette
Ingredients
1 egg
2

teaspoonful grated cheese

Salt and pepper to taste
Cayenne pepper
Method: Separate the yolk from the white
of the egg; put the yolk in a basin and to it add
the grated cheese and seasoning. Beat well for
5 minutes. Vhisk the white to a very stiff froth
and fold lightly into the yolk and grated

Ingredients

4 hard-boiled eggs
4 oz. grated cheese
Breadcrumbs, salt, pepper, etc., to taste
Bechamel sauce made with 1 oz. flour, I Os.
margarine, pt. milk
Method: Cut up eggs coarsely, and add the
bechamel sauce with cheese and flavouring.
Grease shells or small individual “Pyrex’ dishes
and put a good portion of mixture into each.
Mix a little grated cheese with dry breadcrumbs,
and sprinkle over each dish. Add tiny pats of
margarine, and put into fairly hot oven until
browned (about 15 minutes). For 4 people.

wonder why—maybe it is not as decadent as

we think, one thing is certain however—breeding
comes in somewhere.
The pools panel of experts were very successful
and, therefore, we feel that there could have
been a racing panel of experts during the cold
weather. The chairman could have been an
eminent racehorse owner such as The National
Bloodstock Agency, to name only a few ! In
actual fact the Horsense Panel did sit and it
forecast the result of a race which was due to
be run on 32nd January at Tipsters Green. This
race was the inaugural race of the New Year
and was named “The Sectional Steeplechase”.
The runners had the most unusual names and
were as follows:

Orange Cocoanut Pudding
Ingrethents
3 medium-size oranges
2 oz. margarine
1 tablespoon golden syrup
3 oz. sugar
2 oz. desiccated cocoanut
2 oz. self-raising flour
A little milk
Method: Peel and slice the oranges and place
them in a fireproof dish. Sprinkle with a little
sugar. Cream the margarine with the remainder
of the sugar, adding the golden syrup, and
gradually adding the desiccated cocoanut and
self-raising flour. A little milk may be added
if necessary. Spread this mixture over the

476
476
396
475
475
474
390

Front
Back

7 runners

were training at the same stable. The owner was
rather elusive and could not be found to act as

golden brown.

I

Illustration by Hazel Alderson
was evolved by the process of elimination.
Firstly, we decided that 476 Front would have
to be pulled up after a couple of fences had
been jumped because lie spread a plate (in
training horses are usually shod, in races,
however, they are plated and sometimes the
fastenings become loose). Secondly, 476 Back
was considered to be better suited by a shorter
distance and would not succeed in such a test
of stamina. It was decided that 475 Small
who was running very freely had the misfortune
to slip up and in doing so interfered with 390,
thus 390 came to grief in the same manner as
475 Small. The final selection was made a
little easier when the panel felt that 474 would
undoubtedly suffer from the effects of top
weight on such a stiff course and would most
certainly be fading rapidly at the finish. Down
to the last two and each one looming tip to be
a possible winner. At this stage the panel
found great difficulty in eliminating one of the
runners, but after extensive research it was
concluded that 475 Large would lose his footing
on landing over the last jump and thus allow
396 to pass the winning post first.

Small
Large

It was pure coincidence that these runners

oranges and bake in a moderate oven until
Continued on page 65.

Moreover, we

even heard of our English “bookie” who applied
for National Assistance, so you see the Govern
rnent even looks after underprivileged English
“bookies”. At this stage we would like readers
to look out for, and report to us immediately
they find, a West Indian, Indian or Nigerian
bookmaker. Colonials appear to be in most
trades and sports, but not bookmaking—we

Egg Scallops

Chairman. However, we (the panel) decided
to officiate entirely off our own bat. The result

The panel

would now like to add that the foregoing race
and runners were purely fictitious and any
resemblance to animals deal or alive is completely
coincidental.
Having got that lot off our chest we shall now
discuss the “Common Market”, or as they say
in French, “Moi, je suis content Jacques”.
Unfortunately—for some—the Common Market
negotiations fell through and we feel that this
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Pamela Seale wrote to PONTIFACT last year
and suggested we should start collecting recipes
from different parts of the world. We are very
pleased to have had this followed up by Miss
Dorothy Parsons, who has sent in the following
recipes for our Cookery Corner:

cheese. Pour the mixture into a well-greased
omelette pan and bake in a hot oven until set
(about 5 to 10 minutes). Serve from pan. (A
little cayenne pepper may be dusted over the
mixture before placing in the oven.)

Due to the big freeze-up many horse-racing
meetings have been abandoned and we are sad
to report that many bookmakers’ families have

gone very hungry this winter.

Broiled Grapefruit
Halve grapefruit, sprinkle with brown sugar,
separate sections, and place under grill until
slightly coloured.
Bacon Chops with Nut and Apple Hash
Ingredients
4 bacon chops (back rashers hand cut, in. thick)
2 oz. walnuts
2 oz. raisins
I small cooking apple
-

Juice of-- lemon

IViethod: Trim the rinds from the bacon chops.
Brush lean surfaces with a little olive and arrange
in the grill pan. Cook under a medium grill
for 6 minutes on each side.

Chop the walnuts

and raisins coarsely, and grate apple, skin and
all. Mix them together and squeeze lemon
juice over them. Fry the nut mixture in a little
butter over a gentle heat, stirring lightly and
constantly. Serve with chops, accompanied by
mashed potato or green salad.
Baked Cheese Omelette
Ingredients
1 egg
2

teaspoonful grated cheese

Salt and pepper to taste
Cayenne pepper
Method: Separate the yolk from the white
of the egg; put the yolk in a basin and to it add
the grated cheese and seasoning. Beat well for
5 minutes. Vhisk the white to a very stiff froth
and fold lightly into the yolk and grated

Ingredients

4 hard-boiled eggs
4 oz. grated cheese
Breadcrumbs, salt, pepper, etc., to taste
Bechamel sauce made with 1 oz. flour, I Os.
margarine, pt. milk
Method: Cut up eggs coarsely, and add the
bechamel sauce with cheese and flavouring.
Grease shells or small individual “Pyrex’ dishes
and put a good portion of mixture into each.
Mix a little grated cheese with dry breadcrumbs,
and sprinkle over each dish. Add tiny pats of
margarine, and put into fairly hot oven until
browned (about 15 minutes). For 4 people.

wonder why—maybe it is not as decadent as

we think, one thing is certain however—breeding
comes in somewhere.
The pools panel of experts were very successful
and, therefore, we feel that there could have
been a racing panel of experts during the cold
weather. The chairman could have been an
eminent racehorse owner such as The National
Bloodstock Agency, to name only a few ! In
actual fact the Horsense Panel did sit and it
forecast the result of a race which was due to
be run on 32nd January at Tipsters Green. This
race was the inaugural race of the New Year
and was named “The Sectional Steeplechase”.
The runners had the most unusual names and
were as follows:

Orange Cocoanut Pudding
Ingrethents
3 medium-size oranges
2 oz. margarine
1 tablespoon golden syrup
3 oz. sugar
2 oz. desiccated cocoanut
2 oz. self-raising flour
A little milk
Method: Peel and slice the oranges and place
them in a fireproof dish. Sprinkle with a little
sugar. Cream the margarine with the remainder
of the sugar, adding the golden syrup, and
gradually adding the desiccated cocoanut and
self-raising flour. A little milk may be added
if necessary. Spread this mixture over the

476
476
396
475
475
474
390

Front
Back

7 runners

were training at the same stable. The owner was
rather elusive and could not be found to act as

golden brown.

I

Illustration by Hazel Alderson
was evolved by the process of elimination.
Firstly, we decided that 476 Front would have
to be pulled up after a couple of fences had
been jumped because lie spread a plate (in
training horses are usually shod, in races,
however, they are plated and sometimes the
fastenings become loose). Secondly, 476 Back
was considered to be better suited by a shorter
distance and would not succeed in such a test
of stamina. It was decided that 475 Small
who was running very freely had the misfortune
to slip up and in doing so interfered with 390,
thus 390 came to grief in the same manner as
475 Small. The final selection was made a
little easier when the panel felt that 474 would
undoubtedly suffer from the effects of top
weight on such a stiff course and would most
certainly be fading rapidly at the finish. Down
to the last two and each one looming tip to be
a possible winner. At this stage the panel
found great difficulty in eliminating one of the
runners, but after extensive research it was
concluded that 475 Large would lose his footing
on landing over the last jump and thus allow
396 to pass the winning post first.

Small
Large

It was pure coincidence that these runners

oranges and bake in a moderate oven until
Continued on page 65.

Moreover, we

even heard of our English “bookie” who applied
for National Assistance, so you see the Govern
rnent even looks after underprivileged English
“bookies”. At this stage we would like readers
to look out for, and report to us immediately
they find, a West Indian, Indian or Nigerian
bookmaker. Colonials appear to be in most
trades and sports, but not bookmaking—we

Egg Scallops

Chairman. However, we (the panel) decided
to officiate entirely off our own bat. The result

The panel

would now like to add that the foregoing race
and runners were purely fictitious and any
resemblance to animals deal or alive is completely
coincidental.
Having got that lot off our chest we shall now
discuss the “Common Market”, or as they say
in French, “Moi, je suis content Jacques”.
Unfortunately—for some—the Common Market
negotiations fell through and we feel that this
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has hit the “Sport of Kings” very hard, since
we are quite sure that many of our readers
were looking forward to studying the form of the
French and Italian fillies. However, the thought
of a goose-stepping German colt does not appeal
quite so much—good enough for the milk
round, don’t you think?
The Bookmaker’s Levy Board have found
it necessary to raise the tax on “bookies” because
the total tax figure for the first period was Lim.
and not LU-rn. The idea is to raise a total of
£3m. per year and put it back into racing in the
form of modernising racecourses and increasing

AROUND THE SECTIONS—continued
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prize money. The man in the street could not
care less about the prize-money, nor the tax,
come to that, but why should the rich owner’s
pockets be fattened by bigger prizes gained
from bookmakers’ tax. On the 9,000 book
makers affected by the levy 6,400 made a net
profit of £1,000 or less, however the Levy Board
takes £60 of this—how would you feel if you were
subjected to the same torture ! We feel the
principle is a good one but why confine it to
bookniaking—but we do not want to discuss
capital gains here; on second thoughts why
not, after all we do cover a fairly wide field.

by H. H. Exelby
He was as nice a fellow as you could desire
to meet
Partial to a pint of bitter, always took his spirits
neat.
Long ago a careful mother taught her son to
shrink
From the meritricious sparkle of an aerated

See, he starts, at first despairing—then full
hopefully lie smiles

By and by, the ale discarding, ginger beer he
craves alone

For he hears the rain descending, RAIN descend
ing on the tiles.

Undiluted he procures it, buys it bottled up
in stone.

Skilfully lie scales the skylight, on the risky
roof he stands
Holding by the cheerless chimney, with a
drunkard’s trembling hands.
Round and round his brain is whirling, now the
gutter lie perceives
Where the crystal stream is flowing, niid the
soot and autunin leaves.

-

What a demon dogged his footsteps luring to an
awful doom.

From his mouth the foam he brushes, crimson
overspreads his brow
To his brain the crimson’s mounting, could his
mother see him now.
Next with drinks they style “Teetotal” he his
manhood must degrade
Swilling effervescent syrups, ice cream soda,
raspberryade.
Hops ale tempts his jaded palate, payment he’s
obliged to bilk
Then, reduced to desperation, seeks forgetfulness
ill iiilk.

Once again the people who hai’e worked or are
/t’orkulg on these jobs hai’e been represented as aiioiii’—
mous automatons. Ma’be, hey were too numerous
to men (ion, as WO 1011/1(1 when we tried to compile this

list:

Jack Parker
Arthur Pollock
Peter Selby
John Swift
David
Wainwright
Peter Webster
Terry Wickham
Ted Wright

Tempts him to a quiet garden, plies him there
with shandy-gaff.

Oh, how little we suspected as we saw him in his
bloom

EDITORS’ NOTE:

David Flavell
Tom Fowle
Gerry Good
Mike Guilford
Hassam Haflez
Ted Hart
Alan Kittlety
Julian Neaser
J m Park

Vain his mother’s fond monitions, soon a friend
with fiendish laugh

Conscious of becoming bloated, powerless to
give it up.
Up his sordid stairs, in secret, to the cistern now
he steals
Where aniidst organic matter, gambol micro
scopic eels.
Trembling lie turns the tap on, not a trickle
greets the trough
For the stony-hearted turncock’s gone and
turned his water off.
Mad with thirst and crazed with craving for the
drink he can’t obtain
Down lie sinks beside the cistern holding fast
his throbbing brain.

dri Ilk.

common element, it is perhaps that the greater
part of the work tends to be underground. It
would not however be acceptable to change
the name to the “Underground Section”.
Finally one niight comnient on the extent to
which the work of the Section involves co
operation with other sections of the firm, with
the overseas firms, and with outside firms and
authorities. On the jobs referred to there are
a total of 16 other consultants, architects and
quantity surveyors concerned, 7 other sections
of the London firm involved, and representatives
of the firm or the overseas firms in 5 countries
with whom correspondence is regularly conducted.
Then apart from these regular consultations,
several of the jobs require references to local
authorities, electricity and gas boards, Post
Office telephones, River Boards, landowners
and Government departments.
That, then, is the work of the “Civil Section’’
—a peculiar heterogeneous amalgam—but essen
tially earthy.

Bob Angier
Steve Armitage
Arthur Atkins
Erik Bird
John Caifrey
Lee Chok Hung
Peter Clark
Peter Duffield
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The Teetotal Drunkard

from page 35

Dark. The original ambitious scheme fell
foul of’ planning decisions. but a modified scheme
is now going forward with all speed, and before
long anyone crossing Vauxhall Bridge will be
able to witness activity on the site. The job
is unusual in that the client and the contractor
are virtually one and the same.
A job coming to an end is the Shoreham (or
Southwick) Slip. Originally this started several
years ago as an investigation of the reason
for a slip into Shoreharn Harbour of land
bordering the main coast road, but it developed
into a contract for a sea wall of sheet piling
tied to piled anchor blocks, designed to stabilise
the bank. The peculiar ground conditions
raised problems in ascertaining how the slip
occurred, and in designing and driving the box
piles supporting the anchor blocks so as to
ensure an adequate grip in the ground beneath
the plane of the slip.
To complete this survey of the Section’s work,
mention must be made of two contracts for
water supply work at Prestatyn, in North Wales,
and the schemes for sewerage and sewage dis
posal for Prestatyn, Hunstanton, in Norfolk
(“the only east coast resort which faces west”),
and Sandwich in Kent. The scheme for Hunstanton is unusual in that it is proposed to dis
charge the sewage half a mile out to sea (i.e.,
westwards) through a plastic pipe. To test the
stability of the pipe it is proposed to use, sample
lengths have been paid on the sea-bed at Hunstanton with different types of anchor blocks.
The picture presented of the Section’s work
is one of considerable variety. If there is a

1963

Milk begets a taste for water, so coniparatively
cheap
Every casual pump supplies him with potations
long and deep.

I

He at every drinking fountain pounces on the
pewter cup

Eagerly he lurches forward, balancing upon the
brink
Topples tumbles to the pavement, one more
victim, claimed by DRINK.

H. I-I. Exelb’ has worked fhr us/or m,la,n’ rears,

17/st/I’ as Resident Engineer on the sea del ‘,ce
scheme at Wal/asel’, 101Cr 00 the sea defence
scheme at Penrhvn Bar and final/v an the foimmida—
(ions amid river wall at Three Qua vs (knoll/I (0 1(5
as Brewer’s Quai’) in tile City.
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has hit the “Sport of Kings” very hard, since
we are quite sure that many of our readers
were looking forward to studying the form of the
French and Italian fillies. However, the thought
of a goose-stepping German colt does not appeal
quite so much—good enough for the milk
round, don’t you think?
The Bookmaker’s Levy Board have found
it necessary to raise the tax on “bookies” because
the total tax figure for the first period was Lim.
and not LU-rn. The idea is to raise a total of
£3m. per year and put it back into racing in the
form of modernising racecourses and increasing
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prize money. The man in the street could not
care less about the prize-money, nor the tax,
come to that, but why should the rich owner’s
pockets be fattened by bigger prizes gained
from bookmakers’ tax. On the 9,000 book
makers affected by the levy 6,400 made a net
profit of £1,000 or less, however the Levy Board
takes £60 of this—how would you feel if you were
subjected to the same torture ! We feel the
principle is a good one but why confine it to
bookniaking—but we do not want to discuss
capital gains here; on second thoughts why
not, after all we do cover a fairly wide field.

by H. H. Exelby
He was as nice a fellow as you could desire
to meet
Partial to a pint of bitter, always took his spirits
neat.
Long ago a careful mother taught her son to
shrink
From the meritricious sparkle of an aerated

See, he starts, at first despairing—then full
hopefully lie smiles

By and by, the ale discarding, ginger beer he
craves alone

For he hears the rain descending, RAIN descend
ing on the tiles.

Undiluted he procures it, buys it bottled up
in stone.

Skilfully lie scales the skylight, on the risky
roof he stands
Holding by the cheerless chimney, with a
drunkard’s trembling hands.
Round and round his brain is whirling, now the
gutter lie perceives
Where the crystal stream is flowing, niid the
soot and autunin leaves.

-

What a demon dogged his footsteps luring to an
awful doom.

From his mouth the foam he brushes, crimson
overspreads his brow
To his brain the crimson’s mounting, could his
mother see him now.
Next with drinks they style “Teetotal” he his
manhood must degrade
Swilling effervescent syrups, ice cream soda,
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Hops ale tempts his jaded palate, payment he’s
obliged to bilk
Then, reduced to desperation, seeks forgetfulness
ill iiilk.
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Up his sordid stairs, in secret, to the cistern now
he steals
Where aniidst organic matter, gambol micro
scopic eels.
Trembling lie turns the tap on, not a trickle
greets the trough
For the stony-hearted turncock’s gone and
turned his water off.
Mad with thirst and crazed with craving for the
drink he can’t obtain
Down lie sinks beside the cistern holding fast
his throbbing brain.
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common element, it is perhaps that the greater
part of the work tends to be underground. It
would not however be acceptable to change
the name to the “Underground Section”.
Finally one niight comnient on the extent to
which the work of the Section involves co
operation with other sections of the firm, with
the overseas firms, and with outside firms and
authorities. On the jobs referred to there are
a total of 16 other consultants, architects and
quantity surveyors concerned, 7 other sections
of the London firm involved, and representatives
of the firm or the overseas firms in 5 countries
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Then apart from these regular consultations,
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Dark. The original ambitious scheme fell
foul of’ planning decisions. but a modified scheme
is now going forward with all speed, and before
long anyone crossing Vauxhall Bridge will be
able to witness activity on the site. The job
is unusual in that the client and the contractor
are virtually one and the same.
A job coming to an end is the Shoreham (or
Southwick) Slip. Originally this started several
years ago as an investigation of the reason
for a slip into Shoreharn Harbour of land
bordering the main coast road, but it developed
into a contract for a sea wall of sheet piling
tied to piled anchor blocks, designed to stabilise
the bank. The peculiar ground conditions
raised problems in ascertaining how the slip
occurred, and in designing and driving the box
piles supporting the anchor blocks so as to
ensure an adequate grip in the ground beneath
the plane of the slip.
To complete this survey of the Section’s work,
mention must be made of two contracts for
water supply work at Prestatyn, in North Wales,
and the schemes for sewerage and sewage dis
posal for Prestatyn, Hunstanton, in Norfolk
(“the only east coast resort which faces west”),
and Sandwich in Kent. The scheme for Hunstanton is unusual in that it is proposed to dis
charge the sewage half a mile out to sea (i.e.,
westwards) through a plastic pipe. To test the
stability of the pipe it is proposed to use, sample
lengths have been paid on the sea-bed at Hunstanton with different types of anchor blocks.
The picture presented of the Section’s work
is one of considerable variety. If there is a
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Milk begets a taste for water, so coniparatively
cheap
Every casual pump supplies him with potations
long and deep.

I

He at every drinking fountain pounces on the
pewter cup

Eagerly he lurches forward, balancing upon the
brink
Topples tumbles to the pavement, one more
victim, claimed by DRINK.

H. I-I. Exelb’ has worked fhr us/or m,la,n’ rears,

17/st/I’ as Resident Engineer on the sea del ‘,ce
scheme at Wal/asel’, 101Cr 00 the sea defence
scheme at Penrhvn Bar and final/v an the foimmida—
(ions amid river wall at Three Qua vs (knoll/I (0 1(5
as Brewer’s Quai’) in tile City.
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Pont fact Wine Circle

‘Wine circle

th at 5.45 p.m.
4
The Fourth Meeting will be held on May i
Speaker:

Following the announcement in the last issue
PONTIFACT, and a convivial wine-tasting
gathering in Wally Grainger’s section on the
last working day before Christmas, a meeting
of people interested in forming a wine club
was held on Tuesday, 12th February.
Wally Grainger opened the meeting, attended
by 18 people, by pointing out that there were
two alternative courses to follow:
(a) To merely have a series of lectures on
wine making
(b) To form a wine circle to carry on in
definitely incorporating both lectures
and practice.
It was unanimously agreed to form a wine
circle. Mr. Grainger suggested that a committee
should consist of three members:
(a) Chairman
(b) Secretary
(c) Treasurer or third committee member.
This was agreed and the following officers
were elected:
Trevor Hancock
Chairman.
Peter Craker
Secretary
Miss Dc Bell
Treasurer
The Chairman then took office.
After a short discussion agreement was reached
that the circle would meet on every second
Tuesday of the month when every endeavour
would be made to have a short discussion on
the aspects of country wine making accompanied
wherever possible by a few samples.
Trevor Hancock then re-introduced Wally
Grainger who gave a demonstration on making
Tea Wine.
From this moment on the residue of Mrs.
Jenkin’s brew from the previous two weeks
was quickly transformed into a brew of a different
kind. Finally, the whole of the ingredients
found their way into a 2-gallon size polythene
bucket and, if I may say so without offending
Wally Grainger, it looked a horrible mess.
While this was going on, samples that people
had brought to the meeting were passed around.
of
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.

.
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.
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All the samples were fairly young wines but
one that had matured showed without doubt
the advantage of keeping a good wine to allow
it to mellow.
Two weeks later the “horrible mess” was
racked into a 1-gallon demijohn and an airlock
was fitted; it is now standing in the kitchen on
the fourth floor of No. 47.
The secoid meeting was held on 12th March
and John Wallace gave an extremely interesting
lecture, “Tips for Winemaking’. This was
accompanied by a donation of a few bottles
of his own wine of the 1955-56 vintage.
It is proposed to hold a small stock of winemaking materials to save members the incon
venience of going to Tottenham Court Road
and any person requiring any of this equipment
need only contact the hon. secretary who also
has a current retail price list.
*

*

*

For anybody who is interested a simple recipe
for Raisin Wine is given below:

Ingredients:
2 lb. white sugar
1 gallon water
yeast
1 lb. raisins
Method: Chop the raisins (mincing is a good
idea) and boil them in water for about an hour,
adding more water to restore the volume to
the original gallon if necessary, then rub through
a sieve. (This is purely optional—the writer
can see no advantage in this operation.) Restore
them to the water and dissolve sugar in it,
and when cool add the yeast (preferably a pre
pared wine yeast starter or the lees of wine
already fermenting). A nutrient tablet will
probably also be an advantage and also some
citric acid (j teaspoon) or the juice of a lemon.
Ferment the liquor on the raisins. When
the must begins to clear, rack into a 1 gallon
demijohn and fit an airlock. Rack again as
soon as the wine throws a fresh sediment. Do
not cork down until the fermentation is absolutely
completed or burst bottles will be the result.
P. J. CRAKER.

Mr. Leader
of IVlessrs. Raivliiigs & Sons Ltd.
Subject:

Portuguese Wines
Tickets on Application
to Peter Crakcr

Cine Film
SAMPLES

COOKERY CORNER—continued from page 60
Banana Souffle
Ingredients
4 bananas
1 orange
3 eggs
I oz. castor sugar

Method: Peel the bananas and rub them
through a sieve. Add the sugar and grated
rind and juice of the orange to the purée, then
beat and add the yolks of the eggs one by one.
Whisk the whites of the eggs to a stiff froth and
stir them into the mixture. Pour into a buttered
soufflé dish and bake in a hot oven until well
risen and firm when touched. Sift castor sugar
over and serve immediately.

egg into each mould and leave for about 10
minutes. Place the moulds in a shallow pan
of hot water. Cover the pan and allow the
water to boil gently for about 5 to 6 minutes
to enable the whites of the eggs to set. Prepare
circles of toast, and turn the contents of the
moulds on to them. Serve with bechamel sauce
(see Egg Scallop recipe), to which add a table
spoon of tomato sauce.
Cassolettes Vallee d’Auge

Ingredients
1
3
1
1

lb. apples
oz. raisins
teaspoonful vanilla
tablespoonful apricot or plum jam

Chopped nuts

Two Recipes for Children
Christopher Columbus Eggs

Ingredients
A medium-sized tin of mixed vegetables
Eggs
Toast

Method: Grease several small individual Pyrex
or metal moulds, fill them * with the vegetables
and press the mixture down firmly. Break an

1 tablespoonful of blackberry jelly

Method: Peel and quarter the apples, cook them
until soft with a little water and just a spot of
margarine.

Put them through a sieve.

Clean

the raisins and chop them roughly. Mix them
with the apple purée, add the jam and mix well.
Put the mixture back into the pan, warm until
thick, add the vanilla and pile into ice-cream or
sundae glasses. Spread a little blackberry jelly
over the top, and sprinkle with chopped nuts.
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Pont fact Wine Circle

‘Wine circle

th at 5.45 p.m.
4
The Fourth Meeting will be held on May i
Speaker:

Following the announcement in the last issue
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gathering in Wally Grainger’s section on the
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was held on Tuesday, 12th February.
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wine making
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and practice.
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(a) Chairman
(b) Secretary
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Chairman.
Peter Craker
Secretary
Miss Dc Bell
Treasurer
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wherever possible by a few samples.
Trevor Hancock then re-introduced Wally
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Tea Wine.
From this moment on the residue of Mrs.
Jenkin’s brew from the previous two weeks
was quickly transformed into a brew of a different
kind. Finally, the whole of the ingredients
found their way into a 2-gallon size polythene
bucket and, if I may say so without offending
Wally Grainger, it looked a horrible mess.
While this was going on, samples that people
had brought to the meeting were passed around.
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racked into a 1-gallon demijohn and an airlock
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of his own wine of the 1955-56 vintage.
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venience of going to Tottenham Court Road
and any person requiring any of this equipment
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Method: Peel and quarter the apples, cook them
until soft with a little water and just a spot of
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the raisins and chop them roughly. Mix them
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Club Notes
Lawn Tennis
Fixtures arranged
6th June
Binnie & Partners—Men’s Doubles—Home.
20th June
Guinness Club—Mixed Doubles—Home.
4th July
Sir Robert McAlpine Sports Club—Men’s
Doubles—Away.
11th July
Binnie & Partners—Men’s Doubles—Away.
18th July
Guinness Club—Mixed Doubles—Away.
25th July
Sir Robert McAlpine Sports Club—Men’s
Doubles—Home.
In addition to these fixtures with other firms,
it is intended once again to hold the Inter-Section
and Knock-Out Doubles competition.
Early in May further details of our programme
including, once again this year, an American
tournament will be circulated.
A. T. POLLOCK

Crici’et
The big event of the cricket season is the
President’s Match. This takes the form of an
early evening cricket match, commencing at
5 p.m. between two selected teams from the staff.
Our President and Mrs. l-lawkey invite all
members of the staff, together with their wives
and families, to attend this match, and the usual
mid-summer “social” which takes place in the
club pavilion after the game. A coach is usually
provided to convey spectators to the Long
Ditton cricket club ground, leaving the office
at about 4.15 p.m. and returning to Victoria
by about 10.30 p.m. Full details of the game

and transport arrangements will be made known
to all sections later in the season.
At the time of going to press the fixture list
for the coming season has not yet been completed,
but in all probability we shall be meeting all
our past opponents plus newcomers G. Maunsell
& Partners and C. J. Pell & Partners.
To face this heavy fixture programme our team
at present is much depleted. We shall sadly
miss such personalities as our skipper, Ron
Hedges (who topped the batting averages last
season) and Tom Baxter (who took most catches)
who are both on a tour of overseas duty. Lloyd
Hue (who topped the bowling averages) has now
returned home to the West Indies, and Mike
Guilford has gone to America. To replace
such talent will be extremely difficult, but we
sincerely hope that from an:oag the many
newcomers to the firm, we shall find new person
alities who will not only enjoy our company
and “free beer,” but will also be able to wield
a willow with great gusto, or bowl a consistent
length at reasonable pace, or even set an example
to the many Rev. David Shepherds that we had
last year.
Particularly for the benefit of newcomers I
would like to stress that in all matches (except
the match v. Nyasaland Leopards) “cricket
ability” whilst greatly appreciated is not essential.
Most of the games are played on Wednesday
evenings at the Long Ditton Cricket Club ground,
play usually commencing at 5.30 p.m.
These evenings afford an excellent opportunity
to enjoy a game of cricket irrespective of result,
and have a pleasant social time after the ganie
when you can get to know colleagues from other
sections, whom one does not often meet during
the normal day.
Our single Saturday afternoon match against
Costains at New Maiden is always a family
affair at which players’ wives, children and sup
porters are made most welcome by our hosts.
Looking ahead to the new season, we hope
that the ex-Warwickshire (resident—not county
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player!) Jim Taylor will again be an able deputy
for Ron Hedges in skippering the side. We also
welcome Norman Beaton back from Cheshire.
News from the grapevine has it that Don
Mattocks after hitting 50 runs in the President’s
Match in 1961 and 80 in the same match of
1962 is determined to get his century this year; we
all wish him the best of luck. Roger Mattingley’s
bowling figures Last season did not reflect the
true picture of his gallant efforts and everyone
sincerely hopes that “Dame Fortune” will be
on his side this season.
Fixtures arranged so far:
G. Maunsell & Partners at Long Ditton C.C.
on Wednesday, 22nd May, at 5.30 p.m.
Binnie & Partners at Long Ditton on Wednes
day, 12th June, at 5.30 p.m.
Richard Costain at New MaIden, Saturday,
15th June, at 2.30 p.m.
President’s Match at Long Ditton C.C. on
Friday, 28th June, 1962, at 5 p.m.
Nyasaland Leopards, at Long Ditton C.C. on
Friday, 12th July at 2 p.m.
Possible fixtures to be arranged against:
R. Travers Morgan.
Sir Alexander Gibb & Partners.
Preece, Cardew & Rider.
C. J. Pell & Partners.
Long Ditton C.C., 2nd XI.
R.

side of our sporting activities, including those
who may be on leave from overseas during the
season, could get in touch with the undersigned
as early as possible.
R. F. MEFF

Squash
In spite of the team being stronger than in
recent years the 1962/63 season’s results have
not reflected our earlier hopes in that we have
won only three matches out of eleven played so
far. A better impression of our standing is
obtained from the game scores which were
23—31 in favour of our opponents.
The competition for places in the team has
meant that some players who would in previous
years have played regularly have only this
season had occasional games. The No. I spot
has been shared by Peter Clirke and Philip
West, other regular players being Mike Guilford,
Bob Angier, Zach Matthews, Brian McKenna,
Norman Beaton and Richard Colman.
The highlight of the season was the match
against the Shell Company on their South
Bank courts. Although we cannot rival such
luxury, the facilities and atmosphere at our
home ground (The Ealing Broadway Squash
Club) make the struggle up the ladder well
worth while.
B. R. Mc KENNA

READY

Sailing
Already the warmer days are with us (so
welcome after our bitterly cold and ice-bound
winter) and one’s thoughts are turned thank
The Measor’s Mashie tournament, now firmly fully to the summer ahead. The warm wind
established as an annual fixture, will be held of spring is whistling and for those who like
again this summer and it is hoped that all sailing, it presents a challenge.
members of the firm who play golf (or even at
The firm have a G.P. 14 ft. sailing dinghy,
golf) will turn out and support this most enjoy M/cmje, which is kept at Surbiton. She is at
able event. Scoring, as usual, will follow the present having her annual overhaul and should
Stableford system which gives the long handicap be ready for sailing at Easter but this will depend
chap a chance of collecting the winning number on how quickly the Thames subsides.
of points.
it is hoped many experienced and inexperienced
Matches with other firms are at present also sailors will take advantage of Mianje and get
under arrangement and dates and other details many hours of pleasure from sailing her.
of all fixtures settled will be circulated shortly.
Anyone interested should get in touch with
In the meantime, it would be of much assist-, me for further details.
ance if members of the staff interested in this
M. WILLETT

Golf
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State what particular geometrical shape is
associated with:
(a) The cross-section of the stem of a
plant of the Labiatae family ?
(b) A roof truss or a braced shelf-bracket?
Solve:
(a) XXXX
YYYY

(b)

zzzz

SEND
MORE

1.

Photographic Competition

Over fifty members of the firm gathered in
the Partners’ Conference room on Thursday,
21st February, to view the photographs and
colour slides submitted for the photographic
competition announced in last Easter’s edition
of PONTIFACT.

Mr. Hawkey, resplendent in morning clothes
(we were disillusioned to learn they were not
donned specially for the occasion), opened
the proceedings by welcoming Mr. Buifrey of
Robert Matthew, Johnson-Marshall and Partners
(who judged the competition) and inviting him
to present the prizes. There were so many
colour slides entered that Mr. Buifrey had
divided the entries into three arbitrary classes
—still life, portrait and landscape.
Mr. Buifrey announced the winners as:

Colour Slides:
Still Life —Trevor Hancock.
—Mike Guilford.
Portrait
Landscape —R. Moodie.
Black and White: Tony Williams.
A prize of 30/- was awarded to each of the
winners; unfortunately only two of the prize
winners were present, Mike Guilford and Tony
Williams being abroad.
The 118 colour slides and 7 black and white
photographs submitted were then shown with
suitable critical comments from Mr. Buffrey and
“ohs and ahs” from the audience captivated
by the exotic places, many of them in this country,
to which people seem to escape. In addition
to the four winning photographs which form
the frontispiece to this issue, six of the slides,
which reflected the globe trotting of members
of the firm, so impressed the organiser of the
Christmas Party that he asked the Editors if
they could be used on the cover of the menu.
One up to the photographers
The Editors wish to thank Mr. Buifrey for
again judging the competition and to congratulate

MONEY

all those who entered; the response was over
whelming and the standard of the entries was

YXXXZ

very high indeed.
*

(5)
*

*

We propose to hold another competition in
the autumn. The date of entry will be announced
in the next issue of PONTIFACT.
On Mr. Buifrey’s recommendation the colour
section will be divided into three classes:
I. Still Life.
2. Portrait.
3. Landscape.
Please bear this in mind when taking photo
graphs this summer.

2.

(1) A number consists of three digits, 9, 5, x.
If these digits are reversed and then sub
tracted from the original number an answer
will be obtained consisting of the same
digits arranged in a different order still.
What is the value of x?
Using only the three digits 9, 9, 9, and the
symbols +, x, +, /, obtain the following
answers (a) 1, (b) 4, (c) 6.

A pleasure steamer 150 ft. long has changed
its direction through 30 degrees whilst
moving through a distance equal to twice
its own length. What is the radius of the
circle in which it moved ?
-

14.
17.

I

)

Andy and Wendy Kellam—Benin City,
whose entries were judged as being the most
polished and original.

Below we print Morris’ winning puzzle; a
mystery prize (no, not Home Made Wine !) will
be awarded for the first correct solution opened
on 12th June.
All entries must be in by 7th June.
20.
23.
24.
25.
28.
29.

Hold part of the castle (4)
The British might call this a drug store, but
the Americans wouldn’t (8, 4)
2

3

45

6

7
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30.
3!.

:.I

Down
I & 2. Elusive knight with a florid alias
3.
—

i:i:

•: i:i
z::izi
3oj_

The medium of ghost writers? (9, 3)
One of the second generation sounds
competent enough (4)
Brow—beater to start the game off (5)
Eminence ending in evil (4)
Feathered joint (8)
This Scotsman recently went off the
rails (6)
Memorial on the District Line (8)
Short poem composed from notes—
and a cardinal point (6)

8
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1
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:ii

Crossword Composition

For our second puzzle we acknowledge with
thanks the hard work of compilation that pro
duced the winning crossword in our Christmas
competition.
We were disappointed to find less than half
a dozen entries, none of these coming from our
principal offices, we can only conclude that our
site staff have “time to spare”.
Congratulations and a book token for £1
go to:
Morris Hopkins—Cheshire
and a book token for 10/- to:

Across
Cunning arrangement of fifty tubes (6)
I.
4. & 10. Ponte facto, for example (8, 8)
Ordered for sane explanation (6)
9.
(King
“This other
demi—paradise
12.
Richard II) (4)
13.
One or more on hand (5)

Puzzle Corner

For the first of our Spring Puzzles we turn the
clock back and introduce a few questions as a
light exercise to freshen the mind; whilst travelling
to the office, or, as a substitute for the “goggle
box”.
We hope these questions will stimulate a large
number of entries, especialLy from all those
members of the firm who have avoided the
PONTIFACT competitions in the past.
Why don’t YOU have a go?
The Partners have kindly offered prizes of
15/- A. & N. gift vouchers for the first two
all-correct solutions opened on 12th June. All
entries must be in by 7th June.

(2)

(6)

A barrow boy has only three weights,
but with them he can weigh any whole
number of pounds from 1 lb. to 13 lb.
inclusive. What weights has he ?

3.

5.
6.
7.
8.
II.

IS.
16.
18.
19.
21.
22.

26.
27.

(3, 5, 8)
Not a beast of burden although
rampant on British Transport (4)
The Secretary’s secretaries— or the
pick of the pops? (7, 5)
Minute particle in a tomato (4)
Accustoms (6)
Let off with a river for a start (6)
Bird’s tuition arranged for division
(12)
Devil possessed by a friend! (5)
Was this energetic scientist precious?
(5)
Arithmetic for a military formation
(8)
Window with a heavenly view (8)
Statisticians often encounter this
type of II down (6)
One possible location of I and 2
down, according to the rhyme? (6)
Stop the stalk (4)
“They
serve who only stand and
wait” (Milton) (4)
.
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State what particular geometrical shape is
associated with:
(a) The cross-section of the stem of a
plant of the Labiatae family ?
(b) A roof truss or a braced shelf-bracket?
Solve:
(a) XXXX
YYYY

(b)

zzzz

SEND
MORE

1.

Photographic Competition

Over fifty members of the firm gathered in
the Partners’ Conference room on Thursday,
21st February, to view the photographs and
colour slides submitted for the photographic
competition announced in last Easter’s edition
of PONTIFACT.

Mr. Hawkey, resplendent in morning clothes
(we were disillusioned to learn they were not
donned specially for the occasion), opened
the proceedings by welcoming Mr. Buifrey of
Robert Matthew, Johnson-Marshall and Partners
(who judged the competition) and inviting him
to present the prizes. There were so many
colour slides entered that Mr. Buifrey had
divided the entries into three arbitrary classes
—still life, portrait and landscape.
Mr. Buifrey announced the winners as:

Colour Slides:
Still Life —Trevor Hancock.
—Mike Guilford.
Portrait
Landscape —R. Moodie.
Black and White: Tony Williams.
A prize of 30/- was awarded to each of the
winners; unfortunately only two of the prize
winners were present, Mike Guilford and Tony
Williams being abroad.
The 118 colour slides and 7 black and white
photographs submitted were then shown with
suitable critical comments from Mr. Buffrey and
“ohs and ahs” from the audience captivated
by the exotic places, many of them in this country,
to which people seem to escape. In addition
to the four winning photographs which form
the frontispiece to this issue, six of the slides,
which reflected the globe trotting of members
of the firm, so impressed the organiser of the
Christmas Party that he asked the Editors if
they could be used on the cover of the menu.
One up to the photographers
The Editors wish to thank Mr. Buifrey for
again judging the competition and to congratulate

MONEY

all those who entered; the response was over
whelming and the standard of the entries was

YXXXZ

very high indeed.
*

(5)
*

*

We propose to hold another competition in
the autumn. The date of entry will be announced
in the next issue of PONTIFACT.
On Mr. Buifrey’s recommendation the colour
section will be divided into three classes:
I. Still Life.
2. Portrait.
3. Landscape.
Please bear this in mind when taking photo
graphs this summer.

2.

(1) A number consists of three digits, 9, 5, x.
If these digits are reversed and then sub
tracted from the original number an answer
will be obtained consisting of the same
digits arranged in a different order still.
What is the value of x?
Using only the three digits 9, 9, 9, and the
symbols +, x, +, /, obtain the following
answers (a) 1, (b) 4, (c) 6.

A pleasure steamer 150 ft. long has changed
its direction through 30 degrees whilst
moving through a distance equal to twice
its own length. What is the radius of the
circle in which it moved ?
-

14.
17.

I

)

Andy and Wendy Kellam—Benin City,
whose entries were judged as being the most
polished and original.

Below we print Morris’ winning puzzle; a
mystery prize (no, not Home Made Wine !) will
be awarded for the first correct solution opened
on 12th June.
All entries must be in by 7th June.
20.
23.
24.
25.
28.
29.

Hold part of the castle (4)
The British might call this a drug store, but
the Americans wouldn’t (8, 4)
2

3

45

6

7
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30.
3!.

:.I

Down
I & 2. Elusive knight with a florid alias
3.
—

i:i:

•: i:i
z::izi
3oj_

The medium of ghost writers? (9, 3)
One of the second generation sounds
competent enough (4)
Brow—beater to start the game off (5)
Eminence ending in evil (4)
Feathered joint (8)
This Scotsman recently went off the
rails (6)
Memorial on the District Line (8)
Short poem composed from notes—
and a cardinal point (6)

8

•i,’’ iizi’I’
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1
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:ii

Crossword Composition

For our second puzzle we acknowledge with
thanks the hard work of compilation that pro
duced the winning crossword in our Christmas
competition.
We were disappointed to find less than half
a dozen entries, none of these coming from our
principal offices, we can only conclude that our
site staff have “time to spare”.
Congratulations and a book token for £1
go to:
Morris Hopkins—Cheshire
and a book token for 10/- to:

Across
Cunning arrangement of fifty tubes (6)
I.
4. & 10. Ponte facto, for example (8, 8)
Ordered for sane explanation (6)
9.
(King
“This other
demi—paradise
12.
Richard II) (4)
13.
One or more on hand (5)

Puzzle Corner

For the first of our Spring Puzzles we turn the
clock back and introduce a few questions as a
light exercise to freshen the mind; whilst travelling
to the office, or, as a substitute for the “goggle
box”.
We hope these questions will stimulate a large
number of entries, especialLy from all those
members of the firm who have avoided the
PONTIFACT competitions in the past.
Why don’t YOU have a go?
The Partners have kindly offered prizes of
15/- A. & N. gift vouchers for the first two
all-correct solutions opened on 12th June. All
entries must be in by 7th June.

(2)

(6)

A barrow boy has only three weights,
but with them he can weigh any whole
number of pounds from 1 lb. to 13 lb.
inclusive. What weights has he ?

3.

5.
6.
7.
8.
II.

IS.
16.
18.
19.
21.
22.

26.
27.

(3, 5, 8)
Not a beast of burden although
rampant on British Transport (4)
The Secretary’s secretaries— or the
pick of the pops? (7, 5)
Minute particle in a tomato (4)
Accustoms (6)
Let off with a river for a start (6)
Bird’s tuition arranged for division
(12)
Devil possessed by a friend! (5)
Was this energetic scientist precious?
(5)
Arithmetic for a military formation
(8)
Window with a heavenly view (8)
Statisticians often encounter this
type of II down (6)
One possible location of I and 2
down, according to the rhyme? (6)
Stop the stalk (4)
“They
serve who only stand and
wait” (Milton) (4)
.
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Editors’ Postscript
Looking back over previous issues it is obvious
that one of the traditional subjects for this
postscript is appeals for contributions. Now
—to be fair—we cannot really complain this
time since we think we have had some very
good articles in this and recent issues. But
please remember that although we are thrilled
to get a magnificent article two days after con
tribution deadline it takes an equal number of
years off our lives in the ensuing rush. Better
late than never—but better still early
This time, instead of firing in the thick, we
intend to be selective with our attack. Ladies,
girls, women, what have you—we get a lot of
back-chat about the lack of articles of interest
to you, but whose fault is that? Yours! Come
on, lets have something from you on clothes,
homes, pop-songs, make-up or whatever. We
solemnly warn you that if we don’t get an
article on the Shift out of you we will commission
one of our male experts to write on the Plunge
Neckline.
One general lack we do feel is of fiction and
fantasy. With a few memorable exceptions
all our contributors have eschewed this field
which we would be very glad to see exploited.
*

*

We should like to apologise to the South China

Morning Post for omitting to acknowledge the

Editorial Board :

Roy Wood

Mary Willett

two excellent photographs which they provided
for our last issue of PONTIFACT. These were
lent to us for the article by J. K. M. Henry on
“The Opening of the Terminal Building at
Hong Kong Airport”.
*

*

*

We seem to have been going through a period
of rapid change on the Editorial Board. This
time we have to bid farewell to Ken Innes and
David Maltby (who is rather adroitly getting
his site experience at Victoria Station). We
are very sorry to see them go. We should like
to thank them both for all their hard work
and help (and who can realise more than we
exactly how much hard work goes into every
edition of PONTIFACT !)
In their places we are very pleased to welcome
Richard Colman and Brian Tucker, neither of
whom knew what they had let themselves
in for
*

*

*

We should like to thank all contributors who
have responded so well and made this our largest
issue so far. One member of the firm to whom
we must give special thanks, however, is Miss
Lishmund who, in one week, typed well over
half the contents of this issue—and was still
speaking to the Editors at the end

John Measor

Richard Colman

Brian Tucker
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